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Mr. lsa" S. BI"mder
Blonder-lons14e LabQNltories, Inc.
9 AIling Street
Newark, New Jersey 07'02

Deal" Ike:

Trust you received a COllY of our reply brief in
the University of Iltlnols*JFD appeal. .

The hearing before the Court of Appeals In Chicago
wi II be on Apri I 10th. Do you wish to attend?

We hope to get to Newark next week and 'wi II call
1"$ a suitable day. Mean'tillle, in answer 'to your letter of
March 17. we might wish to eon.lder a modlflcetlon of the
employee .agreement, Pl'll"ticl.llal"ty In view of the relatively
flew New JaNIe}' trade secret crimI na I statute wh Ien we have
previlinl'lsfy disCUSIUtd, and whIch Is one of llIany itallts we
should review.

Cordially,

RINES AND RINES

RHR/MN By ,
Robert H. Rlne$ •
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11 BLONDER·TONGUE LABORATORIES INC.

9 ALLING STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 • (201) 622-8151

March 17, 1969

Robert Rines, Esquire
Rines and Rines
10 Post Office Square
Boston, Mass. 02109

Dear Bob;

After you have read the enclosed article, please let me know if
you think we should change our employee's employment agreement.

Sincerely,

f-
Isaac S. Blonder

ISB/jg
Ene.

RECEiVED
MAR 18 \969

R\N£. S 1\ M\l RIlH-S~ON
i'O. TEN POST OffiCE "QU~RE, 60



Trade secrets
and the

techrrieal man
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Increased legislative protection and favorable court judgments afe
not sufficient to keep trade secrets from being misappropriated.
Corporate programs that include early legal consultation must also
be instituted to prevent such transgressions

Charles M. Carter Warwick Electronics Inc.
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The presentscientific 'and technical worId'is one ofcom
plexity, magnitude, -and rapid growth. .In-the 'face of such
soaring progress.iene _subject 'has grown increasingly
important and yet bas remamed somewnat of « mYstery
topeoglejn the scientific and engineeringcoriunWllty....
that of'~radesecrets." Although, as a general rule, these
peoplehavesomeworkingknowledge aodfamiliaritywith
the patent Iaws,_there is nevertheless an.overall-lack of
understanding;regarding the-rights;' obligations, and
liabilities w::is~g<from the laws as"applied- fa trade
secrets. With the lIuillity of the employmeot market aod
the rise in -litigation cencernlng.this area; it is therefore

~perative' that members of the conimunity,gainan
~derstandingof these,concepts. This article is intended

to bridge .some of the gap between tradeseerets andthe
technical man.

IEEE spectrum FE.BitUARY, 1969

What is 'a "trade secret"? Unfortunately;' this is not a
term thatcan be readily and explicitly defined. In 'broad
terms, a trade secret has been defined by the courts as any
business method, manufacturing process, formula" pattern,
device; invention, improvement, design, or compilation of
information that is used in a company's business and pro
vides a' competitive advantage, Novelty and invention
prerequisites for patent protection-s-are ucr necessary ele
ments for a trade secret. On the other hand.ia trade secret, , " ' , " , ,

may bea patentable item. If it is patented, however.dtcan
no longer be considered a trade secret, since secrecy is an
essential' element of this term. Moreover; ideas.iprocesses,
devices, ,etc,., that are generally' known to' thepublicor
within 'an' industry cannot qualify as .trade secrets.'Thus, 
secrecy forms the dividing line between a trade: secret and
informationor material in the public domain; and such a
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division cannotbe bridged by merely disclosing the secret to
employees or othersin confidence. ' ,

Although people in the scientific and technical com
munity have some working knowledge or familiarity with
the patent laws,it niay be helpful to review briefly the pur
pose and scope of out- patent system so that a clear under
sta-ndingexists as to thediffererices between seeking patent
protection and maintaining a trade secret. The Constitution
ofthe United States gives Congress thepower to enact laws
relating to patents in article 1; section 8, which reads:
"Congress shall have power ... to promote the progress of
science and useful arts, by securing, for limited times to
authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respec
tive writings and discoveries."

A patent only grants the applicant the right to exclude
others from making, using, or selling the patentedinvention.
The rights granted by a patent are given by the government

"in exchange for public disclosure.Buch public disclosure is
intended to promote the progress of "science and useful
arts. "

On the other hand, the one purpose of a trade secret is
secrecy, and thus nondisclosure. It follows that trade secrets
are not intended to promote the progress of science and
useful arts, and that the patent system evolved as a motiva
tion for public disclosure as opposed to maintenance of a
trade secret.

Because a trade secret may be a patentable item, a diffi
cult decision must often be made as to whether an .item I

should be maintained as a trade secret or should be patented.
This is .particularly true regarding manufacturing processes
or formulas because, of the difficulty of policing patents
relative thereto. This policing problem must be balanced
against the possibility that the trade secret will be broken
legally.Ifanother party should independently stumble upon
a trade secret, such a party is free to use or disclose the secret.
For example, a trade secret may relate to the ingredients
used in a product, and another party may legally break the
trade secret by ascertaining the ingredients through chemical
analysis.

The period of protection must also be carefully weighed"
in such a decision. Under the patent laws, the recipient of a
patent is granted the right to a monopoly for a period of 17
years. On theother hand, a trade secret is effective as long
as it is maintained a secret. It is apparent that trade secrets
are playing a greater and greater role in our present tech
nological society.

A classic example ofthe importance of trade-secrets may
be found in the closely guarded formula and process for
Coca-Cola. This is one of the most well-protected secrets in
existence today and has undoubtedly played an important
part in the prosperity ofthe Coca-Cola Company. Hundreds
of thousands of dollars have been spent by others in an
attempt to legally breakthis secret-e-with-no success. If the
formula and precess for Coke had been patented,theywould
be in the public domain today. However, because they have
been maintained as trade secrets, the Coca-Cola Company
has- continued to maintain its competitive advantage.

Laws
In general, the protection granted trade secrets has arisen

out of common law and-equity, not out of statutory pro- 
visions. The basis; apart from breach of contract when a
contractual relationship exists, has been in the form of an
abuse of confidence or an impropriety relating to procure
ment. In the technological area, a confidential or fiduciary

relationship that exists between the technical man and his
employer parallels that, for example, "ofthe attorney-client
relationship. The development of the law of trade secrets.has
resulted from a balancing of two conflicting elements: (I)

I protecting theowner of information, which is obtained
through ingenuity, employee effort, and the employer's ex
penditure of time and moneyund (2) favoring free compe
tition by allowing an employee to u.se skills learned during

"an employment.for the' benefit of himself and society in
general. The trade secrets law seeks to enforce increasingly
high standards of fairness and commercial morality.

In recent times, various laws relating to trade secrets have
been enacted or proposed. A number of states have enacted
or modified criminal statutes relating to the wrongful taking
or appropriation of property so that such types of corpora
tion property as trade secrets are included. These states now
include Arkansas, California, Colorado, Illinois, Maine,
Massachusetts, Nebraska" NewHampshire, New, Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. .

An indication of the typical scope of protection granted
under such laws may, be-seen' by referring 'to ,the'law in
Illinois. The term "property" .is defined in section 15-1,
article 15, chapter 38 (Criminal Law and Procedure), of the
Illinois Revised Statutes as follows:

As used in this Part C,' "property" means anything of
value. Property includes real estate, money, commer-
cial instruments, admission or 'transportation tickets,
written instruments representing or 'embodying rights
concerning anything-of" value" labor or services-,or.
otherwise of value to the' owner; things growing on,
affixed to any building: electricity, gas and water;
birds, animals and fish, which ordinarily are kept in a
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state ofconfinement.food anddrink;samples, cultures,
micro-org~nis~s~ specimens; records, recordings, docu

e-ments: blu~prints;,drawings,maps, and whole or: partial
copies, de#C~iPtions,photographs;prototypes or models
thereof; Qrany other', articles; materials, -devices, sub

"onces and whole or partial copies, descriptions, photo.
~l'aphs; prototypes; or modelsthereofwhichcons"titute,

-represent, emdence, rejlect or record asecret scientific,
technical", merchandising, production or management
information, desiqn, 'process, procedure, formula, in-
vention, Dr improvement [Italics mine. J -

The-penalty in Illinois-for theft ofsuch property is broken
into several categories. If-the value does not exceed $150, a
convicted person (for his first conviction) can be finedup to
$500 Of imprisoned in a, penal institution other than the,
penitentiary, up ,to one year, or both. For subsequent con
victions, he can be imprisoned in the penitentiary from one
to fiveyears.
, If the property value exceeds $150, the convicted person
can be .imprisoned inthe penitentiary from one to ten years.
Whether this statute and other similar statutes will be
limited i~ scope to "tangible property" is open"to judicial
interpretation. It is believed, however.that in most instances
it has been the-legislative intentto cover trade secrets per se.
Moreover, it is' ',apparent that 'the legislatures' of various
states' have put teeth' into the law regarding corporate
property such as trade secrets in an effort to stop their ever-
increasing misappropriation. ~

Since these statutes are relatively new, it is too _early to
determine their effectiveness and general desirability or un
desirability.Strong interest has been expressed, however, in
the protection of research and development .through the
implementattcn and enforcement of such criminal statutes.
On the other hand; concern has also been expressed re
garding the negative' effects that might arise' out.of these
statutes. These effects include, for example, the restraint of
free flow ofemplo)rment.Members' of the legal profession
'are watching this area closely to permit the proper evalua
tion of the effectiveness of the statutes.

From time totime, attempts have also been made- to
promote federal legislation', providing, criminal sanctions
forfhe interstate, or foreign,-transportation of wrongfully
appropriated trade' secrets: One such attempt -atose several
years ago under the National Stolen, Property Act after the
indictment of seven people by a federal grand jury in a case
involving a.breach of a confidential relationship.As a result,
a bilI was introduced in-the House of Representatives, but
failed to pass. To date, there 'exists no such federal Iegisla
tion.

In the case just Cited (American Cyanamid Company vs.
Fox, 1963), Fox" a former employee of Cyanamid; was con
victed of masterminding a conspiracy to' unlawfully ap
propriate pharmaceuticalvtrade secrets of the' Led~rle
Laboratories Division ofAmerican Cyanamid and sell them
to companies in -Italy and in other countries that do not
provide' pharmaceutical patent protection. The 'Act, under

, which the indictments-were-granted only covered theft of
"tangible goods" and? 'interestingly enough, was primarily
aimed at cattle-rustling!

Qhts and obligations
The rights and obligations of the technical man in relation

to both his former and his present employer will now-be ex.. ,
plored,
,

Carter-Trade secrets and the technical man

The technicalll1anjs~generally free to use all ofhis general
skill" knowledge, andexperieI1c;eitos~ccessfully~oml'letea

job, even if this abilityweie_ ac~uired whil~ working-for a
fonner' employer.rHe cannot pe,__denied •this right, 'Con
versely, .the. technical man_is llnder ~', cdllfidential-reJation~

shipobligationto his fcrmeremploycr.not to use, disclose, or
induce others to use his former" employer'strade secrets.
He may even be enjoinedfrom' using, disclosing, or inducing
others to use such trade secrets. At the saine time, the.techrii
cal man is under a similar obligation to- his, present em
ploy~rnot to use.idisclose.tor induceothers to use in any .
unauthorized manner the trade secrets ofhis present em
ployer.

, Additionally, there is an obligationto the technical man's
present employer- not to ,disclose-trade ,secrets?f former
employers, nor to induce his present employer 'to use such
trade secrets.

In many instances, a fine distinction exists between what
constitutes a trade secret and what constitutes general skill,
knowledge, and experience. Such situations can often lead to
litigation. This problem is amplified by the fluidity of to
day's technical labor force, which has resulted in an interplay
of technical employees between competitors. Even though
the burden 'is on the .employer to prove that a trade secret
does, in fact, exist and that. an employee, has 'breached a
confidential relationship, the employeeshould not toss cau
tion to the winds. -Rather, when changing positions; he
should take care to' fulfilli.his confidential-relationship
obligations while working within-his. general skill, knowl
edge; arid experience; When .:questions or doubt arise;
corporate legal counsel should. he sought regard~l1g clari-
fication and guidance. -

It is Clearly established in law that an injunction maybe
obtained to stop misappropriation of -trade -secrets. As-a
general rule, though, there is noway of obtaining an injunc
tion against unauthorized disclosure of trade secrets before
such a disclosure occurs. An exception does arise when the
court-is convinced by .the evidence and surroundingcir
cumstances that" an-intent to misappropriate exists., THis
generally- occurs .when one company has made a major
breakthrough and another company hopes to exploit the
breakthrough byhiring away key employees.

A landmark case, which took place in 19!,3,.involvcd the
, B. F. Goodrich Gompany,InternationaILatexCorporation,

and a chemical engineer (RE. Goodrich Company vs:
Wohlgemuth). The engineer was employed by B. F. Good
rich and had progressed to the position ofmanager of the
pressurized.space-suit department. He possessedfull.knowl
edge of many-of the secrets and,confidential facts relating
to the Goodrich-developed space suit. In 1962, Interna
tional Latex received, a$l 500000 contract for Apollo
moon-flight space_ suits and hired the engineer.away from
Goodrich with a ·30 percent pay. increase. Goodrich then
sought an injunction t9 prevent him from assisting-in .the
development of space suits for International Latex. An in
junction wasgranted on the basis that International Latex
was attempting to gain his valuable experience in this highly
specialized field; and that if he were permitted to work on
space suits for International Latex, he would _have an, op
portunity to disclose the confidential information ofGood-
rich .. I '

Thus, the injunction was granted ~!l the p~eP11~e t~at it
was the, only way to prevent Goodrich from suffering
irreparable injury. The court pointed out that the decision
could have been based-onthe general rules ofequity (implied
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relationship), but an adequate basis was already provided by
the fact that the engineer had signed a. confidential in
formation-nondisclosure agreement.

A similar case in 1964 involved the E. 1. du Pont de
Nemours & Company and American Potash and Chemical
Corporation. In that instance, American Potash advertised

-for a chemical engineer-with titanium-oxide experience and
thereafter hired an engineer: who had handled du Pont's
titanium-oxide production for ten years. Du Pont succeeded
in enjoining him from working for American Potashin its
titanium-oxide facility on the basis that disclosure of du
Pont's secrets was inevitable if he were allowed to work"
in this capacity. _

.One thing should bemade clear regarding cases where in
junctions are granted. Injunctions only preclude engineers
involved from working in specific areas and disclosing CQn~

fidential information.' Such engineers are not prevented
from working for the new companies, but merely required
to be placed in areas where they are not associated with the
product that has been associated with the injunction.

In an earlier landmark case, Carter ProductaInc., et at.
vs. Colgate-Palmolive Company et al. (1955), the court ex
tended the legal obligation of the new employer in trade
secret cases beyond the realm of simply inducing a breach of
confidential relationship-by an employee (for example, by
hiring a key engineer as in the B. F. Goodrich and du P
cases).

The court maintained ,that a third party (new employer
who used another's (former employer's) trade secrets, 0

rained through a breach of confidential relationship (by ,
employee), either with actual knowledge of such a breach ,I r
with knowledge of facts from which the breach can e
reasonably inferred, is as liable as the party who makes t e
breach. Carter, with the aid of a consulting finn, had
veloped the first pressurized shaving cream-Rise. Su 
sequently, a chemist who had worked, on Rise applied ti r
and received ajob withColgate-Palmolivewithout actu y
being sought out. Although Colgate alleged that they
vised him not to "spill" any secrets, they asked him 0

develop a product like Rise. He apparently recreated e
RIse" formula from memory and created a product t at
outsold Rise on the market, While Colgate's words co ~

plied with the trade-~ret laws, their actions did not. ' e
court held that Colgate knew or must have known by
exercise of fair business principles that the precise chara ~ er

t

of the chemist's work for Carter -was.. in, all likelihood,
covered by an agreement. not to disclose trade secrets.
Carter received $5 '104000 in damages from Colgate. From
this case, it is: readily apparent that the new employer, as
well as the employee, has a legal obligation to .the former
e-""!ploy.er. . . ,0
Precautions of the employer

To balance the scales of justice, the trade-secret laws do
impose certain obligations on the employer regarding trade
secrets.

The employer must take positive steps in an effort to pro
tect his secrets and prevent their unauthorized disclosure or
misappropriation. The 'employer has the obligation to
apprise and somehow make technical personnelaware of the
sensitive areas involving confidential information. This
awareness may be created by the surrounding circumstances;
e.g.j posted notices and 'signs or appropriate security pre
cautions.

kS a further precaution, the employer would be, wise to
require employees to execute anappropriate nondisclosure
or confidential-relationship agreement. When the employer
has complied with these obligations, he then may be en
titled to appropriate relief for unauthorized use or mis
appropriation.in the form of an injunction ordamages or
both.

Although a confidential. relationship between a technical
man and his employer regarding trade secrets may arise by
implication as well as contractually, more and.more com
panies are covering this matter in an employee agreement.
Quite often, this is incorporated with an invention assign
ment agreement to form a combined ','Patent and Con
fidential Information Agreement." The need for an 'express
contractual'relationship in this area has been heightened by
court decisions that have watered down the scope of protec
tion granted under an implied relationship. For example, in
1960, the court in Pennsylvania (Wexler vs. Greenberg)
held that, in the absence of ail express written contract, an
agreement not to disclose. would only be implied (1) if it
could be established that the employer had confided a trade
secret to.the employee, or (2) if the employee had developed
a trade secret under the 'supervision of and with the assis
tance of the employer under an explicit research project.

In view of the present tenure of the law, the tendency in
.employee a ee s i ~<il~ie~§ U1 the

oyee s former employer as well as the trade secrets of
the new employer. Typical clauses employed are as follows:

(a)I agree not to useor reveal to any unauthorized
person, either directly or indirectly 'unless authorized
by (name of'employer), any information of (name of
employer) relating to its inventions, improvements, 
designs, processes, trade secrets, procedures, and, in
general, any of its "business affairs of a secret or con
fidential nature.

(b) I agree not to disclose to (name of employer), or to
induce (name of employer) to use any informatioIi of
others relating to their inventions, improvements, de
signs, processes, trade secrets, procedures, and, in gen
eral, any of their business affairs of a secret, or con
fidential nature unless such information is in the public
~orriain or unless authorized to disclose such info~a._,,:_

tton." . ,

Additionally, various companies have supplemented the
employee agreement with a "Trade Secret Policy," Which (
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is designed to" adviseemployees of the-possible conse-
quences of unauthorizeddisclosure or use of company trade
secretsand to set forth precautions or steps aimed at pre
venti~gtragesecrets ',from,falling into the,hands of ,un)
authorized perS()llS. _Typical steps to be included are as

Ct~~nduct a security check on all new employees.
2. Carefullycontrol visitors.
3. Require clearance for all speeches .and papers.
4. Place confidential markings on' all- documents con

sidered to be confidential.
5. Limit.access to confidential material.
6.' Have·' waste paper-generated' by employees dealing

with confidential material destroyed.
7; Require employees to secure' confidential,material' in

their absence;
8. Conduct a? "exit" interview with employees who-are

leaving toremind them oftheir obligations regarding
trade secrets.

Some companies have gone so fat as to include. in the
employee, agreement a restriction, on employment with a
'competitor subsequenttoiermination. Such provisi,?nshave
been upheld if they were-reasonable in the lengthoftime and
geographic' area coveted bythe restriction. Of course, great
care is,', required' in drafting, such a provision; which re
quires sound'legal advice and consideration.

Recovery for breach

Now that it has been established that the new employer
vas-well as the employee may be liable for breach of a con

fidential relationship between ,the employee and a former
employer, the recovery aspect for such breach will be ex
plored.

Generally speaking, the scope of recovery for trade-secret
cases is quite similar to the scope of recovery in patent
infringement actions. As previously mentioned, an injunc
tion may.be obtainedto stopunauthorized use of a trade
secret. Additionally, under, the certain, specialized circum
stances just set, forth, an individual can ,be'enjoinedfrom
working in 'a specialized area' for a new employer, if it is
apparent-that unauthorized disclosure, is' imminent:

There are four possible types of general awards that may
be granted to, the 'prevailing party in -actions relating to
trade' secrets:

1. Damages, profits, or a resonable royalty
2. Punitive damages .
3. Costs
4. Attorney's fees

As a general rule, the wronged partymay recover either the
other party's profits or his own damages (e.g., his'profits if
he had made the lost sales),'but not-both. When willful acts
of unauthorized Use of a trade secret-occur, the courts have
also grantedpunitive 'damages, i.e., additional damages to
punish the willful wrongdoer: .The additional 'allowance of
costs for litigation are normally limited to those permitted by
statute and are usually granted only in extreme cases.-Whep
circumstances justify it (e.g., in cases involving willful ahel
wanton breach of a confidential relationship regarding
trade secrets), attorney's fees, mayalso'begranted.

#'!ts indicated by the Carter-Colgate case, an employer who
~wingly -misappropriates, another's trade secret; or who
must have, known of the misappropriation by exercise of
fair business principles; maybe held liable,for damages. The

Carter-e.Trade secrets and the technical man

former employee who breached the confidential relationship
is joiri~ly andseverally 'liable for th~ 'dainages. To s~ek

retribution solelyfro~.t~e foirTIer employeeis usually value
"Jess because,he rarely bassufficientproperty upon which to

levyan execution. .

Role of attorney
It should be apparent that the attorney can play an ex

tremely important role in'prctecting both the employer and
employees. from 'misappropriatiot?-, of the trade,' secrets of
others, He is in a position to counsel bothand· to guide them
away from the pitfalls of knowing or 'inadvertent. misap
propriation.ObviQusly" the implementation of both a
trade-secret policy .al1d':a confidential-information .em
ployee agreementare helpful tools in this area; However, the
attorney canonlyhelp if he is consulted.

Acc,ordingly, if any ~oubtor question arises regarding a
potential trade-secret prohlem, the legal staff should be
consulted. immediately;

Conclusion
As astanding rule.jhe technicalman should' exercise due

\ caution to insure that he does not disclose to unauthorized
persons or in any'other way misappropriate the trade secrets
of hisemployer or former employers. If doubt -or question
,eXists regarding a potential trade-secretpro~lem,heshould
consult the,corporate legal people. In turn, each corporation
should takethe necessary steps to insure the safeguard of its
own trade secrets and, to, prevent misappropriation, of the

_trade secrets of others. -
If a person is in a position to guide corporate policy" he

should see that "steps are taken to protect the company in
these areas. 'The potential consequences of the technical
manor corporation failing to,take the necessary precau
tionary steps are too great to underestimate and care should
constantly be exercised.

Consultation with the legal staff before a problem ap
pears is advised. If you wait until the problem exists, it
may be too late.

Based on a J;laper presented at the 1968 National Electronics
ConferenceChlcago.Tll., Dec. s-n.

Charles,M. Carter is currently 'general patent. counsel, and
assistant secretary of, Warwick Electronics Inc. in Chicago,
III. Receiving the, bachelor, of electrical engineering degree
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, in 1957,' he was, em
ployed' for 2~ veers as a sales engineer before returning, to
school to study law. He was .qiven rthe American Juris
prudence Award tor excellence in criminal law while attend
ing night law school, and received the Juns-Doctor deoree
from DePaul University Law School in 1963. A licensed law
yer in the State of Illinois,he·is also registered to practice
law. before the U.S; Patent Office. He has been associated
with the patent profession for the PElst nine years, and
his experience" has included private law firm practice : as
well as"corporate practice. Mr~ Carter isa member. of .the

Illinois State Bar -Association,
the-American Bar Association,
the 'Bar Association" of the Sev
enth Federal Circuit,' the Ameri
can Patent .Law Association,
and the Patent' Law Associ
ation ofr.Chicaqo.' At present,'
Mr. Garter ,is ,alsoseryinga"s

- a member of the Committee
on Unfair CotnpetitioliOf: the

-American Patent Law Associa
tion;
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FIGURE 1. Contemporary LC device is shown on the left and newer Rc audiooscillator; which
will eventually replace the LCunit in Touch-Tone telephones, is shown jn-the srnall rectangular
area in the center of the device atriqht.

Computer tuning of hybrid
audio oscillators

Frederick H ..Hintzman, Jr. .Western Electric Company

The needfor greater electronic sophistication in smaller
packages is causing industry to develop new manufacturing and quality
control techniques, including a computerized method of tuning .
a unique hybrid thin-film audio oscillator

56

A hybrid tantalum thin-film and beam-lead silicon device
-wtll be incorporated in the Bell System's Touch-Tone
telephones of the _future. This RC multffrequeecy audio
esclllator will replace the LC device presently used in the
Touch-Tone keyboards. The tuning process for 'the RC
device requires that the- tantalum thin-film resistors be
custom adjusted to calculated values; and a tuning system
driven by a small process-control -computer has been
designed to ful1ill this function.

The dial incorporated in Bell System Touch-Tone tele
phones contains two audio oscillators to perform the dialing
function. At-present, the oscillators "use LC circuits, as
shown on the left in Fig. I; however, the LC; device is

scheduled to be replaced by an RC device, which is the
small rectangular area mounted near the center of the flexible
printed circuit shown at right.

Both 'devices _shown contain two rnultifrequency audio
oscillators, each' capable of generating four different fre
quencies. These oscillators, and the associated 'switching, are
used to generate appropriate frequencies (a unique. pair for
each button on the dial) for dial-switching information.

Each RC oscillator contains a de-coupled amplifier, a 
twin-Tfeedback network, and a buffer stage for connection
to the telephone line' (Fig. 2). The tantalum thin-.
portion of the device consists 'of two substrates, one con- 
taining thin-film capacitors and the other containing the,
resistors.

IEEE spectrum FEBRUARY .1969
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Your telephone conversation with Mr. Kandoian brought
immediate results. Recalled me yesterday afternoon, and I am
send'ing him copies of the patents in suit for preliminary con
sideration of the s ubj ec t matter of the litigation. Barring
unforeseeable comp L'l c atLons or conflicts of interest, he in
dicated he would be most interested in having the experience
of testifying as our expert witness, and we shall be most
interested in exploring, the possibility further with him.
Many thanks.

J.F.P .
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AXEL A.HOFGREN
,ERNEST A.WEGNER
.JOHN REX ALLEN
WILLIAM J. STELLMAN
JOHN S. McCORP
BRADFORD WILES
JAMES C.WQOD
STANLEY C. DALTON
RICHARD 5.PHILLIP5
LLOYD W. MASON
TED E.KILLINGSWORTH

CHARLES L. ROWE
JAMES R. SWEENEY

W. E_ RECKTENWALD
J. R.STAPLETON

WILLIAM R. McNAIR
JOHN P. M1LNAMOW
DILLIS V. ALLEN

W.A. VAN SANTEN,.JR.
.JOHN R. HOFFMAN

LAW OFFICES

HO'FGREN. WEGNER, ALLEN. STELLMAN & MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 606Q6

September 6, 1967 Uvv '

TELEPHONE

FINANCIAl- 6-1630

AREA CODE 312

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 0210

RE: urr v , BT v , JFD

Dear Bob:

* I enclose a copy of the motion by the Foundation

to postpone the trial until after October 17.

you know what happens.

I will let

r & Very truly yours,

fi I i'/ ES
:::, 2Cc:ON•

y~
Richard S. Phillips

RSP:iag -
* Enclosure

RECEIVED
SEP 8 1861

RINl:SI\ND
\10. lH: ?Ct: .,";
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AXEL A_ HOFGREN
ERNEST A.WEGNER

JOH N REX ALLEN
WIl.L1AM J. STELLMAN
JOHN 8. McCORD
BRADFORD WILES
JAMES c.wooo
STANLEY c. PALTON
RiCHARD S. PHILLIPS
LLOYD W_ MASON
TE;D E.KILLING5WDRTH

CHARLES L. ROWE
JAMES R. SWEENEY

W. E. RECKTENWALD

J. R. STAPLETON

WILLIAM R.McNAIR
JOHN P. MILNAMOW
DILLIS V.ALLEN
W.A.VAN SANTEN,JR.
JOHN R.HOFFMAN

LAW O~FICES

HOFGREN. WEGNER. ALLEN. STELLMAN & MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 60606

August 17, 1967

TELEPHONE:

FINANCIAl- 6-1630

AREA CODE 312

•

VIA Am MAIL

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines .
No. Ten Post Office Square
Eoston, Massachusetts 02109

RE: ]JIll' v , BT v , JFD

Bear Bob:

We have a notice that your case will be called
second on Judge Hoffman's civil calendar on Tuesday,

M-,->7September 12. The notice says, IIConnsel are. notified
..i->: to be ready for. trial in these eases; 11

We are attempting to determine the nature of
Judge Hoffman's criminal calendar and will then check
with connsel in the first ease on the list, which is
another patent case, to find out Whether there is a chance
of their settling, al1d if not how lQng they expect the
trial to be.

If you have other specific trial commitments in
September and OctQber, let me know what they are promptly.

Very truly yours,

?~
Richard S. Phillips

R$P:iag

l~ECEIVED
,i.\UG 18 1967

RINES AND RINES
xo, TEN POST m:F1CE SQU,f.I,RE, BOSTON



AXEL A_ HOFGREN
.!eRNEST A_WEGNER
JOHN REX ALLEN
WILLIAM J. STELLMAN
JOHN 8. McCORD
BRADFORD WILES
JAM ES C. WOOD
STANLEY C. DALTON
RiCHARD S. PHILLIPS
LLOYD W. MASON
TE:D E.KILLlN.GSWORTH
CHARLES L. ROWE:
JAMES R.SWEENEY
W. E. RECKTENWALD
J. R. STAPLETON

WILLIAM R. McNAIR
JOHN P. MILNAMOW
DILLIS V. ALLEN
W.A.VAN SANTEN,JR.
JOHN R.HOFFMAN

LAW OFFICES

HOFGREN. WEGNER. ALLEN, STELLMAN & MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 60606

August 21, 1967

TELEPHONE

FINANCIAL 6-1630

AREA CODE SIt!

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

:RE: UIF v . BT v , JFD

Dear Bob:

* I enclose a copy of a recent decision by the 7th
Circuit Court of Appeals dismissing an action by the Founda
tion against Channel Master for want of proper venue.

Very truly yours,

y~
Richard S. Phillips

RSP:iag

* Enclosure

cc: Mr. John F. Pearne (*)

RECE\VED
}\\"\GZ21961

R\ NES i'I ~.D R ns~':~O~1
'JO. 1£Y ?c::·:·~_,:f,·~- ,'.. -,
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No. 15997 September Term, 1966 April Session, 1967

Appeal from the
United States Dis,
trict Court for the
Northern District
of Illinois,Eastern
Division.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
FOUNDATION, an Illinois
corporation,

Plaintiff-Appellant,
v,

CHANNEL 1IASTER CORPORATION,
a New York corporation,

Defendant-Appellee,
and

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC.,
an Illinois corporation, .

Defendant.'

AUGUST 9; 1967

Before SCHNACKENBERG, KILEY and FAIRCHILD, Circuit
Judges.

SCHNACKENRERG, Circuit Judge. The University of Illi
nois Foundation, an Illinois corporation, plaintiff, has ap
pealed herein from a final judgment of the district court
dismissing Channel Master Corporation, aNew York cor
poration, as a defendant in the above-entitled case, be
cause of improper venue.

Plaintiff brought suit in the district court charging,
inter alia, infringement of United States Letters Patent
No. 3,210,767 by said defendant and Electronic Distribu
tors, Inc., an Illinois corporation.

1 This defendanthas not appeared in. this appeal.

•

RECEIVED
!-\UG 22 1967

RINES AND Hi~[S
:~C. TEN?CSTaJ:p:~T ~:~:,u.;\>:~" 308TON



Plaintiff is the owner of the patent in suit. Ohannel
Master is a manufacturer of television antennas, with its
plant and home offices in Ellenville, New York, where it
was served with a summons.

The statute directly involved herein is 28 U.S.C.A.
§ 1400 (b), which reads:

(b) Any civil action for patent infringement may
be brought in the judicial district. where the defen
dant resides, or where the defendant has committed
acts of infringement and has a regular and established
place of business.

· Defendant has an employee, Joseph O.Nicolau, who
resides in the Northern District of Illinois. It is It basic
contention of plaintiff that venue was properly laid in that
district because Ohannel Master .has a regular and estab
lished place of business in that district. It specifically re
fers to Nieolau, who uses his home in that district as a
base for his sales activities .in promoting his employer's
products. He regularly prepares reports at his home and
transmits them to his employer's home office. He receives
and initiates telephone calls at his home, the address and
telephone number of which are listed. on his employer's
business card, and Ohannel Master reimburses him for car
expenses, postage. and telephone calls. He deducts on his
income tax return a percentage of his own household ex
penses as business usage:

· Plaintiff reasons that, as Nicolau "maintains control of
· a permanent establishment in the district for his employer,
and systematically conducts a substantial portion of the
employer's business in the district born this location, the
employer has a regular and established place of business
in the district."

Plaintiff relies on Knapp-Monarch Co. v, Casco Prod
ucts Oorp; 7 Cir., 342 F.2d 622 (1965), at625, where plain
tiff sued in the same district court as in the case at bar,
charging patent infringement by defendantOasco Prod
ucts Corporation, and E. A. Langenfeld Associates, Ltd.
Casco, a Oonnecticut corporation, had its principal place
of business there. Langenfeld was a manufacturer's repre
sentative for Oasco's products in the Chicago area. It had
an office in Chicago for. which it paid the rent and other

15997
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expenses and was not reimbursed by Casco. Langenfeld
solicited orders for Casco's products for a commission and
forwarded them to Casco in Connecticut, whereupon Casco
shipped the goods directly to the purchaser, who made
payments directly to Casco. Samples of the accused irons
were displayed in Langenfeld's office but were never dem
onstrated or used by it.

We said, at 624:

". • • Therefore, the matter of venue depends upon
whether the defendant had a regular and established
place of business within the district."

And at 625, we added:

"•• • we hold that Casco's maintaining a sales rep
resentative in Chicago does not meet the statutory
test.*' IjI: ."

-«.

3 15997

In affirming the orders of dismissal by the district court,
we said at 626:

"••• The undisputed facts disclosed by these pa
pers show that Langenfeld's activity was confined to
solicitation of orders except Ior the sale of two irons
to its employees; • ••" .

Thus it appears that Knapp-Monarch fails to justify
plaintiff's reliance upon it.

In the case at bar Channel Master's sole activities in
the district are sales promotion and solicitation by a sin
gle employee. All orders from customers in the district
are accepted in New York. All shipments to customors ars
made from New York. All payments for goods are made
to New York.

Undoubtedly Nicolau's duties are to promote the sale of
Channel Master's products. The record shows that he vis
its about a dozen distributors in his territory and at times
holds sales meetings with their personnel. On these visits
he speaks of new products, assists in checking a distribu
tor's inventory and suggests reordering goods which seem
to be needed. He helps in seeking to expedite delivery of
goods from the plant by making calls to the New York
office,although there is no evidence that these activities
concerned the antennas involved in the infringement
charges in this case.

•
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In short, Nicolau functions as the usual sales represen
tative who cultivates the trade by being incidentally help
ful to customers. He has no office and no space set aside
solely for business use. His office coincides with his family
bedroom at home where he has a typewriter and an adding
machine, but no company records or files, no stock in
trade, no displays, no samples, and no showroom. ItTs
agreed that he conducted no demonstrations of the prod
ucts. He uses his home telephone number and address,
since Channel Master does not provide him any business
quarters or pay any of the costs of his home. He has no
business phone listing in the telephone directory nor any
sign display of "Channel Master". He receives no business
visitors there. He has no staff nor even secretarial help.
Although plaintiff repeatedly characterizes him in its
brief as a "key" man, the record shows he is simply an
ordinary salesman doing business at home by phone calls
and mail, and going' out at times to solicit sales. As we
said in Knapp-Monarch, supra, at 625, ". • • solicitation
of sales alone does not meet the' • • [requirements. of 28
U.S.C.1400 (b)]". We hold that we cannot by any stretch
of the imagination characterize Nicolau's family bedroom
or even his entire home as "a regular and established place
of business" of Channel Master in the Northern District
of Illinois.

Nothing in Union Asbestos <f; Buhber Co.v, Evans Prod
ucts Co., 7 Cir., 328 F.2d 949 (1964), cited by plaintiff, is
'inconsistent with the result which we now reach. More
over, in Union Asbestos, we, at the outset,at page 950
called attention to these facts:

"Since defendant concedes that it has a regular and
established place of business within the district, venue
will lie if defendant, a non-resident of the district,
has infringed plaintiff's patent by selling or using the
accused device within the district.

*' *' *,'

.-

15997
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"•• • On one occasion Veague, defendant's Chicago
sales manager,took' •• prospective customers, to a
Southern Pacific freight car, located within the dis"
triet, which was equipped with the accused device.
There he demonstrated the operation of the device,
with the car both loaded and empty."

• I
I
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Therefore, for want of proper venue in. the Northern
District of Illinois, because Channel Master has no regular
and established place of business in that district, the judg
ment from which this appeal was taken is affirmed.

J UDOj\1ENT AFFIRlIIED.

We therefore stated, at 951:

,,* * * VVe think the true rule in the case at bar is
that the systematic and continuous solicitation plus
the two demonstrations is sufficient to establish venue
on the basis of plaintiff's allegation of selling."

At. 952, we concluded:

. "We hold that the two demonstrations of the ac
cused device, added to the systematic and continuous
solicitation of orders within the district, constitute,
for venue purposes, a sufficient degree of selling to
amount to 'infringing sales.'

"We do not reach plaintiff's 'broader proposition'
that mere solicitation as part of a systematic and con
tinuous sales effort is sufficient for venue purposes.
*' '* *'"

",

1
1
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A true Copy:

Teste:

.........................................................................
Clerk of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

USCA 3616-The Scheffer Press, Ine., Chicago, Illinois--8"9-67-200
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AX,5:L- A. HO rGR5:N
5:RNEST A.W5:GN5:R
JOHN REX AU..5:N
WILLIAM .I. STIELLMAN
JOHN B. McCORD
BRADFORD W\\..E,5
JAME:S C_WOOD
STANL5:Y C. DALTON
RICHARD S.PHILL.lPS
LLOYD W. MASON
T5:D 5:.KILLINGSWORTH
CHARLES L ROW5:
JAM5:S R.SW5:5:N5:Y

W. E_ RECKT5:NWALD
J.R.sTAPL5:TON

WILLIAM R. McNAIR
JOHN P. MjLNAMOW
DILL-IS v. ALL-EN
W.A.VAN SANTEN.JR.
JOHN l'l. HOrrMAN

LAW OF"FICES

HOFGREN. WEGNER, ALLEN, STELLMAN & MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 60606

August 28, 1967 ~,

TELEPHONE

FINANCiAL 6-1630

AFlEA CODE 312

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

RE: UIF v. BT v. JFD

Dear Bob:

This confirms our telephone conversation regarding
the above. Judge Hoffman's criminal calendar has one case
set for calIon September 11. The jUdge's clerk does not
presently know whether it will go to trial, but we are advised
third hand that both the Government and the defense attorneys
are prepared to go ahead. They estimate the trial will take
two weeks.

The civil case which will be called ahead of your
case on September 12 will go to trial as far as the attorneys
now know. It will also require approximately two weeks.

If both cases proceed on schedule, you will probably
not be called until the middle of October. We will let you
know if there is any change in this apparent schedule.

I plan to be gone from about September 12 to Septem
ber 23. After that I will be happy to get together with you
at any time you wish.

Very truly yours,

y~
Richard S. Phillips

RSP:iag
r:'(':CIVED
1\0(, :3 0 1967
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AXEL A. HOFGREN
ERNEST A.WEGNER
JOHN REX ALLEN

WILLIAM J. STELLMAN
JOHN 8. McCORD

BRADFORD WILES
JAMES C.WOOD
STANLEY C. DALTON
RICHARD S. PHILLIPS
LLOYD W. MASON
TED E. KilLINGSWORTH
CHARLES L. ROWE
JAM ES R. SWEENEY

W. E. RECKTENWALD

J. R. STAPLETON

WILLIAM R.McNAIR
,JOHN P. MILNAMOW
DILLIS V. AllEN

W.A. VAN SANTEN, JR.
JOHN R.HOFFMAN

LAW OFFICES

HOFGREN. WEGNER.ALLEN. STELLMAN s MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO ..606Q6

August 30, 1967

TELEPHONE

FINANCIAL 6-1630

AREA COOl': 312

•

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

RE: UIF v , BT v , JFD

Dear Bob:

I had a call from Pete Mann who advised me that
Bill Marshall is scheduled to be involved in a lawsuit in
Baltimore starting about September 12. The trial will
probably last about a month. Mann plans to present a
motion to Judge Hoffman, possibly on September 8 if the
judge is sitting that day, asking that your case be held
until completion of Marshall's trial in Baltimore. Based
on our date discussion last week, this seemed to fit both
your and my schedules. Accordingly, I told Pete I would
be glad to advise Judge Hoffman that we had no objection
to the postponement. If you should have anything in late
October or early November which might conflict, give me a
call. If not, I will assume that this is satisfactory
with you.

Very truly yours,

y~
Richard S. Phillips

RSP:iag

:'.~ r:" ,r, 1
_i.
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"AXEL A. HO,FGREN
'ERNEST A.WEGNER
-JOHN'REX ALLEN

WILi.IAM J. ~jELLMAN
.JOHN 8. McCORD
sRADFORD WILES
JAMES C.WDOD
STANLEY C. DALTON
RICHARD S. PHILI-IPS
LLOYD W. MASON
TED E:.KILLlNGSWORTH
CHARLES L.ROWE
.JAMES R.SWEENEY

W. E. RECKTENWALD

J.R.STAPLETON

WILLIAM R.McNAIR
JOHN P. MILNAMOW
DILLIS V. ALLEN
W.A.VAN SANTEN.JR.
.JOH N R. HOF'FMAN

LAW OFFICES

HOFGREN. WEG N ER. ALLEN. STELLMAN & MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO,,606De

September 11, 1967 £:'114'

TELEPHONE

FINANCiAL 6-1630

AREcA COD", 312

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rinesand Rine s
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

RE: UIF v , BT v , JFD

Dear Bob:

The University Foundation presented their motion
for postponement of the trial date today. The motion papers
got mixed up on the clerk's desk and he failed to call it
this morning. As a result, we were exposed to two hours of
argument of pretrial motions in a criminal case. I think
the hassle in the criminal case had a beneficial effect on
the judge as he granted the motion without hesitation and
reset the trial for October 23. This was rather unusual
for Judge Hoffman as he is generally extremely reluctant
to grant a postponement. I think he realizes that the
criminal case he is starting will last for some time.

This rescheduling should move you behind the private
antitrust case that was ahead of you last spring. If you stay
behind them, I doubt that you will go to trial before November.
I will keep track of things and be in touch with you. If you
have any other trial commitments which come up, let me know
promptly.

Very truly yours,

V~
Richard S. Phillips

•
RSP:iag

cc: Mr. I. S. Blonder RECEIVED
sEJ' 1 3 1967
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McNENNY, FARRINGTON, PEARNE & GORDON

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

F. O. RICHEY (1878-1964)

.A'ROLD F. McNENNY

DONALD W. FARRINGTON

.JOHN F. PEARNE

CHARLES B. GORDON

WI LLIAM A. GAl L

RICHARD H. DiCKINSON, JR.

THOMAS P. SCHILLER

LYNN L. AUGSPURGER

920 MIDLAND BUILDING

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44115

September 12, 1967

TELEPHONE

(216) 623-1040

CABLE ADDRESS

RICHEY

PATENT AND

TRADEMARK LAW

LLOYD L. EVANS
OF COUNSEL

Robert H. Rines, Esq.
10 Post Office Square
Boston 9, Massachusetts

Dear Bob:

Re: The Finney Company v. JFD et-al.

RECEIVED
c,FPI" 19"'~'- -., to? m "f, v,

HiNES
SC2TON

•

Enclosed herewith are copies of the brief of the
Foundation opposing our Motion for Summary Judgment in the above
suit (including a Lawler affidavit as APPENDIX A) and a copy of
our reply brief. The deposition I took of Finkel included about
as great a volume of words as one can squeeze into a deposition
lasting from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with time out for lunch.
In some respects it was quite successful, and in other respects
it was unproductive, but was quite worthwhile on the whole.

As to patent mismarking, Finkel's admissions as to
facts and correspondence definitely established the fact of mis
marking but probably fell short of establishing an intent to
deceive the public, although it did establish a substantial delay
in changing the original patent notices after the impropriety
of those notices was brought to the attention of both JFD and
the Foundation. Finkel's excuse for the mismarking was that he
was responsible for the wording of the patent notices from the
beginning and understood them to mean only that JFD was licensed
by the Foundation under the enumerated patents and additional
patents pending, not that thepparticular antennas with which
such notices were used were covered by a particular patent or
pending application.

I obtained admissions of the employment by JFD of
the three former employees of Blonder-Tongue (with no objection
from opposing counsel), but was unable to obtain an admission
that JFD sought out those former Blonder-Tongue employees.
Finkel stated that Blonder-Tongue's antenna department and sales
program seemed to be falling apart, that the particular employees
mentioned were unhappy with their futures with Blonder-Tongue
for that reason, and that, in the case of Balash (the only one
with which Finkel was directly involved), Balash asked for a
job with JFD.



•
Robert H. Rines, Esq. -2- September 12, 1967

•

There is some interesting testimony on the ethics of
the antenna business. Finkel stated flatly that there are no ethics
in that business. Later he qualified his prior statement by saying
that, at least, the ethics of JFD were higher than those of its
competitors, including The Finney Company.

My efforts to obtain admissions from Finkel regarding
violation of the Antitrust Laws were quite unproductive. Finkel
simply denied specific acts of which I had other evidence and
seemed sufficiently well coached on that subject to make much
further examination appear futile. In retrospect, I think I stopped
too quickly, however, I might have done better if I had had some
additional time to prepare on that particular subject.

I ordered an extra copy of that deposition for your use
for whatever value it may have and ~ill send it to you as soon as
it is received, probably in about three weeks.

As I believe I mentioned during dinner at the Newark
Airport, I am working on a stipulation regarding the various patent
notices used by JFD, the periods of time during which they were in
use, and the authenticity of each of the very large number of pieces
of JFD advertising I have collected. There seems to be no problem
in obtaining agreement on such a stipulation, and I should be able
to send you, a copy of it within a'week or so. I assume that you
could obtain essentially the_same stipulation from Jerry Berliner
if it would be useful for your purposes.

Mr. Finneburgh and I were impressed with Mr. Kandoian's
obvious qualifications to testify effectively as an expert witness.
We both appreciate your having brought him to our attention and
thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to have dinner with both you
and him.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

JFP: jh
Enclosures

cc: Richard S. Phillips, Esq.



BLONDER·TONGUE LABORATORIES INC.

9 ALLING STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 • (201) 622·8151

August 7, 1967

•

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines & Rines
10 North Post Office Square
Boston', Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Rines:

Owing to my complete lack of knowledge as far as patent" lingo" is
concerned and through no fault of yours, I am enclosing a draft of
the dictation you gave to me this past Friday concerning the JFD
charts.

I am very unsure of my translation; therefore, I thought it best to
draft this material and send it to you for corrections before final
typing.

Please accept my apologies - I hope this does not put you to any
great bother or slow up the "wheels of progress."

Sincerely,

BLONDER-TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.
/'
/""~ \~',~ J // "

/VC'czc..£:?cj /)'.," 'C'4'c:::vi
J;>6reen Decker

P. S. I have enclosed a copy of the other memo you dictated - that
didn't throw me for a loss •
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MEETING BETWEEN I. S. BLONDER & R. H. RINES - AUGUST 4, 1967

• RE: JFD CHARTS

Ike and I have reviewed the above and have concluded as follows:
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With regard to the LPV-VU9, there are definitely several means near the rigid insullator

at the free end of the antenna that are mechnically connected so as to be rigid with

respect to the insullating means -- Item 4A. At the mast end there are clamp means

that connect to the mast -- the mounting means, Item 5, and further insullating means

that support the clamp means, namely Item 6. There is no strain relief involved at all.

The transmission line supporting means as in the B-T patent holds the transmission line in

fixed position relative to the antenna in precisely the same way and for the same purpose

that the B-T means 2' operates.

The same comments apply with regard to the LPV-TV40 - JFD Chart 2D and wrth neqard to

the LPV-VU30 - JFD Chart 2C.

In connection with the letter, the UHF section serves as transmission line feed means for

-the VHF section at its small end.

Similar comments apply to the VHF section of the LPV-CL300 - JFD Chart 2B.

In Charts 2B and 2C, moreover, the spacing between the plains of the VHF section is

definitely within the limitation of Item 7 of the claim.

It would presently appear that perhaps the UCL series does not infringe; but this should

be further checked•

•



PAGE TWO OF DRAFT

• With regard to the citation of Technical Report 52, the only antenna shown attached for

coaxial feed. The description of some way of balancing a twtn wire is not part of the

antenna shown nor are any details given.

There is also no concept of keeping the relation between a small - end insullating

separator and a transmission line supporting element near the small end in connected

fixed relationship, as JFD Chart 1 seems to admit. The Hne--Iok and zip antenna strain

relief seem to have no pertinence since they do not attach a transmission line supporting

element that is in connected relationship with a rigid insullator and serves the function

of holding a parallel wire transmission line in fixed relation with two space apart

conductors supported by that insullator.

We are also going to check whether our dates of invention precede technical report 52 •

•
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1. S. BLOlmER
IJMNS HOROWli2

MBmNG .. A1atuIt 4* 1961
(Abe Scbetlfeld & Ed illaondo)

AupJtl. 1961

•

h~ f« Withe 1DIte...~ the depetture of
Ed EUzoack> aJtdAbe~ from "'1' and their..~ emp,toymElllt
at 1lD.. . .
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BLONDER·TONGUE LABORATORIES INC.

9 ALLING STREET, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07102 • (201) 622-8151

•

August 7, 1967

Mr. Robert Rines
IOP.O. Square
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Bob,

I am sorry I missed ,being able to answer your ,questions on Friday.
Irv Horowitz told me you were interested in knowing what Ed Elizondo
and Abe Schenfeld said to me about their new jobs. Both of them
mentioned tome that they "had been approached several times by
3FD." Neither mentioned who approached them or when. I can only
surmise from the course of the discussion that it was Tom Shea,
a former B-T employee, who is Sales Manager of JFD's MATV Division.

Tell me what more information you need, and I shall endeavor to
provide it.

Very truly yours,

~illiams

RECEIVED
iWG - 9 1967

,RINES AND RINES
.~(). TEN POST OFFICE SQUM~E, BOSTON
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_Rj,chard S. Phillips,
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20 N,?'RT:t1' "".:VACKE,R.,b R,IVE r
"CRICAG,6 SOSO'6

.' :", -'.. ' ,

L'AW'OF'~iCE:.s

'., H~tG REN: \NEG N ER, ALLEN, STELLMAN
, .:-' . ,. .'''.'' ' ,,'" - - . - ,'-,

COl

BSl'llag

Enclosures

Mr. Robert H. Rines /

,

, ,l" , - ~ - ~ "
, I enclose o:opies of the trsnsu):'ipt 01' the deposi

t/la-nsat B8.1'17 Gllbe~,1U.Ohard Balho-ski' ana ,Je~me Cohil~
I also ,enclose <lopies of exhibits B-6, B-12 and .1-6. ' - ,*

*

WILl::IAM R.MeNA1F;l
JOHN P:'MIL~t\MOW
0l.LL15 V.,AU.E:-N
w:;':'V.AN S;ol.J'IT~N.,:,J~.,

::JOI+.N"R" fl,O "I>M;AN;'

~X~l. ",;; HOPGR'EN)
ERt<!EST, A. W£GN !t,R
1I6.,.N,)HtX_.'AL~~N,:;-,: ',:
Wl\;.L1AM J,STE:\;.LMAN, _
JOHN a.MccoRD.,,_' .
i3RAp'FORD' W:ILES',,"

•

' , .. ,JAMES C.V:iOQD,
_ 'STANLEY c. DALTON

R'1CHARD ,5" PHILliPS

~~riTi:,~I'L~tN~~~~'d'~~-H
,CHAAU:S,; L.,ROW,!=

;-JAMES R.SWEE.t>l.EY ,
W.",E,RECKl£NWf,t .o .
.J.R.'SIAP~ETON '



I' '

',' (0' Delitr Dick: "

, '" ' 'Thank you for so promptly sending me your copy of' '
the Finkel deposition til;kenin the above case. I was ablato
touch base with Bob Rines by telephone yesterd!l.yon ,various"«,0)' aspe~ts of, the log pe,rlodic litigation, and, 1n the cour.se "
of our discuss10n, he Buggested that I ask, youaJ,so to s.end '
meYbur co1'1e8 of theG1lbert ,Relhowsk1, and, 061'\n (speU1ng'
of the ,last two names uncertain) depositions, in thesilbject,
suitwh1ch dealwlth antitrust al')d unfair c6mpet:Lt1ori by JFD.
The loan of your copies of those additional depositionsw:Hl '",'

, be greatly appreciated.

':.,-
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AXEL A. HOFGREN
ERNEST A.WEGNER
,JOHN REX ALLi':N
WILLIAM J. STELLMAN
,JOHN 13. McCORD
8RADFORD WIU';S

JAMES c.wooc
STANLEY c. DALTON
RICHARD e. PHILLIPS
LLOYD W. MASON
TED E. KILLINGSWORTH
CHARLES L. ROWE
JAMES R.SWEeNEY

w. E. RECKTENWALD
J.R.STAPLETON
WiLl_lAM R. McNAIR
JOHN P. MILNAMOW

DILLIS V. ALLEN

W.A. VAN SANTEN,JR.

JOHN R. HOFFMAN

A. R. OSTRAUSKAS

LAW OFFICES

HOFGREN, WEGNER, ALLEN, STELLMAN .s. MCCORD

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 60606

January 10, 1967

TELEPHONE

FINANCiAL 6-1630

AREA CODE 312

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Dear Bob:

* I enclose a copy of an analysis of the President's
eommission Report from the standpoint of the individual
inventor, which may be of interest to you. This was pre
pared by Lou Robertson, one of our local patent attorneys
who has, I think, spent more time than anyone else in this
area advocating increased incentives for the inventor.

Very truly yours,

y;g
Richard S. Phillips

liSP: iag

•

* Enclosure



"SCORE CARD" On Report of the Presidentls Conrrnission
______--'"own the Pgj;~,_"s'-'t""e"'_m"_ _

Recorr.mend ations Which "Till Add to Inventors: -TncerrtLves e
Permitting simple preliminary appLf.c at.Lons , )J.e
Applications may be by assignees (whoso right must be

by assignment before pub1ishing)inventors being name
filing, p.14

Early pUblication of application on request (·,r:i.th scme
rights, p.32), p.l6

Importation of product made abroad by process
will infringe, p.35

Clarification of right of patentee to license for re
field of use, p.36

Microfilming Patent Office search files, p.50

......

Six

Twenty-one Reconrrnendations ~~ich Will Detract From Inventors l

Incentives:
* Public use in other countries will defeat subsequent

invention here, p.5
.~-:~ Removal of II grace period" in which to file application.

Thus application is irretrievably defeated by anything pub1c
prior to it {With two insignificant exceptions, P.9),P.5

*No patents on computer prograrr.ming, p.12
{~ Priority date lost in case of inadvertent failure to clairr

it at time of filing a later application, p.16
~-~ Publication of all applications 18 months or two years after

effective date (with somo provisions for royalty from then
on, undor limiting conditions, p.32), p.16

.~. "Second try" applications after aTLowanoe or appeal virtually
excluded (loss of priority, and ~f first application is
published, it becomes prior art)p.18

{~No second applications to impnve disclosure of same invention,
after first is published, 1'.18 (First is prior art)

* Time limits on filing divisional applications, p.18
~-{:. No waiver of doubts for applicants, p.22

Period for citation of prior art or institution of public
use proceedings by public before patent grant, 1'.23

Evaluation of patents granted by each examining group of
Patent Office, 1'.24

{~~ On appeal, Patent Office not reversed unless clearly erron
eous, p.26

~~~ Court of Appeal,D.C. placed over'Court of Customs & Patent
Appeals, Pl'. 26-67

{:. Cancellation proceedings before Patent Office, ,-lith opportunit;i
given to narrow the claims, p.29

Court cases filed during cancellation proceedings normally
suspended, p.29

{~ No more broadening reissue applications, p.30
* Term of patents 20 years from effective U.S.filing date, with

extension only when government orders .secrecy for national
security, PP.33-34 . '

Disclaimers of extra term in a second patent '-lill not save it
from invalidity for double patenting, p.35

{:. Final decision that a patent claim is invalid cancels it,.p.J8
* Authorizing fee-setting by Commissioner of Patents, within

Congressional guidelines, 1'.45 .
.~ Effective dates of legislation, including application to

applications now pending, 1'.52

{~ More important; {H~ Most important. (Rated on degree of
effect considerin certainty and ene~a1itv)

I

-_._-.
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III Thirteen Recommendations Which Could Have An Effect Either Way:
Between rival inventors, first to file pre,yails'lP.;;

(Effect unpredictable. Should decreasol~~sts, but
will make patents expire quicker and suffer more
invalidity due to weak, premature disclosures)

Patent valid in spite of erroneous naming of invcn"ors,
if no deceptive intent, p.1L~. (Encouraging to assiGnees,
discouraging to omitted inventors, but possibly no
change from present).

Republication after allowance or appeal, p.16.(Littlc effect
except added expensq).

Standby authority for optional deferred examinations,pp.
(Effect, if used, unpredictable).

Clarification of aspects of licensing other thp.~ rostricte
field of use, p.36. (Effect depends on nature of "0 i .,,""',

fication') ..
Civil Cormnissioners to superVise patont litigation before

trial, p.39. (Effect unpredictable).
Some possibility of simplified litigation by consent, D.41

(Extent of use and effect unpredictable).
Authorizing Patent Office to use money it collects,? .,1{).

(Gives Patent Office incentive to collect h:i.g>87:' :'C·."3,
offsetting benefits unpredictable).

Restatement of practice now supposed to be fclJ.o~J8d in ?a·I-"","u.U?
Office concerning amend i.ng applications 2.f":cr ~.:l tc.':ion
of hew grounds, p.!+7. (This would be ratEd 2SS r:JEljor
if the practice recommended had not already bc"m ad op t e
the Commissioner of Patents. The r e ccnmenc at tcn ·:10('s
pear to extend to the further gain for ',lhich t.he re i:J De

Future studies, pp. 43,48. (Effect unpredictable)
Waidwide index of patents,p.50. (Effect, if any, unpreclic~aio~'o,

Revisions of patent treaties, p.54. (Giving foreigners
on a new ground would be prejUdicial to Amoriean invent
but too remote in time to count).

Ultimate establishment of world-Hide patent system, p.55.
(Too indefinite and remote in time to count. If sub
stituted for our system could be weaker; if added, would
help. More immediate steps recommended are ~~predictable

in their effect).

lIn great majority or eases (not' placed in interference now) costs may
,be increased by the average cost of preliminary applications (which N~ll

be universal).

LR/EVS
1/4/67



HOFGREN, WEGNER, AL.LEN. STELLMAN & MCCORD

•
AXEL A. HOFGREN
ERNEST A.WEGNER
,JOHN REX ALLEN
WILLlAM.J. STELLMAN
,JOHN a. McCORD
BRADFORD WILES
JAMES C. WOOD
STANLEY C. DALTON
RICHARD S. PHILLIPS
LLOYD W. MASON
TED E. KILLINGSWORTH
CHARLES L.ROWE
JAME:S R. SWEENEY

W. E. RECKTENWALO
J. R.STAPl.ETON
WILLIAM R. McNAIR
,JOHN P. MILNAMOW
DILLIS·Y. ALLEN

W·A,·VAN SANTEN,.JR.
.JOHN R. HOFFMAN

A.Y;l.OSTRAUSKAS

LAW OFFiCES

20 NORTH WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 60606

April 13, 1967 e.Mv.

TELEPHONE

FINANCIAL 6-1630

AREA CODE 312

RECEIVED
lPR 14 1961

RINES AND RidES
~O. TEN POST Oi-FieE ~QUA[{~, GOSTON

•

VIA AIR MAIL

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
NO. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

RE: UIF v , Br v , JFD

Dear Bob:

I talked with JohnPearne this morning and under
stand he is going to talk with you with regard to several
matters.

>-
His motion for summary JUdgment will be delayed

a few days, but he is sending you a copy of a draft.

He is considering the possibility of a motion to
separate the fraud question for trial and wondered if that
might be of interest to you as a procedural tactic. I sug
gested that the question of fraud might be raised with re
gard to the Isbell patent also in view of Quarterly Report
No.2. I doubt if we could establish fraud on the Patent
Office, but tl1ere might be an argument with regard to the
continuation of this litigation after the facts become
known.

The stipulation he is securing with regard to
Quarterly Reports 1 and 2, Technical Report 39, and the
Collins Radio pUblication sounds like a good idea and
should simplify the testimony.

We checked With Judge Hoffman's clerk this morning
and find that his trial calendar is moving as he had planned.
The clerk suggested that he would not be able to give any
definite information regarding your call until three or four
days before the date it is set. Presumably you will go to
trial on or shortly after May 1.

Very truly yours,

~j/c4

RSl':iag Richard S. Phillips
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tJ. S. Potent 3,olMIQ and
foreign Patents,
Patont Pending,

CONNECTION
TERMINAL FACING

FRONT

TO
TV STATION

UHF GOLDEN DART
Outdoor Periodic Antenna

L Mount antenna as shown in Fig. L

2. Assemble thumb screw and stripless wash
er on the flat Side of the threaded stud.

3. Slit twin lead and flatten or trim end to fit
under strlpless washer. Note: Low loss foam
!tUed UHf lead is recommended.

4. Ttghten thumb screw and check to see that
stnpless washer pierces insulation and
makes contact with wire.

5. Snap twtnlead into insulating fingers arid
use a standoff close to the antenna as
shown.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For Weak Signal Areas Slack Two Darts With Kit 9519

L Attach stacking bars as shown in fig. 2.
Note: bars are attached by slipping oVer hollow threaded
studs on antenna. See Fig. 3.

2. Attach downlead to center of stacking bars and dress thro
insulators on bottom Part, as shown in Fig. 2.

FIg, 3 ~
STACK ING

HARNESS MOUNTED
~~OVER HOLLOW

STUD

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

L ABLE U-2 .~ High gain aU channel transistorized 300 ohm mast mounted UHF amplifier.

2. UHf·2 - UHf Line splitter to feed two TV sets from one antenna or to connect two Darts facing different
directions into one down lead;

3. A-107 - Use to combtne signals from UHF and VBF antenna as well as splHting UHf·VHF signals from
one down lead.

4. CMB·92U - Use to run 7S ohm shielded ccble in high interference areas.

5. Complete line of UHF converters for the home and for Master Antenna Systems.

home TV accessories .. UHF cosversers. • mtl1'~ TV system:
iJJd1/J/rial TV systems • dosed circuit TV rutems

{(Jcj &5 *"10390

LOOK TO B-T AS THE LEADER IN UHF RECEPTION AIDS

BLONDE~::2~2R¥J
Canadian Div.: Bence Television Asscc., Ltd" Toronto,Onto

.~~~~~~~~~.~ ---.l



INDOOR UHF ANTENNA

BLONDER

GOLDEN

POINT TOWAR~/ ./
STATION

INSERT'LEAO THROUGH
BOTH II':'SULATORS

TONGUE

ARROW

TO TV SET TERMINALS
OR TERMINALS OF UHF
CONVERTER MARKED

lIUHFlI ANTENNA

RUBBER FEET
of- (4 supplied)

Pat. Pending

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Check contents for the following;
A. (1) antenna assembly (with attached twinlead)

(2) wire legs
(4) push-nuts and (4) rubber feet (enclosed in
plastic bag)

B. Insert lead through both insulators, as shown.
C. Install wire legs, as shown. (Be sure to use top

holes. of insulator).

D. Attach rubber feet as shown.

E. If TV. set has built in UHF tuner, attach lugs of
antenna lead directly to terminals on set marked
"UHF" antenna. II a UHF converter is employed,
install converter following the manufacturers in
structions. Attach lugs ofantenna to terminals of
converter marked "UHF Ant".

POSITIONING THE ANTENNA
Best results are Obtained by the careful tuning of

UHF T. V. set or T. V. set/converter in combination
with the correct positioning of the antenna toward
the T. V. station. Face short-element side of antenna

toward T. V. station. Follow manufacturers instruc
tions for tuning UHF T. V. set or T. V. set/converter.
SI()wly rotate antenna for best picture and sound.
Quality of reception may possibly be improved by
a shcht re-tuning of the T. V. set fine tuning control.

home TV accessories • UHF converters • master TV systems

industrial TV systems 1J~ e'l;u) systems6510416*

LOOK TO 8-T AS THE LEADER IN UHF RECEPTION AIDS

BLONDER*'E,8N£.Y.~
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ENGINEERING • DUPLIC~T1NG & ENGRAVING • HOBS & HOBBING • ELECTRIC DISCHARGE MACHINING

80 FADEM ROAD • SPRlNGFIELD, NEW JERSEY • DRexel 6-8300

i-:

Invoice Nfl 581

Inv.
r" .? ,

Number- /-) ,;/ /'\-..:./ -r :

GIL
Amt. $ .~~~~« ., _.rt_

GIL $ ¢
AmI.

Invoice Dato O'..,.A!+.gl.\§.t....t.\i.•....t.'J6.3
Vour Pur. Ordor U...1i:O'O'~Q.:n.B.".7..9..9. ..o,

Your Moldln!!, OrdEtr # .;.~" , .r.,'

Your. TO,ol o_r~,r/#, ...,.:'.,~:;.'.!._~':.' .._ ,..•.: .
:'WJ'ilf' 5;'ti"f ':~~~.•.:::.~:~.~~;:,'::::.:;:;.~;".,:,.,,~:,,~_:.';:::
Your Dept. 'No!"' : ',;; ~ ..

Our S. O. # ".l!.?:::!?.~ ..
Typed by £!!! ..
Term" N., 30 00Y' NO DISCOUNT

j/
Rec'd / / "'?../ /\.S.)

Inv. f'.'
Dole U /(O'

'/ ..Q

INVOICE AMT.

Due Dote

Account
Number
Account
Number
Pia /I

two
This is your authorization to build one (1) X~
cavity injection mold forCtsm2, outdoo -8 ten
per,dnming ifF M-1552-B enclosed. This mold to
be used in our Van Dorn H~260 molding machine

Sold to

• • " . ••• • •• • ••••
• • .,'. •
• • • • .. "

• •• • ,Go; ') Via•• • • •• _or> '1(,'.

•
•• •

• • • •



Back in 1962, we invented a new kind of TV antenna.

UNITED STAlES \DISTRICT COURT.

"NORTHERN DiSTRiCT Or ILLINOiS
. SEFORE JUDGE HOrfMAN

E~\OANT EX. 1'10. ' --:-:-.,--
OEF .. L BRACKENBURY

DOROTHY . . ER
OFfiCIAL COURT REPORT

ANDREWS ELECTRONICS
1.100 -W. Burhank Boulevard
Burbank, California

OEAN'S ElECTRONICS
2inO 1.0111,'; Beach ,Boulevard
Long Beach, CaliforJl:ia

GROSSMAN.& REYNOLDS
1806 West Valley Boulevard
Alhambra, California 

MARCUS ElECTRONICS
5751 W. Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

MARTIN DiSTRIBUTING COMPANY
2509 East Florence Avenue
J[lllltinE"lon Park, Culifo,rniu.

HURLEY ElE TRONICS
2101 N, Fairview, Santa. Ana, 638-7220
In: Inglewood, 679·2276 Ontario, YU
6.6638; San Bernardino, TV 5-0721; Long
Beach. HE 6-8268; Oxnard, lID 3-0133;
Oceanside, SA 2-7694.

PAI'EL BROTHERS
4652 E. Third Street
Los Angeles, California

RABER WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
265 So. Laurel, St., Ventura
116 No. Nepal St., Santa Barbara

RADIO PROOUCTS SALES
1501 So. Hill Street
Los Angeles. California

WESTERN RADIO & T.V.
1415 India Street
Sun Diego, Califorttiu

VALLEY RAOIO SUPPLY
1134 33rd Street
Bakersfield, California

',UP
n" &
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You will .also see why our research .and de
velopment people have now changed their
watchword from "assault on perfection" to
"perfection conquered".

breed band UHF "zoned" trapezoi({:,drlver,
(3) a new disc-en-rod UHF direc't'o/i:-System.
And there nre pntenta issued and peridHi'g on
all three. '

We've also spun off the LPV "cap-etectronlc':
Log Periodic section of the Color Laser. It

.rms the heart of a great new VHF antenna
series we've named the LPV-TV.

This "assault on perfection" of ours involved
a complete new mechanical design, as well.
Results: "fast-lok" element brackets, "hot"
twin booms. {no lossy harnesses or trans-.

-tormers)., new-super-strength double If-bolt
profiles, high reliability cylindrical capaci
tors, plus our electrically conductive gold
alodized aluminum.

If you're the breed of professional contract
installer or self-serviclnq appliance dealer
who never settles for tess than the best, we
have a suggestion. Use a JFD LPV·CL Color
Laser or LPV~TV Color Log Perfcdlcon your
next installation. See what it feels like to
install the best of all in performance 'and
customer satisfaction.

Only the JFD LPVHVU delivered deluxe 82
channel log periodic performance. Because
only tile JFD LPV-VU followed the qenufne
patented log periodic concept of the Univer
sity of Illinois Antenna Research Laborato
ries. Thanks to the protection of eleven dif
ferent LPV-VU U.S. patents issued and pend
ing-more than those of any other antenna.

YOL! would think by now our Research and
Development people in Champaign would
leave well enough alone. But no. These
"Young Turks" have gone and done it again.
This time it's a newall-band log periodic
desigO'-the-lPV~CL-Oclor Laser. (Must- be
that "assault on perfection" bug they've still
got up their polinear recorder.)

Why did we call it the Color Laser?

Well, engineers tell us that laser light beams
with their tremendous bandwidth capacity
are the communications carrier of the future.
And we believe thai our new VHFIUHFIFM
Color Laser with its extreme- bandwidth,
among other unique characteristics, is the
antenna of the future-only it's available to
you now. How does .the Color. Laser deliver
unsurpassed natural color, black and White
across 82 channels. 'and FM, too?

Three reasons: (1) Patented "'VHF "cep
electronic" Log Periodic V Design, ~6aRfW

UNITED STATES IilISTRICT
, THERN DISTRICT OF Il,UNCIS
NOR OMAN

BEFORE JUDGE~~~f

DEF~NOANT 5X.NGi .....;
. .... DOROTHY L.BRACK"NQURV

'. OFFICIALPOURT.'~EPQRtER.

We did not improve on an old antenna. We
started from scratch to oestrm a new one.
Really now.

It wasn't easy. And it wasn't cheap. But it
worked like mad.

We called it the LPV Log Periodic. Its per
formance caught our competitors with their
charts down. But it wasn't long before they
came up with LPV copies in every way-ex
cept in performance.

Meanwhile back .at the JFO labs in Cham
paign, -!Hjfleis(~our sclentlsts- and -eng-ineers 
continued their "assault on perfection." In
1963, they again shattered antenna prece
dent by corninq up with the first combina
tion VHF/UHF/FM log periodic antenna, the
LPV-VU. Instead of three different antennas,
installers now needed only one LPV-VU and
one downlead.

Our competitors scoffed at the idea.
They said it couldn't be done. Untillhe "eye..
popping" results started to roll in. Then there
was a mad scramble for the LPV-VU band
wagon.

These "me-too" antennas looked like the
LPV-VU Log Periodic. Sounded like it, too.
But their charms were skin-deep.

1.
Licensed under one or more of U.S. Patents 2.955.287 and 3,015,821 and additional' patents pending.

.JFD ELECTRONICS CO.
15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
JFD-International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377 JFD Canada; Ltd.,Canada
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos'_125-97, Marucalbo, Venezuela

CASS ALTSHULER
801 Seventh Avenue
Oakland, California

DUNLAP ELECTRONICS
1800 . Jlllh Street
Sucrnmcnro, CnlifonLin 95ROfJ
.-\1~,) in: Chico, Vullojo, Modt)Hto, Fresno,
Wulnut Creek, BllhrH!it~ld. l\-tnrYHviJIe,
Stockton, l"lt~l'ecd, Hedding and HI;JIO,
Nevada

QUEMENT ELECTRONICS
1000 South Bascom Avenue

______5<111 Jose, California

----.;

REDWOOD ELECTRONICS SUPPLY COMPANY
711 Summer Street'
Eureka, Callfomia

WHOLESALE RADIO & ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
1348 £1 Camino Real
San Carlos, California

~: WHOLESALE RADIO ~ ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY
""" 11]6 Folaorn Street

"<San. Francisco, California 9tJI03

AI::;o in Petuiuma

\
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" 1"'1'" I")\) "', e: ii""lt ~:. u!

Ie om i 1\ll!l!l1'tl'Ja ;$l'I\Tf';"\!; lilrl\];f~lfliT[ f.;;-I;U;'\¥
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF 11.LlNDI~

BEFORE JUDGE HOFFMAN
,t:lur,IE 30,~ ~ 96::;

DEFENDANT EX. NO. .,...,
{4 i3E tiCi~ilE'hj'~!:L!) DOROTHY L. BRACKENBURY

OFfiCIAL COURT REPORTER

~ A,j~lEi,lr'L~" i:"11 ,~~Lr~i Tri: ::; 10 Gr:::cn:C~:IA. (~DU{\'Esu

TO~:

!i \,!f UPON ARF'::!VAL. ,;:ViJ i\'fLAN'ji/:\ t\,:JRPOR1~ VIE [':laOVE DI:REeii!LV' 'WQ ·t~:;~

SPECJAL1~' DISTR g Co~ AND MET J~ Ee EAYON (STUMPY)~ GEN£~AL

SALES MANAGER, AND HERBHA~L BAGWELL. MANAGER OF THE ATL~NTA

BFlANCH G

J::~ VvE lU3SE:V'H:f.JUJ ,~. iC:O!.,C1i~: H/hN GE::H""'5 ,f3:,N!') A U"o"HArj'3EH Al":D P) !:f'rn:(i

OUT j\L~~ ·(,H~:. fV!J\'ftlj;U:S~

.,
I." a

c~3 S"rUN:PV Tr4E~ 8UGQI~:~TED WE START OUR F~CLD TES1~~IQ .~ NOflTH
!nL,~NYko

WI: WERE ~iNTROOUCEI) TO THE LOCAL. DEALER AND LEARNED THA'T A
S~~V'Efi:'! GnOS"W j:;RO[li..EM f:X! 8:1'8 "ilHROUG',HOUT TrlE ARE;:, ON CH/~NN~!.., ;:;:

A MAdOR DOLOR STATION ("II.LI AND TALL TREEO THROUGHOUT)o
07HE~~ Ct-LI,f\H,l[:tS ~ f! YHE f~R.r;:lll f'\RE .5 1\/\0 :j l: c

2.3 IE LEARN~D THA' MOBT NEW iNSTALLATIONS ARE FOR COl.OR SETS.

MI)Sl' INe'j'ALLAfUOf1:3 USE T~I~ CHANNEL, MASfEft CROSfl F'IR~ SERf£S
AI~lENNAS AS T~EV rOUND TO REJECT GHOSTS DEST Of ALL CTH[R
ik,i~1l'£r\jNAE"

;:~,,,6 T!'1E TESl W/J\Si:.;o)'~nUG1ED t:\'f 1:\ Nt.:W cci.on r, N~rtfl\t,ILA': Th ON rr A ONt;:w:",
f:;,<rOHY F'R. ,! Vh<!r::~ ~{(JLH;:o f\ CHt\NNtt. MABlIEH 360.5 7 EL~:M~::h11:B v;!.~,U3

tll,S1Jil,Ll~D 8\.1'r ":ill"i", EU~JHNA'Eii'H'" Rf:,h,;~{rf;iONS EN"IiFtE:!.';!,

2~7 A~TERVB~WiNG YM~ PICTURE n WE eNSTAL~m~D rHE COl,OR RANGER-5
Oi;J J4 POR'iU.il.BLtt: P(H.!:, Sl'~,!; GHifL,Y lj~'JIOER. t~H: WJi:: i Gu-rr OF' ':': Ei(!: $;'1:: Nt;}
A~JYt;.j\INA i\N::l '~iPPRf):!::IMA;YEL\V [.5,lrl:,~:'jf AWP,'t rFtOf,n U1r iiN' :.. ~)Nf~ W1;.ifr~

"nus YRAN ;;;M~: "ijY'!\~L~

2c8 THE DEAl,ER AND rWf) OF H~8 SERVftCEMEN GLArM~D T}~Ar OUR COlO~

Rj\NGER~5 PE~~~ORMf{ SLIGHTlV BETTER T~AN THE CHA~NEL MASTER
'1 Et~~:MEN AM1i[~H1Jh FOI~ GHOBlI REoJE:(rJ liON ON CUt\NNLL 2 r\\\H)
UCt. I VERJrD fa, I "'WP,'f' CI" f1 SP&:1l S Ii QNt\!.S ON CI~/,,\\m;LS ;5 1H~i) Ii Ii G

PAGE I Of 6
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2-n 9 T E: OOL,O:t R" ~ijOi:::i>n ~ 0 1J1L1!.S ~~;U8s"r i1 YU1'[D :~"OFl 1tHI! CO~~OR R' ~'!G~:~+!~"'5

AND ODDl,Y ENOUGH DiD NOT SrtOW AI~ iMPROVEMENT ON CHANN~L 2
OllER "tHE COlOH R:\~'JG£H·",.5{> (THE~ ;~'}(n.OH RANGEi::l-10 Hf\:3 AT LEAST
:' .:"DB 13ET!i'E'='l E/l.!::);K ~~OBE FIE,! '::(~1 :~ ON) '>

3r12 Mr,:t. DUPF1 f: NFOHi'i!:: i) US TH/,T T["~E:F~E !: B l\ SEVERE G:'~OST PROBLEM
0\1 CHAl\f<1 :.;:1.., 2, t,'

..':':0;) [v1::,.',0 :JUPFt:: <~F~ r E:I) ~\>::""' p,,;.\rY~> >\L\ /tr,lD :::(H.l?fd GHi\1'~[\l~:Li,np,~3'ifEF~c;:~08S

F1H~: ~3f~ni't,'3 ro P~;:Z:VORl\tl t},:-Si','c

3eJ~J ~J~ CAr~NOl ~JSE "fHE JFD LPV N MOST O~ HE'} LOCATIONSc
~l! F0lIN()rHAT TH~'JF[I LPV .fAS MORE GArN IN TH~ HiGN
D'\h[) 'lfl~j\N; '1rN{~ Gt";'i-t:~Jrr~I~Ji. ~Jlf~Si·;ilr.n: FU',B'"i'ENNAIil

H~ fC'l,rN[) fH~ W~NEG~Rrl AN'r~~~NA~3 YO H~VE ;.ARGE\JAR1AT~ONt

I: '\j Gt1, fl\l~. \';'l~D "n·1E:lf :JHOP ~;['~,'~nPt'f :: N (~/" fJ N O:'J C1'-l"",6",t: (WE
~";,jES1/:,NYI' \TE:O ;d~S Dl~E;:~:'~::';V,i'\T ON 'i'f\j '?'HG: l.A:3)<l

Jfl Je,l~ rH~ C{tl~N~J-::I~,S t N rt,il~ (,'iF:£.i:, hr~E z, .5;; y t f) jOii CfJu."30 ,I; S
A~ EDUcAT~ONAL CH;~~!MEL AND IS NOT POPUL~R AT tlLL6

T}'JE -;fEf,1;' Wf1,.S, eOi\l.)'LilGYED t~

A C:HANNE 'Mi~:f~~ ~~O~" "".,' , ",~ r. j~" '

SLrG~4T' 80031 bN JliANNEl

A ~~W ~NSTAD~LATION (~OLOR SET)~
1::[,t::~1!:;H'B AiJlEAD'f I NS~"Ar"U::u hNIJA

:;~ WPIS·08 H\lE:i:h

.~

THE IJOl01~ RA~j ~O WAS ~;UBSrl1Url~D' FOR Tl1E EX1S11NG ANTENNA
AND WAS EO' YO PERFORM APF'~OXIM;\TElV THE SAM~ AS TtiE-C~IANNEl

M~STER !! rr~.EME,~TSe

MR~ DUPR SV()WED ENYHUS~ASM. HfS REASON WAS T~'~A·f.AS A LOG
PERil)Dr(~ IT PE J2MED BE TER TMAN THE 'JFD ANTE:~NAS, tJAD ~CRE

}-L,Bv GAH,j '1"Ei\.~f·'V~ii:: CGM<l \N~)C.CF!E :~Si\ME 1~(j:B~":: FH:~H::<;l~,ON~

HE )i NtH n!!iYr:I;"in--].;~r Ht~ ·ifVGU~"lJ L t'i'\t: oro 'rRV OU!~ f:"NliZi\;,)c~AS t N OTHER:
~..OCJ\'t~OF'·&::} AI~d:JGJ1;"'HhM SlB;'jOM P'AOM-~;'~Efj TO SUPPLY KfrW:, w[Y~·n,f.\ r[w
llN1Ei1i1'-Jl!;"S

.'l;'<li! HOMf: ~':3 m!!!Tt:!p,·;r~D APPRo-}{t;i1A'jj'E:'LV,}~iJl.L"r VVAY I3E:YWE:E:1J Al!LArn'A AND
CrU~1·rj;\NOQ(;;J\\1 T~~,t'r\3~SS~[~.. ':';0 t\tij (It:S [::-ROhtEACf1<;l

f'l1!:CE['"ir 'i 0;,1 u ~:';: C-'.;) ,-- 9. 2 fROM CIM:n i~NOOGI\ AN:)<,
",'j <, ~-

C''l1
~

~~ n nlOM ;:nb\N1rAo'::''!i ;I. ,

"
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T~ ~1 A Wj\JOf~ GOL()R STATi8~1~

000 POP) ·;i3~H~:!-',:i:~~D t',f\jtJ GA\\jHDT \~:;,cr~ I: Vi=. Z:;~1 :?
~:1 f ,<,,' C, i..' r , ,';',c'n' f·M T --if A,,"

,.,'"
;'~ l:.

)f I I 1,

t" :::\'.~, l:' ': n: r: C'. ::'
dF[.} [ ;~"I:

3 .~2E SOMEW~AT fl.~~~;Y IN
TO PEf1!:O:~W £;:fi:'r~~'

';}f'l DE:lt!L-~~i~j\1 -:.·i~'-::r::: M",. L=,;;:H~:flTE1 p,r:e: i~H:~:

3, ,LIj;:: [';i/:.~~7) H~:~:01rV[:';:J "{'h ,\T rH[~ C,,:~I!(l PL':!n~l<\'·l

l.;'98

I'} Ii ?i: ~:::~;'j

Ni"" 7:»: i\j\GE·~ru>,,, I: 0 nO\/[::i (it} ;;! )~[\··'f!:~.Ni\lh ',;-0 '~\e: (~l' iJ{~~ Q:\j
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CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVAT~ONS

'?" I SnJMPV EkroN. GENERAL MANAGER OF SPIWIAl,V DIS'R. Co,.
HIRSHALL BASWILL. MANAGER OF THE ATLANTA STORE AND ALL
rl!E:ALE~S I"" ~ K(;';O ,~rG-1E., MECI·u~r\ll: CAL CONS'fRUOT ~ ONo
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ALL DEALERS AND TECHNICIANS CLAIMED THAT OUR ANTENNAS
PERFORM BEHti:R THA~1 'n"l!~ JFD LPV MiiTENNAS, AND THAii THE
CHANNEL MASiiER CROSSFIRE ANTE~NAS HAVE aETTER BACK LOBE
REJECT i ON TNAN OUR ANTENNASo (,

DEALERS SEEMED TO HAVE A 800D. PRACTiCAL ANTENNA KNOWLEO.Eo
THEY ARE FAMILIA~ WIYH THE MAJOR ANTENNAS ON THE MARKET AND
i-IAIIE AN ,I \)1::1\1"10. inll::" l"ERFO!'tM.

DeAI.ER:;; SHOWiHl A BREA', CONCERN OVER THE PERFORMANCE A1' EACH
I~OME I NS'A Lie.AT iON" Elfl::N WHEN HIE CtliHOMr,;R WAS SAri 13.1 ED"
TME DEAkERBHAD TO BE SATISFIED AND DID ALL THEY CDULD TO
IMPROVE RECEPTION.

M,l\N1fOE/ILf.RSSH()WED f;:llnl-lUS I ASM ,DR OIjR Ai\l1ENNt',SANO OffERED
THE6R HELP ~N,FUTURE TESTSe

STUMi"Y EATON CUdME!) THAT n',E,;!F[) LPV-f ~ AND LP\I-Ilf ARE 1fHE
BE", SE.l.LEI'S •• HE) WI,S NOT AWAR1::0!" TI-lt GI~OSr PROBI_EMON
CHAMNE LS 2 ,"[~D 3 ,HAY ex I STSHiflOUQI-IOUT HIE AREA. NOR WAS
HE AWM"€: 'HIA r rm: CHtiNNF.L MASTER ANTENNAS WERE USE!.) 811 THO,;
DEALERS AND SELLiNG THAT GOOD.

7.7 STUMPY EATON. UPON LEARNiNG OF THE SUCCESS OF THE CHANNEL
MAS1i'<)R ANTENNAS, 1NJ C''\rED 'fHA' I-IE \I\IOI.It..D L 1, KE OUR ,~N.H:NNA$

"to PERfORM £lInTER.

7.8 JFO ENGINEERSAR~ CONSrANrLYMAKIN~ FIELD TRIPS AND ARE
FIELD rESTING ANIENNAS AND BOOSTERS.

PAGE 5 Of' 6
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THE REMBQANDT INDOOR ANTENNAS ARE GOOD SELLERS IN THE SOUTHo
TgE SAkESMEN ARE SETTENS tO~50 FOR EVERV ANTENNA THEY SELL
\P'!'?,Ohi1 °ilHF: \'.1J\NUFf~CrnJRt:Fto

'? ~1 .! 2 ~ r} VHE: FLJ'{Uf':tE, f T fJl;:EM8 {t,DV ~ SlH3f",E: 1'0 ! NVf2ST 6GATE: r:iE: PF~OBtr;:fliS

Of THE SPECIF!O MARKET ~F WE PlAN lOrWTRODUCE AN ANTENNA IN
T~AT MARKS'f e 1N! EST~MATED SALES FOR TH!S AREA (2,000 ANTENNAS
PS:R WE ) SHOULD HAVE WA8RANT£D AN ~NVEST!GATIONO~ THIS AREA
A~:O WHETAER THE N[EO FOR CUSTOM-MADE ANTENNAS WOU~O tlAVE BEEN
TO OUR AOVANYAGE0

'(.'0 ,13 t .. ~.~ p~ Rl:'StH~_7 07 T£"I\:: 1~80VE F I NO I ~J(·Hh; /\ COLOR Fb,NaS':;q:·..·-. ~ 2. W"f\S
DESIGNED (WMfCHiS EQUfVA~ENT OR SUPERIOR tN PERfORMANCE
YO Y C. Mo lB ELEMENT AMTENNA) AND SHDPPED TO GRA}iAM
SISSOM rOR FfELO rEST'NG~

; :~, 8'lOMOEi?t
.r, 8f~l~ASH,

!-1~ (H LB~[';~Y

0<:1 t-H::::LHOS~( Ii
G~ l< l\ p tt,< N

GQ SISSOM
B\'> rONGU(::
ALL PROJECr ENGiNEERS

PMlE 6 or 6
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UNITED STATES IlISTRICT CDURT

tiORTHERN DiSTRiCT OF ILLINOIS

BEFORE JUDGE HOFFMAN'

DEFENDANT EX, NO __--
pOROTH'('L,' .BRF-.CKE

OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER

I
: 7!

~-3Zr-,

TA Kt::'- OFF Ins;u.la.tov
L PV-VLJ

.(7'<:;-,'"" '~.s.(' {y~, ~,~",' -_.', c: ~..,I.'

I
-~-J2 '

TOI.ERAKCES·UNLESS
OTtfERWISE-SPECIFIED

FRACTIONAL II: 1/6.
DECiMAL :t .005
A.NGULAR ±1:12°

PART'NO.

2 HOLES C.204) DIA.

2 4

I
i
! 3 _ :

[C

I
,r:"\
l';"')~-~---'--r .-
,
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MERCi~AI~DISEI~IN DEPTH. Banners,
newspaper mats, radio/TV

commercials ••. you name it JFD's
got it to help yQu,se!Lyour way 10 top
antenna profits.

• A WORD ABOUT OUR PATENTS .••
E~e\fel1 different U. S. patents and pat
ents pending embrace the scientific
advances of the JfD LPV-more
any other outdoor 1V antenna.

holes and ways to circumvent pat
ent protection which assures you of
getting the Qniy genuine antenna de
Signed according to the original pat~

ented log periodic design of. the fa
rnous: University of Ulinois. Antenna.
Research l..aboratories~

AT THE MOMENT OF TRUTH THE PICTURE IS THE PROO
WHY lFO LPV COLOR LOG PERiODlCS WORK BEST!

• ONLY the JfD LPV delivers genuine frequency
independent performance. The entire antenna (not
part of the antenna as in other ordinary antennas)
responds to every channel.

• ONLYtheJfD LPVfol!ows the patented log Pllri!l!lj~
(f~sig-n orihe UniversitY-°;6fi"fITnoTs--P:nte'n'na Re~

search Laboratories.

• Only the JFD LPV uses Cap-Electronic (capacitor
coupled) elements. This permits (1) precise and
independent tuning for optimum performance In
both fundamental and harmonic modes-plus (2)
increased capture area-plus (3) directors tuned
to perform on all bands, not just one. The result
is higher gain, narrower directivity, higher front-to
back ratios for brilliant color, better-than-ever black
& white-on channels 2 to 83.

ElECJROr~ICS CORPORIJIOf~
15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219
JFD International, 64~14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 1137'7
JFD Canada, Ltd., Canada

DiFfERENT I.PV LOG PERI·
ODICS TO CHOOSE FROM.
Interested in VHF? •.• UHF?

•.• VHF[UHFIFM? Whether it's just
one band or .tlUy town or country, you
get the precise antenna-answer when
you makeit ZI(1 LPVColor LogPeriodic.
Interested in more facts? Justwdte us.

NATiONALLYADVER
TISEO IN LIfE. Month
after month, 32 mmion

readers of LIFE are being exposed to
thereasons why the JfD LPV wo-rks
best.

"'rTl"",;c,<'l"':,'" COLOR FULLY ADVER·
i iIJlOOrn 'T,~!!!ll~j. ,ISED OVER TELEVI-
...,.......",.. SION. Spectacular me-

tion-pictura commercials in full-color
are pre-seiling millions of present and
prospectivecolor TVowners.

JfD

Exactly WHAT the. JFD LPVColor tog Periodic 11<18 that other
so-called antenna"break-throughs" would like to have!

I
Ii lief-NSf 0 li"'''E!' ONE OR M\lFlE OF U.S,

PATENTS J,OlJ,16B;

l,~g$'~b°r!ll 7f~~
U.s.A JFll
n;;:CT (X.
CtUSl lTV
Of ILL

Mr~Dealer:

Den't let other antenna makers 1

"snow" you wilh claims of how
their antenna "break·througns";
work so sensationally you hardly
need aTV set to get apicture.
They've got little choice.
Ever since the LPV Color Log
odic was introduced by Jmback in '
'62. our competitors'engineers
have beengoing around. In cirdes. \\
Th~y'vecopied itdo~m-fQ.t1irlv~ts.: !i
They'va'Camolifliiged their lise of .
the log periodic principle wilh.
terms such as "energy distribu·:
tion."
They've imitated its name by call-!
ng theirs "V·log," "Super·log"
:nd -log.

(fH!-ir.-y(lur~llln '

l1ey've tried to equal Itsperform
nee with "half-size" compacts->,
lut you can't send amiagetto do'

man's job-this just doesn't:
ork) .
,ey. stilldoo'lkncwwhelher to
~oGk it ... ,'f!ght 11.- .. join it~ ..
hoi'ifO'l1w\vim Ie" ---.

esay :tIe proof efil all isthe pic
se your cetenea delivers te yellr
4$tcmti';"'s··s~t. I~~t is where the
'D LPV Color Log Periodic con

'Iusively demonstrates its basic
'erformaoce superiority.
f you're looking to give your ClIS
nmers the Iinest and truest color .
, . crispest black &white ... mare
'HF and UHF channels . _. eveo
etter FM stemo - don't compro
nise yoer professional reputation
rith "antenna-compromises."JJely
mfr'" pal"otedJfD LEV GolorLog
'ericdic as do so mallY tens of
houssncs of knowledgeable serv
iedealers,
Ve don't expect you to take our
Jora for it either. Let the picture

your profits) be the proof.

••• for more details circle 119 on postcard

cQPyright, 1966 by JFO

UNITED STATES iJlSTRICT COURT
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BEFORE JUDGe HOFFMAN

DEFENDANTEX. NO..~._·-:-c::-;----
. DOROTHY L BRACKENBURY
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Perma~PovierGh/es-i

New Super-Sconce in
Holiday Promotion

Dual Purpose Gift Is
Offered as Free Premium
With Tube Briteners
CHICAGO, ILL. - The Super

Sconce, a dual·purposegift that~an
he used as a planter or candle hellder;
Is the free premiumjteminv-olve~,in

t>~.{) ,new ·pl'omotionsQn· Perma;.rc\v~r
_CO, ... Brlteners..... The, .promotions': have
just been,:, announced byNonnan,'~

Ackennan,·v1ee president, marketi!lg~-

,The Super-Sconcc,. designed of e??~~'_>'

Perma~Power Super~Sc:once.

'wrought iron. will enhance any .deco
rating scheme, )11'. Ackerman said. As
is Perma-Powar'e custom pri-or"to the
holiday season, an item v...as selected
that can be" used as a girt from the
'rv servlca dealer to the lady of his
choice.

Super-Sconce is available with both
Tn-Brite and Vu-Rritc packages. The
Tn-BritcJladag-e of f-our Brlteners
sells for ~8.91i; the Vu-Britc package,
with 12 firi.hnll~r:;, ~l"lh for ~9_96.

NA'''Nf Promoting
1967 /'lusic Show

The Tu-"Brite pac' 'iges are prcvlded
in all 'three-base types, one t)·pc. to a
package. Inclilded are units fcr ducde- '\;
CR.I base pic:ture hlbes.1l0delb'tce l
button base nictuz-e tubes, and 110 t
degree shell base pieblrlLtl.J.J~~_~.__~Jl__~L__ ~_-~.----'~ -,' ·'''·--O"_'~c· ---, ~::::-:-'::=:::'.--":': ,_,_ "C';~',",':i.::_"-,o=:":=~_.:,: __-:::: =_",,__,-c----,--=-: __~_ .

harness to. increase gain and provide
maximum signal transfer. <In both
high and low-band channels,'
- This ----__ new frequency __ independent,
log periodic dcslgu provides an unpre

.cedented combinationvof remarkable
. gairi '~f]at.'fun bandwidth response
-'- sharp directivity __--~-- high front-to
back ratios "'--' matched. impedance and
10wVSWR on-all TV andF]'lbau{ls.
JFD steted;

Qnly-'One downleedTs required. ,A
free splitter -- is -- provided so that sep
arate Iead-ins ccen be run to VHF.
UHF and FJ,r terminals.'

This new JFD-VU series consists of
eight different gold alodlzed models
that COYer reception requirement: a
9 - element antenna providing recep
tion ranging from VHF up to 30 miles,
UHF up to 20. miles 'and FM up to
20 miles at $17.50 all the way to a
Sfi-element model 'Offering VFJF re
ception to 150 miles, UHF reception
to 90 miles and FM reception to 60
miles. This model is ,priced at .$69.95.JFD Antenna

The JFD Antenna Research and De
velopment Laooratories at Champaign,
Ill. has just announced a new log
periodic antenna series for 82~channel

color, and black-and-whits TV., and
FM stereo.tand crione,

-Several 'c.cnce-pts aTe, ineorp-oI'at~d
In-the new 'LPV-VU, series to: provide
ImprovedYeceptlon across the. entire
vide-o and F1\! spectrum. They are (1)
"Cap - .Electronie"dipoles with' large
tilt angle; (2)., a dipolearra1-~UHF

. driver, and (3),t"\Vin..:boomconstruc~

tion,

The "Cap-Electronic" dipoles shift

Bonds are Redeemable.
In Merchandise Offered
With Purchase of Tubes

Parts lltlal<ers to Hear
Talk by Ad'Official

DeMambro promotes JFD labs Annotmces New Anfei1l1a Series;
RCAI Sylvania Tubes log Periodics for COIOf

l
B&W TVand FM

With EPD Program Several NewConcepts Incorporated in the line;
LPV-VU Series Consists of Eight Different Gold
Alodized Models; Price Range From $17.50 to $69.95

BOSTON; MASS. 0:-. The DeMambro
Radio Supply, Co., parts distributing
firm with headquarters 'at 1095 Com
monwealth avenue, this city, has just
launched an, . "EPR" .. (Extra Profit
Dividends) .promotion c~mpaign on be
half of RCA. and Sylvania receiving,
tubes.

Under'· thls prcmctiorr, DuMambro
gives Its customers EPD savings-bonds
with the' purchase Qf RCA' and Syl
vania receiving tubes. These savings
bonds .are redeemable in merchandise
at the DeMambro headquarters in
Boston' or at one of the company's
seven branches throughout New Eng
land.

In discussing this promotion., Joseph
A. DeMambro, president 'Of the distri
buting firm. said: "Because our deed
ers helped us. grow <luring the past
30 years, we feel we want theta to:'
make extra money with their purchas-

-cee from our firm." Mr. DeMambro is
a f-ormer president and board chair
man of the National Electronic Distri
butors Association.

DeMambro branches are located in
Lawrence, Salem and Wcrces tee ,
Mass.j Providence, R. I.; New London,
Conn., and Manchester and Keene.
N, fl.

higher - !lllQdere80nanee to activa~~'"
. more elements of the antenna for
higher gain and narrower beam-widths
on Channels 7to 13 without afr~cting

low-band 'VHF. This makes it possible
for more low-band elements to June
tion on the high VHF band as well as CHICAGO, ILL. _ The National
the low VH!" band. JFD design does Association of Music Merchants is
this -by inserting capacitors in -the di- new accepting requests for the exhibit
p-01<~sJ thereby shortening them elec- plan book for the 1961 Music Show
trlcally so that their physical length to be held in Chicago, June 25 to 29
is increased for the same wavelength. from prospective exhibitors.
it was explained. These are available by contacting

The log periodic dipole array driver- Foster L. Lee, staff director of NA Ml\f.
and-director assembly results in signi- at 222 West Adams street, Chicago.
ficantly improved' absorption effici- Among product clrrastficatlons - at

WASHINGTON D 'C _ \"'11· encyvand directional sensitivity on the show are phonographs, high fidel-
s. Kirkland, ch~i~;n ~f therYlpll:~ channels 14 to 83. a JF'D~l;:sma.u ity, st(>reo,~adios. sound equipment
board 'Of Stevens Kirkland & Stabel- declared. , '. ~ " "" and accessories, tape manufacturers

, " • , 'I'h "b In I -Ed' t· . S d I' " tfeldt. Inc., .a Chicago-based advertfs- , •• c:" ~~~W-l.rmpe ~nce ~ ~Wl~.- .a ,8CC,,"-::>O:1€ an' ercvrsron se s
ing,markctmg and merchandising boom funct,oL,_~s l:'r,cro,,>sed ..ceder and..accessomes.

- .::.:::---~~=.::===:-=.-:-=::--.-:::::::---~:=:::::-----= ~;---==---·---~'c'= ··c·---·. -, .:::=2:~:2::2~~=---=:=:====-:-'::~==========--.,;---,-,,- -------,
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Three BUf' Tyr~a

Peema-P'owej- Super-Sconce

Permo-Power Gives
New SlJper~Sconce in
Holiday Promotion

Dual Purpose Gift Is
Offered as Free Premium
With Tube Brifeners
CHICAGO, ILL. - The Super-

Sconce, a dual purpose gift that can
be used as a planter ;01: candle holder,
il; the. free premium item inv-olved "in
two new promotions 'On Perma-Power
C-o. Briteners. The. promotions have
just been announced by Norman A.
Ackerman, vice president, marketing.

The Super-Sconce, designed of ebony

wrought iron, will enhance any deco
rating scheme, Mr. Ackerman said. As
is Perma-Power's custom pri-or to the
holiday season, an item was seleded
that can be used as a gift from the
TV service dealer to the lady -of his
choice.

Super-Sconce is available wlth both
Tu-BriteaTid Vu-Britc ipackagoa. The
Tu-Brtte paekagc of four Britenera
sells f.OT ~8.~)5; the Vu-Brrte package,
with 12 Brit<,.m~n;, ,:,db for ~~UH).

The 'I'u-Hrite pa,~'\g(Js are provided
in all' three -base tYPES, one type to a
package. Indud.erl are units f<n duoda
i~fllbaaG picture tubes, 110 degree
button base picture rubes, and 110
---'='~~ .... ";H:";~ :"'2~_[~i~ture tu.be~. __All-:

harness to. increase .gain and provide
maximum signal transfer on both
high and low-band channels.

This new frequency independent,
log periodic design provides en nnpre
cedented combination of remarkable
gain - flat, fun bandwidth response
--- sharp directivity - high front-to
back ratios- matched impedance and
low VSWR on all TV and FM hands,
JFD .stated.

Only 'one download is required. A
free splitter is provided so that sep
arate lead-ins can be run to VHF,
UHF and FA! terminals.

This new JFD-VU series consists of
eight different gold alodized models
that Cover reception requirement: a
9 - element antenna providing recep
tion ranging from VHF up to 30, mbles,
UHF u-p to 20 miles and FM up to
20 miles at $17.50 all the way to a
S5.:.element model offering VHF re
ception to 150 miles, UHF reception
to 90 miles and FlI-f reception to 60
miles. This model is priced at $69.95.

NAMM Promoting
1967 Music Show

JFD Antenna

Several New Concepts Incorporated in the Line;
I.PV-VU Series Consists of Eight Different Gold
Alodized Models; Price Range From $17.50 to $69.95

'I'he J'FD Antenna Research and De
velopment Lab-oratories at Champaign,
Ill. has' just announced a new log
periodic antenna series for 82-channel
color and black-and-whits, TV, and
F¥ stereo and-mono.

-Several concepts are incorporated
in the new "LPV-VU series to provide
impr-oved reception across the 'entire
vide-o and FM spectrum, They are (1)
"Cap - Electronje" dipoles with large
tilt angle; (2). a dipoleal'ray UHF
driver, and (3) twin....boom construe;
Han.

The "Cap-Electronic' dipoles shift

Bonds are Redeemable
In Merchandise Offered
With Purchase of Tubes

DeMambro promotes JfD labs Announces New Antenna Series;
RCAI Sylvania Tubes Log Periodies for COIOf

l
B&WTV and fM

With EPD Program

Parts Makers to Hear
Talk by Au Official

BOSTON; ;rfASS. - 'I'he De Mambro
Radio Supply Go" PUTts distributing
firm with headquarters at 1095 Corn
monwealth avenue, this city, has just
launched an "EPD" (Extra Profit
Dividends) promotion campaign on be
half of RCA and SYlvania receiving
tubes.

Under this promotion, De.Mambro
gives its customers EPD savings bonds
with the" purchase of RCA and Syl
vania receiving tubes. 'I'hese savings
bonds 'are redeemable in merchandise
at the- DeMambro headquarters in
Boston or at one of the C0n11,uny's
seven branches throughout New Eng
land.

In -discussing this promotion" Joseph
A. DaMambro, president of the distri
buting firm, said: "Because our deal
'Ell'S helpsd us grow during the past
30 years, we feel we want them to
make extra money with their purchas
es from. our firm." Mr. De.Mambro is

a former president and board chair
.man of .the National Electronic Distri
butors Association.

DeMambro branches are located in
Lawrence, Salem and Wo r e e s t e r ,
Mass.: Providence, R. 1.; New London,
Conn., and Manchester and. Keene,
N. H.
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'~o l higher - mode resonance t-o activate,

1UOl'e elements ,of the antenna £-01'

higher gain and narrower beamwidtha
on Channels 7 to 13 without aff:.~cting

low-band VH:B"'.'fhis makes it possible
for more low-band elements to func
ti-on on the high VHF band as well as CHICAGO, ILL. _ The National
the low VHJ.!' band. JFD design does Association of Music Merchants is
this by Inserting capacitors in the di·· now accepting requests for the exhibit
'p-oles, thereby shortening them elec, plan book for the 1967 Music. Show
trically so that their physical length to be held' in Chicago; .Iuno 25 to 29
is increased :£.01' the same wavelength, from prospective exhibitors.
it was e:ltpla"ined. These are available. by contacting

The log periodic dipole array drlver., Foster L. Lee, stafi'dircctor of NAMM,
and-director assembly results in signi- at 222 'Vest Adams street, Chicago.
ftcantly improved absorption eff'icl- Among product clzrssfr'ications at

vYASHINGTON, D. C. _ William ency and directional sensitivity on the show are phol1ogTaphs, high fidel
S. Kirkland, chairman of the plans channels 14 to 83, a ;JFD~esmau if.y, stereo, radios, sound. equipment
hoard 'of Stevens Kirkland & Stabel- declared. »>...,..,- ~~lHi accessories, tap.e manufacturer"..

' '[-J 'no t" 1 ....... . 1 ,. -~~ • . " l ' . tfeldt, Inc" a Chicago-based ad ...-er-tis- - .1e. u-Q. p'r,-lmpe<.ance LWIn_ .an accesecriea and television sets
InO" markering- an -! -mc,(·Ilant'lis'''g' boom .functiOn}'..... 3S 3.' cro$sed feeder awl, ccessorfes...... .. n.·Cb'_~._C,=.:':=~::,u~ __ .,_,._- "~_'" =- .. i .'M"." __ un .. _ _ •



Reduced Size
Log Periodic Antennas*
DANIEL F. DiFONZO

37

* This paper was contained in the proceed
ings of the Ninth National Communica
tions Symposium (1963).

that the gain of the. antenna i.s rough
ly proportional to the bandwidth of
the active region. The shorter ele
ments preceding the active region
act as shunt capacitive loads to the
transmission line of the antenna.

In a properly designed LP, this
capacitive loading by the shorter ele
ments is the chief factor in determin
ing the antenna input impedance and
is also important. in establishing the
coupling to the.. active elements.
Thus, it can be appreciated that it is
not sufficient to merely sc'ale resonant
dipoles by a given periodicity factor
to . insure frequency independent
operation; for proper operation, the
log periodic antenna should possess
certain additional properties.

First, the electrical distance to the
active region should be long enough
(at least 0:31.) to allow sufficient
transforming action along the capaci
tively loaded transmission line. Sec
ond, the bandwidth of .the active re
gion should be at least large enough
to, contain a minimum of one -reso
nant elemenc over .. a period. This
bandwidth is inversely proportional
to the Q of the individual elements,
where Q is defined as the ratio of

'-

1 "-(1-T) col-4 2

'0

-

u=

Rn+1 L1I+1T=--=--e; t;

DIRECTION OF
RADIATION

A graduate of Villanova Untversfty wtth a degree in Electrical
Engineering, Mr. DiFonzo is-currently working toward an ad
vanced deeree un Electrical Englaeerlng at the University of
Pennsylvania. Upon joining AEL,Mr. DiFonzo participated in
the design and development of a vertically polarized HF log
periodic antenna. Following this he assumed responsibility as project engineer ona
studyprograni directed to the development of techniquesf6r the size reduction of log
periodic antennas. He is now responsible for the electrical design of antennas on an
Air Force program which has as its goal the' standardization of HF antennas, including
horizontally polarized log periodic, vertically polarized log perlodic, discone and conical
monopole antennas, 'Mr. DiFonzo is a member of the IEEE and G-AP.

Figure 1 _. Log periodic dipole antenna.

commonly called the "active region,"
the transmission line currents decay
rapidly. Thus the longer elements
play no role in determining pattern
and impedance characteristics.. This
attenuation through the active region
is extremely important since it. allows
the structure to be truncated.

An important factor governing
performance is the width of the ac
tive region, i.e., the number ·ofele
ments it encompasses. It is known

DANIEL F. DiFONZO

AMERICAN"ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.

COLMAR, PENNSYLVANIA

r------", --l ,-
f---", ~~--I' • 1'-

INTRODUCTION

The value of broadbaud log periodic
antennas for ground-based communi
cations systems in the high frequency
baud (3- 30 Me) is now well estab
lished..•This type of antenna also has
widespread potential in Jimited-area
applications such as shipboard use;
but since. the dimension of the long
est element is on the order-of one
half wavelength (,\/2) at low fre
quency cutoff, the use of LP's in- this
area has been limited. , .

In order to use these antennas in
applications where their size would
normally prohibit installation, it is
necessary to effect a considerable. re
duction in the size of _the antenna
elements. For example, a current
study program has as its goal the in
vestigation of electrical designs fat
a 6, - 30 Me horizontally polarized
log periodic antenna for shipboard
mounting, with" an additional re
quirement that the structure have a
maximum dimension of 55 feet.

An equivalent full size LP would
have a dipole element length of about
82 feet at 6 Me. This requites a 35
to 40 per cent reduction in thesizeof
the LP elements. A further consider
ation is that the loading technique
must be mechanically simple.

The use of reduced size dipole
radiators in log periodic structures
introduces several·· problems which
could affect the performance of the
antenna as compared to a full size
structure. Consider ..first the conven
tional dipole array shown schematic
ally in Figure I.'

The antenna elements are fed from
a two-wire transmission line which
supports a slow Wave progressing
from .rhe apex of the LP toward the
rear of the array. When energy
reaches a portion of the structure
containing elements which are near
ly a half wavelength long, it is ra
diated by these··e1ements··in.a direc
tion toward the apex. Within this
region of near .resonant elements,

December, 1·964



where

where

Figure 3 - Transmission line loading.

This antenna is also resonant when
Equation (3) is satisfied.

Calculations for. this configuration
indicate that Z, should be large (at
least equal to Z,), and I must be rel
atively long for the desired 40 per
cent reduction in resonant frequency.
For example, if Z, = 300 ohms, it is
found that a transmission line length
ofO.IOA is needed to resonate a
O.lSX monopole. At 6 Me, this trans,
mission line length is greater than
16 feet,causing it to overlap several
other dipoles in a log periodic struc
ture.

While transmission line. loading
seems electrically desirable and mighr
find application in other log periodic
antenna configurations, it was elimi
nated for shipboard use because of
mechanical limitations.

board LP antennas due to the severe
mechanical and environmental te
quiremenrs.

A variation of inductive loading
has been investigated .by Stephenson
and Mayes at the University of Illi
nois" and a practical solution has
been found in the use of helical di
pole radiators.

A section of transmission line of
length l and. characteristic impedance
Zt placed in series with an antenna
of height H Can reduce the resonant
frequency of the. antenna (see Fig,
ure 3). The input impedance of this
configuration is

_ ~ cos{3J+ j sin {31
Z'n-Z, Z (5)

cos {3J+ j Z; sin {3,

where Z,= input impedance of an
unloaded monopole. The' quantity
Z, is given approximarely by'

Z,=Zccorh(~'+j,8H) (6)

Capacitive loading offers what is
probably rhe simplest means from
both electrical and mechanical con
siderations for reducing -the size of
log periodic antennas. Compared to
series inductive loading and trans
mission line loading, capacitive load
ing results in lower values of ele
ment Q for a given size reduction.

This type of loading can be ap
plied to an antenna in many forms,
a few of which are shown in Figures
4 through 7. A discussion of these
configurations follows.

Capacitive Loading

Transmission Line Loading

(4)

Series inductive loading.

FEED

Figure 2

-r----
IMAGE PLANE l.£

t==::::::Jj~~~~~,
\1

Zc <I. INTERNAL COAX FEED

r---'~ 'I
~I

Z SHORT Ll --l \1
c ~. EXTERNAL cOAX FEEO

Zc'= loaded antenna
characteristic impedance

R/ e-Ioaded radiation resistance

These drawbacks are generally con
sidered too severe to warrant the
use of series inductive loading on the
elements of reduced size log periodic
antennas. Lumped constant (coil)
loading is nor considered for ship-

Z",=R, -j(Zc co.r/3H-Z, r~n/3I),

(2 )

Ze= antenna characteristic
impedance"

R, = resistance at resonance

The antenna is resonant when

Z, cot/3H=Z, ranf31 (3)

Calculations for this configuration
indicate that rhe ratio of Z,/Z,
should be large and the length of the
coaxial section must be quite long.
For example, in order to resonate a
0.15>' monopole of 300 ohms charac
teristic impedance (Zc) with a coax
ial seccion of Z, = 150 ohms, the
length of the coaxial section should
be 0.151<, as long as the monopole
itself.

Series 'inductive loading also re
sults in a very high Qdue ro the
rapid increase of the loaded charac
reristic impedance (loaded Z,) as the
resonantfrequencyis decreased. For
a loaded antenna, the Q is given by

Q=Z/
R/

4!"- .'

antenna characteristic impedance to
resistance at! resonance, thus placing
emphasis on theQ of the element as
fin important factor in' design.

Third, the attenuation of energy
through the active region must be
great enough (15 db typical) to elim
inate so-called "end effects" due to
reflections from the rear truncation
and/or energy coupling to elements
resonant. in higher order modes
(31</2, SA/2, etc.).

; The above-mentioned properties
achieve added significance when the
dipole elements are electrically load
ed to reduce their frequency of oper
ation. It is typical that when dipole ele
ments .are so loaded their charac
teristic impedance and Q rise sharply.
The high Q of the reduced size ele
ments narrows rheactive region tend
ing to cause large fluctuations in pat
tern and impedance over a period of
operation,

If the impedance match to the ele
ments is poor, there is insufficient
attenuation through the active .re
gion. Energy. will then continue to
propagate to elements which are
resonant in higher order modes caus
iag pattern and impedance. detetiot
ation. Therefore what is needed is
a method of loading the dipole ele
ments which produces rhe lowest Q
and _lowest characteristic impedance
consistent with a given size reduc
tion.

ANTENNA LOADINC

Several loading techniques applicable
to size reduction of log periodic
structures have been investigated. In
the following paragraphs these tech
niques. are first discussed analytically,
and then certain experimental find
ings are reviewed.

Series'lnductance Loading

Reduction in the resonant fre
.quency of an .antenna by means of
a series inductance is a common ap
proach. Figure 2 illustrates a simple
technique for achieving a series in
ductance, which involves placing a
section of shorted coaxial line of
length l and characteristic imped~

ance Zl in series with the antenna
element.

The input impedance of an un- '
loaded monopole is approximately
given by

Z,=R, -jZ,cot{3H Ri~Zc

(1)

Serles loading modifies this expres
simi to
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is approximately ,\/16 at the fre
quency at which each element. is to
be resonant.

While the use of disc loading does
indeed allow for a 40 per cent re
duction in size with pattern-and im
pedance comparable to a full size
structure" it has the- disadvantage of
excessive mechanical loading. At 6
Mc the largest disc would be approxi
mately 10 feet in diameter at the end
of a half element 25 feet long.

H+k:l=A/4 (8)

Capacitive "T" Loading

A more practical method of end
loading-is che.useof 'a barplaced in
the form of a "T" across the end of
a reduced size half element. This con
figuration possesses obvious.mechan
icafadvanrages over disc loading.

A typical "T"-loaded half element
is shown .in Figure 5. Ref'erringjo
the figure, theel~ment can be made
to resonate when

H=monopole heighr

l=lengi:h of the "T'isecrion

k=constant, dependent upon
the physical dimensions of
the "T" and the half
element

The value of - k was determined
experimentally by subjecting a mono
pole over a ground plane to various
degrees of "T" loading. Impedance
measurements indicated the frequen
cy of resonance from which the value
of k was calculated, knowing the
physical dimensions of H and- the
"T" bar.

In the case of ran experimental
monopole antenna, the height-to
radius ratio is about 40:1 and the
average length-to-radius ratio of the
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where

Figure 7 ""-, Capacitive"E" loading.

Figure 5 --.,..'Capacitive "T" loading.

Figure 8 - Pyramidal logp,eriodicemployingcapacitive 'disc loading.

..
I

progressively shorter towarclsthe
apex, little is gained by loading be
yond a certain region.

The structure was chosen to be
pyramidal in order to achieve nar
rower H-plane beamwidths than
could be obtained with an equivalent
coplanar' structure. This _model. J;ep
resents a.scaling factor from 6 Mc
such that its operating range isfrom
180 - 900 Me. To achieve a
boom length which would .meet the
required antenna size, thea angle
was chosen at 90 degrees. The plate
separation angle (ljJ angle) was Set at
30 degrees. The diameter of the discs

k= constant, dependent upon
monopole and disc
dimensions

Figure 6 - Capacitive "U" loading.

D e e.e m b e r, I 9 64

H =' monopole height

D= diameter of the disc

where

IHkD=A/4 (7)

Because of its simplicity, this tech
niquewas applied to a log periodic,
pyramidal dipole antenna in an early
attempt at size reduction, as shown
in Figure 8. It may be noted that
the loading is applied only to the last
five elements of the log periodic an
renne.and not uniformly to all dipole
elements.. The antenna was loaded
in this .manner ,sii11ply" because the
rear of' the structure is the area in
which size reduction was required.
Since the dipole elements become

Disc,Loading

The basic configuration for the
disc loading of' reduced size antenna
radiation is shown in Figure 4. The
principle of this technique as ap
plied to single monopoles is well
known: the antenna element can be
made to resonate when

Figure 4 -' Capacitive disc loading,
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midal log periodic
employing capaci
tive "T" loading.

"T" section is approximately 150:1.
This resulted in a value of 0.7 for k.
Applying this k value to an LP half
element height of 25 feet (0.15'\, at
6 Mc) indicates .that the half element
will be resonant when the length of
the "T" bar is 23 feet.

The "T" loading, when applied to
a pyramidal log periodic antenna of
the same parameters as the disc-load
ed LP, allows operation comparable
to that of an equivalent full size
structure.

However, patterns at the)ow fre
quency edge of the operatmg b":,,d
deteriorate due to ende.ffeets which
are manifested in a relatively poor
fronr-ro-back ratio. This is because
the higher Q and the increased char
acteristic impedance of the loaded
elements do not allow efficient cou
pling of the elements in the active
region to the antem~a .transml~slOn

Iine.. As a result, radiating efficiency
is reduced and the currents in the
active region are not adequately at
tenuated.

These problems suggest that the
loaded antenna should have a higher
T ratio than a corresponding full size
structure. However, since a high 'T

ratio is mechanically undesirable in
rhat it makes a prohibitively heavy
antenna, and since this particular an
tenna is end-loaded only at the large
end the idea of an antenna with a
variable T is suggested. This would
be achieved by increasing the num
ber of elements only at the low fre
quency end of the antenna.

This technique was applied to a
pyramidal structure whose norrnal v
ratio was 0.84; For the last five ele
ments, however, the r- ratio was in
creased to 0.916. Only the element
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spacing was changed to accommo
date taote elements. Referring to
Figure 1, only the ratio of Rn+1. to
Rn was increased at the back of rhe
structure; the ratio Ln+1 ' to Ln.' re
mained consranr, where Ln' is the
effective electrical length of the te
duced size elements. (The effective
a angle is thereby kept constanr.)

The pyramidal LP employing var~·

ing 7 and "T"-bar end loading zs
shown in Figure 9. The heights (H)
of the last six half elements are kept
constant and the degree of end load
ing varied ro resonate the elements
at periodic frequencies.

Results of this application are COn

sidered remarkably good. Figure 10
illustrates typical linear power pat
terns in the H plane for the "T'vbar
end-loaded coofiguranon. Also seen
in the figure for comparison purposes
are H-plane patterns of an equiva
lent full size (unloaded) antenna.

The low design frequency. is 180
Mc, representing a scaling of 30: 1
with respect to 6 Me. Scaled to 6 Mc,
the largest half element would be
25 feet in length, giving a total
spread of 50 feet for the last element.
The pattern performance is reaso~

able, since the pattern of an e.1ect!1c
ally short dipole is not too different
from that of a half wavelength di
pole.

The input impedance. of the load
ed antenna could be expected to
change with respect to an unloaded
antenna due to theeiIects of loading
on characteristic impedance; applica
tion of the "T"' loads increased Z,
only slightly at the low frequencies,
however.

Slight adjustmenr of rhe individual

Figure 10 - H~plane power pattel'ft$ of
"T"~Ioaded and equivalent fuIJ size
log periodic..

"T" loads resulted in a VSWR less
than 2:1 relative to a mean imped
ance level of 120 ohms) as can be seen
from the impedance plot illustrated
in Figure 11. The impedance locus
of a full size unloaded antenna falls
within the same circle.

The foregoing investigation pro
duced an antenna which offers signi
ficant size reduction accompanied by
mechanical simpliciry.

Capacitive "U" Loading

Another variation of capacitive
loading is the "Un-loading configur
ation shown in Figure 6. The equiva
lent circuit representation for this
configuration is

V,=I,Zl1+1,Z12 (9)

V2=1, Z,,+12 2,,2 (10)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer
to the antenna terminals.

The quantities Zu and Z, may be
determined by the behavior of the
antenna in the balanced (+, + ) and
unbalanced (+, - ) modes of excita
tion. For balanced excitation, the
voltages and currents are equal so
that

,..
Zil1=Zl1+Z12

=2Z,COth(t +jf3H)
(II)
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Figure: 1'4 (a). -:.-H~plan~ •power, patterns
of,,"U" ... loaded log 'periodic.

~'~0.9
1.'Zo of the two-wi're Feeder'<-

6000. .

Limited data taken of this model
indicarejhar the Q of the elements
and ;,the1r i::o'rresporidi~g' .Iow 'rad~a~

cion 'resist~nce' do not' .al10'v-,effictenc
cqup!jng .ro firstorder resonant de~
rnents. Energyprogressing thto~gh

the-active 'regionis .not grearlyatren
uated and continues on" to elements
r~s?tpnt in' higherorder modes, This
effect can be seen in the power par
terns of Figures 14(a) and 14(b).

At frequencies between 100 and
300 Me, the elements do not load the
transmission line sufficiently to allow
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Figure .14( b) -H-plane'"power.,t,terns
of "UH-loaded log periodicr

the necessary .phase delay between
elements for, backfire 'radiation. In
Figure 14(b), goodbackfi.re pattems
are seen above 300 Me as 'a result .of
the lon-ge't elements' radiatingiri the
3A!2 mode where the impedance
characteristic of the 3;\/2 elements
is favorable to good coupling.

The "U"-loading technique is Still
considered promising, -however; and
it is expected that suitable modifica
tions, such as adding a delay line
between elements to allow- greater
phase shift, will ultimately allow the
antenna to perform in thecdesired
manner.

Figure 15 _ "E"
loaded, log periodic.

i

iCapacitive IIEl) Loading

I;Capacitive"E" 'loading, shown in
Figure 7' and pictured in Figure 15
as applied to the log periodic dipole
array, offers size reductions compar
able with other types of capacitive
loading, This configuration, like the
"V" configuration, is undergoing
further investigation; both. types
have considerable promise.

CONCLUSIONS

Some of the various means of re
ducingthe size of log periodic an
tennas ,have been considered both
analytically arid experimentally.

Certain techniques, such as trans
mission line loadiilgand series in
ductance loading, may find applica
tion in some circumstances, but.,. these
methods possess limiting" structural
andtenvironrnental disadvantages.

Of those techniques considered' in
this paper, the most fruitful in terms
of size .reductiori with comparable
operation and mechanical simplicity
have been those involving capacitive
end loading. The ",T""loaded antenna
offers a 40 per cent reduction in max
imum size. with, performance corn
parable to that of a conventional log
periodic. This antenna has wide
spread applications in areas which
ate' now restricted due' to space
limitations.

The limited data available at this
time indicate that: both the "U'; and
"E" configurations potentially can
allow even B~eater, .size .reducrions
with comparable operation and more
rugged construction.
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Log Periodic Dipole Array

with Parasitic Elements*

NORMAND BARBANO

SYLVANIA" 'ELECTRON Ie: ,SYSTEMS, - WEST

. INTRODUCTION

Coplanar log periodicdipolearrays
fed in aphase:r~ve~sal:!I1,annerhave

been in eXis~encesinccr 1?60,l,.This
pap~r is concerned with modifying
the design of a log peri?dic dipole
array fed in phase progre~sion rather
than in phase 'reversal" such that, the
~ntenna wiIIproducebacJdireradia.
tion and operate in a pseudofrequen
cy-independentmanner. The modifi
cation consists basically of replacing
every alternate dipole element with
a" parasitic element of the, same
length; The resulting configuration
is a I?g periodic dipole array which
incorp?rate~, d!iven and parasitic ele
ments with, the same, design ratio, T,

and element -spacing - to ~ element
length ratio; sll, as the conventional
antenna. -

The characteristics of the modified
antenna are discussed below along
with the, results of measurements
taken on. antenna models using -one
or, two parasitic elements percell.
It. is .shown that the dipole array
images exactly avera perfect grqtmd~
lending its design to a monopole ver
sion of .the antenna, requiring .no
spedal.matchingnetworks. The·:re~

suIt is a log periodic antenna' that is
adaptable for use from high frequen
cies through microwave frequencies;

UNIFORM DIPOLE ARRAY WITH
PARASITIC ELEMENTS

Figure 1........:. Uniform
dil>0le:arraywit~

parasitic,ele!1!ents.

feeder. The input to the feeder is
eIectricaIIybalanced. Parasitic ele
rnents are placed between the dipole
clements ito obtain ·.~ .. current phase
reversal of7r.radians .from. one ele
ment rothc next This phase, reversal
is a :primaryrequirr::ment for obtain
ing' apseudofrequent:y-independent
operat-ion ofrhe,antenna.l

A uniformdipole array with par~"
siticielcments. 24 inches long was
constructed to determine its Brillou
in (k -f3). diagram and radiation pat
terns associated with -rhe diagram."
This, .strucrure has. resonant elements
near 490, Me: ,An element. spacing: of
2.4 inches (O.l'\ at 490 'Mcjwas used.
The diameter; a,' of the metal rods
used as 'the radiating .elementswas
1/4inch. This array was designed to
have a _50~ohm input fmpedance er
the design frequency. The character-

isticimpedance .of this uniform 'array
was found to be dependent primarily
upon .'the tra!lsmission~line . feeder
characteristics and alsoupon rhe ele
ment-spacing-to-elernent-Iength ratio,
5/1.

Near-field' phase measurements for
the Brillouio.vdiagrarri were. taken
along the .transmission-Iine 'feeder of
theistructure over the frequency
range oUO - lOOO Me, and radi.ri0ll
patterns were D.1easur~d. over the ,cor~

respondingfrequency' range, . From
these measurements, the' relationship
of the phase constant on the periodic
structure, /3, ." to the intrinsic .. phase
constantof free space, k, was deter
mined. If a unit cell on the structure

* This work: was supp'orted'by the P.S,.
Army Signal Corps under Contract DA
.)6-039 AMC-00088(E), Paragraph 14.5;

Asap'reliminary examination of. the
log periodic dipole array with para'
sitic elements,. consider 'a,uniform:ar~
ray of'driven ... and parasiticelements,
as .illustrated inFigurel. Its con
struction consists of a two-wire trans

,mission-line. feeder with dipole ele
ments cb~nected to it ill 'a phase
prpg~ession, 1l1annerwhere the ele
m~nts, on one side .ofthestrgctlJ.re
are.attached 'to one sideofthe t",o,~

wiretransmission-linefeeder and the;
other"elements' .areattac~,~dtothe
second, wire of the .transmission-line

I
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. The Brillouin diagram. show\. thit\
a log periodic dipole array with para
sitic elements is capable of.-srable,
pseudofrequency_independent opeta
rion. This diagram for a:p~rticuIat

uniform array can be used to predict
the performance of other .similar ar
rays, provided the elemerit length to
element spacing, sll, is kept constant.
This constancy is achieved by scaling
the coordinates, kd and pd, to com
pensate for the difference in the ele
ment lengths. The active region of a
log. periodic antenna occurs. where
the electrical length of the elements
is nearly 3:. half wavelength; .thus, it
can be seen that the Brillouin dia
gram of a uniform array with an
element of equivalent length predicts
that backfire-radiation will most
likely occur at this frequency,

. For example, if a log periodicar
ray having an sll rario of 0.2 is fed
with a 490 Mc signal, then the dia
gram of Figure 2 applies. It is ap
parem that the point on rhe curve
corresponding to this frequency lies
in the backward-radiation region of
the diagram, A close investigation
of the frequency bandwidth in the
radiation region of Figure 2 for the
uniform array shows that its.radia~

tion region is narrower than that of
a uniform, conventionally fed dipole
array." This indicates that the.equiva
lent circuit for the .active region of
the dipole array with parasitic ele
ments has a higher effective Q.

From this information,it can be
predicted that a higher density of
elements (a larger value of T) is re
quited for the log periodic. dipole
array with parasitic element design
than for the conventional dipole .. ar
ray design. As will be seen below,
this is a necessity for successfuloper
ation of the antenna.

LaC PERIODICDIPO!-E ARRAY WITH
PARASITIC ~LEMENTS

Single p""",itic Element Design

A log periodic dipole array with a
single parasitic element per cell will
be considered in this section. The
antenna is a coplanar type designed
such that each·. alternate. element can
be considered to be a driven element,
with a parasitic element located be
tween each pair of driven elements.
The antenna utilizes a two-wire trans:'
mission-line feeder having-a. balanced
input, the input being located at the
end with the shortest elements, as
shown in Figure 3.

The driven elements are .connected
to the .feeder line, 311d the parasitic
dements are unattached,· asdescribed
in the discussion-on the uniform ar
tay. The length and spacing between

th e mi~r e-w a ve jour n al

Figure 2 - Brilloui~
diagram for uni
form dipole array
with a single para
sitic element .per

s
cell IT = 0.2,

a = 1/4 inch).

Figllre 3 - Para
meters used to de
fine a log periodic
dipole array with
parasitic elements.

1000 MC

k =-[3,. 21T

2.51T

waves are excited on the .structure.
The curve now extends into the back
ward-wave region, 7T::;; 13d ::;; 27T,
where a leading .phase distribution
exists on the feeder line. Backwatd
wave radiation.now occurs-as shown
in Figure 2.

In rhe region where kd;;O: - (f3d
.,...-27T), the surface wave on the struc
t¥reis loosely bound ; howevef. the
Wave is tightly bound in the region
wherekd~ -(f3d-2".). The curve
then proceeds to cross the boundary,
/3d"" 2"., into the forward-wave re
gion, 2".~ f3d ~ 3".. The wave is
still loosely bound in this region. At
chefnterseccion ·with the line,{3d=
2"., broadside radiation in both the
end-fire .and backward directions
occur -once 'again on the structure.ias
shot!l' :il1: "Figure ·2. ':fhe region,
2".~ f3d~ 3"., is then entered, and
end-fire, radiation 'occurs. once again
with d~ewavetightlybound.

"

500:MC 517MC 600MC

1.511'

~d

k.= -(:8-21T)k ",.[3

0.lJ.1T.

]; 0.31T

is-defined tobe the region from one
driven element ,to .thenextalong the
feeder, then the Brillouin. diagram
can be normalized in terms of a unit
cell distance, d. The diagram for the
uniform structure is .. shown. in Figute
2 as having the-normalized coordi
nates, kd and ,ed. This diagram con,
tainsa. few of the measured E-plane
radiation patterns at discrete fre
quencies.

The' Brillouin curve, begins at the
.origin, at zero frequency and extends
rhrough uherforward wave region,
O~f3d ~"., with increasing fre
quency. In this region, the phase
along the feeder line lags the refer
eClce fll;Iase at the input terminals, and
end 7fi,re,radiationoccursas shown by
the radiation' patterns;: ,4s. the. cur~e
appro~ches the boundary, d="., rad.i~
arion-in both the end-fire and back
ward. .• ::di~ectiQns:,occurs,. indicating
that both the forward and backward
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Figure 5 ":"-Impedance of .a log periodic dipole array with parasiticelementsh==

0.898,+=0.113,0=1/8 ;nchl.

Figure 4 _ Log periodic: dipole array wi.th. parasitic elements - one parasitic element
s

pet cell (,=0.898, I =0.113, .=1(8 lnch) ,

~.~ S~ B~ .~

. Fig.ure ~.-;.. E-planeradiation powe:t patterns of a log periodic dipole ,array with 'pata
s

si~ic elements {i=O.S98'T =0.113,'8=1/8 ',inch}.

(3)sn
-- a
-i; 2 tan l

where Sn::::=xn --':'xn _b and a is the 'In
cluded angle at the apex of the struc-
ture. .

,=~= Xn (2)
lO+l Xn+l

where :Xn is the distance from the
apex of the antenna to the nth ele
ment. The elemenc-spacing-to-ele
rnenr-Iength ratio is given by

or

Therefore

,,=2 tan-,l (4)
2 XIi

Therparasitic elements, essentially,
are located at the position normally
occupied by the active elements that
connect to rhe opposite sides of the
transmission line in a conventional
log periodic dipole array. The para
sitic elements, produce the same' effect
as the driven dipole elements that they
replace; that is, they introduce a con..
stant phase shift of7r radians between
elements. A parasitic element, when
located in the active region of, the, an
tenna, receives its. energy primarily by
the mutual coupling between ir and
the active-elements, 1'0 some extent
mutual coupling effects also exist be
tween parasitic ,e1emepts~' ,Bnergy is
not coupled to the parasitic elements
c<$paeiti1!ely from the feeder line. To
verify this', experiments were per~

formed in which the spacing between
the parasitic elements and the trans
rriission-line feeder was varied. No
evidence of capacitive coupling was
noted since the experimental results
showed only second order changes in
the antenna characteristics,

Several models of the dipole array
with parasitic elements were con
structed for evaluation. These' an
tennas were found to have a pseudo
frequency - independent operation.
Their .radiation patterns .have con
stant beamwidths,and their input im
pedance is nearly constant over the
entire frequency range of the 'an..

Q c: to!b~r, 1 965

"':"'-

ijj~ath,idjacent element is a function
of thegeometdc :ratio,T, and the
element-spacing - to > element-length
ratio, sll, .in uuimilar manner as a
conventional log periodic dipole ar
ra.y.l,4As ,is apparent: in Figure 3,
the geometric ratio "gives', the' growth
rate of <he elements and spacings by
the following relationships:

,=~=~ (1)
In+~ XO+~



Figure 7 - Log periodic dipole array with parasitic elements - dual parasitic element
design.
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the separation between their cehters--~

is 00408 inch.)

The antenna is fed with an "in
herent" balun feedarrangemertt.
This balun requires no additional cir
cuitry orher than the parallel-Wire
line to provide balanced feed voltages
over the full frequency range of the
antenna. A coaxial. line with achar
actetistic impedance of 50 ohms was
used to feed the antenna and make up
one of the rwo wires forming the
parallel-wire. transmission line.

The impedance characteristics of
this antenna over' a full period are
shown in Figure 5. The impedance
encircles approximately 25 ohmswith
a VSWR of 2: 1 over the frequency
range of 600 - 700 Me. The low value

··ofimpedanceoccurs because, of the
proximity of the parasitic element to
the driven element. This effect is
similar to that experienced with a di
pole antenna having a'driven and a
reflecting parasitic-clement,"

The radiation power patterns in
the plane of the electric field are
shown in Figure 6. These patterns
have essentially . a constant beam
width of 60° and a front-to-back ratio
of 15 dB or better. The radiation pat
terns are well behaved over the fre
quency bandwidth of the antenna, as
evident in Figure 6, and no apparent
radiation pattern.degradation is ex
perienced .because of. the parasitic
elements in this antenna design.

650 MC

850 MC800 MC

600 MC

750 MC

550 MC

700 MC

500 Me

Figure 8 - E-pJane radiation power pattern$ of Jog periodic dipole array with dual
parasitic elements.

tennas, It was noted that. on models
having simultaneously too low a
value of,., and angle a, the antenna
ceased to function in a pseudofre
quency~independentmanner.

With large element spacings, the
mutual coupling between the para
sitic elements and the active elements
is reduced to a value below which the
reradiated energy from the parasitic
element is not sufficient to act as an
equivalent source. When the an
tenna operates properly, it behaves
as though its apparent phase center
moves along the structure with fre
quency such that, over a period, the
phase center win change continuous
ly and smoothly from rhe driven ele
mentW the paras'itic element" and
finally to the next driven element.

A model of the dipole array with
parasitic elements which has the de
sign parameters 7=0.898 ands/I=
0.113, and element diameter a=1/8
inch, is shown in Figure 4. The short
est elementof the structure (a driven
element) is 5.60 inches long, and the
longest element. (a parasitic element)
is 12.54 inches long. The driven ele-
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ut. i.:
Figure 9.~.. :~omparis,on ,'of log periodic

dipole ;~,and : monopole arrays with
parasiti~ •. elements,

menrs are: attached to a 50~ohm

parallcl-wiretransmjsslon line. (The
diameter of the wires is 3/8 inch, and

Multiparasitic Element Design

The next logical development of
the log periodic dipole antenna with
parasitic elements' is a strucrurehav
.ing more than one parasitic element
in a cell (a cell being defined in this
case as the distance from' One driven
element to the next 'adjacent driven
element). For this investigation, a
dipole array with a single' parasitic
element and having the design para.
meters 7=0.9 and s/I=0.201 was
constructed first, This antenna was
tested and found to work satisfac
torily in accordance with the behavior
described above.

The next step involved modifying
'this antenna by adding to it a second
complete set of' parasitic elements.
The second set of parasitic elements
was cut to the same length as the'
existing parasitic elements and placed
on the.' aneenna such that there were
two parasitic elements of the same
length between the driven elements
or cells. The.relative spacing of these
elements in each cell was varied by
the same percentage to obtain the

(TECHNICAL SECTION
CONTINUED ON PAGE 67)

the m ic r.e w av e Lou rna I.



Fig"re 11 ...;,;,....; E-planeradiation power patterns of a log 'periodi~ monopole array. with,
parasitic elem~nts h=0.8861 - r-=0.0568, a=1/8 inchL

Figure 1o_ VSWR vs. frequency for. a' log periodic mono-pole with:. parasitic' elements

_ one parasitic element per cell (T = 0.8861 -'- =0.05681 a= 118 inch).
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teristics of, theantenna.

The best design for this antenna
resulted in a w~cing for the first
parasitic element of 43 per cent of the
distancevalorig ,:.a-:cdl as measured
fromthe ,sh'ortest:,driven elemen~" in
that cel~~ andaspac~tlgfOF the second
element .of 68 per cent of the dis
tance along the same cell. The an
,'~~?n~',6f tliisd~sigrlis shown in Fig
,tlr,e:7.':,Th7·origin~lspaci~g between
tim:: driven elet?en~s ", is unchanged
from' theinitial'ffioqeLand ,j,s 'spaced
in .. accordance ,', wi,th the geometric
ratio, 1'=0.95. It can be seen from
Figure 7 that the logleriodic con
:figu~ation, ismaintainec from cell to
cellarid that the ,antenna: is no longer
periodic from element to element.

The 'measured radiation: power
patterns in the electric field .plane of
the-antenna are: shown in Figure8.
The, radiation"patterns~apejs 'con:
stant with frequency and has half
power beamwidths of 50" in the E
plane and 60" in the H plane (not
shown). ,'c;ain 11leasure,ments greater
than 10 dB above isotropic were ob
tained,·on,thi~>mode1.""One of ',tpe
mostsi~ilificant .improvemenrs of ,¢is
antenna as ,compared, to the, same,an~
tenna with,only 'a',~ingle ,parasitic
element per, cell' is an increase in the
front-to-back ratio. An improvement
of), dlr or grearer is 'achieved, giving
a front-to-back ratio equal to or
greater than 20 dB.

) LOG PERIODIC MONOPOLE ARRAY'
WITH PARASITIC ELEMENTS

-Because of the hature6f the trans
mission-line feeder, used with, the con
ventionalJog periodic '~ipole array~,
the antenna cannot be imaged exact
Iy .over a ground plane to. forma
log periodic monopole array. As a
result, it became necessary to develop
te~hniqllesfor ,introducing the
proper amount of phase shift be
tween thei.monopolevelements re
quired:for :log:periodie. ()peration.a,6
Successful operating models of log
periodic moJ1?poles are now in' exist"
encec but none' o~ these antennas re
suIts in a configurationthat conforms
to a true image of the log periodic
dipole array. .

In this respect the log periodic di
pQle ~rr~y 'w-ithparasi~ic.e1ements

lends itself to imaging with a ground
plalle t? forma monopole .array with
parasitic elements. Figure 9(a) shows
t~t:i'current direction~'onthe,forward

se~tion of the log periodi5c.lipole ar-
. raywith parasitic elements. The1o",,

er. figure [Figure9(b)] .shows half
9£ this antenna over a groundplane

i'Oct,obe,f,- 19.6,5

and its current distribution over the
same region of the antenna as Fig
nre 9 (a). The current along the
transmission line feeder of the mono
pole array has animage in the ground
plane with the current direction. re
versed, The driven elements .of the
monopole are cOfln~c:ted to .~e feed~,
er line. for thiaiarrangemccr,'. the
image consists 'o(,~onopoIe, elements
connected to, the .imaged feeder line.

ThecurrentJn these imagedeIe
ments is in the same direction as the
actual elements.themselves. The.para
sitic rnonopole elemcnts are connect
ed, t~theground.·plan,e,and the .i~~
age of 'these elements connects .wiih
the actual elements to forman equiv
alent continuous element, with a
unidirectional .. currentidistribution.
Therefore, it can-be seen from Fig
ure y that the monopole antenna and
its image, .along with' the. removal.of
the ground plane, corresponds exa~t.;

Iy to the dipole form of the antenna
with .. parasitic elements.'

UHF Model
A UHF model of the log periodic

monopole, array with paraSItIC ele
mentswas constructed for evaluation.
This.' antenna.·:consists .of, :,~', V1~tal1ic
ground plane over which .is placed
a transmission.Ieeder.Iine.c'This Iine
is fed. with the inne~, con?uctor ofa
co~i~llin~.,!heouter'c~nductorof
the coaxial Ilnc, makes 'electrical con
tact with the-surface of the; ground
plane.. The driven elem,ents'areat~

tached to the feeder line, and the
parasitic, elements are placed in ·be~

tween .thedriven-elementsand elec
trically connected to the ground
plane. A design ratio, T, of 0.886
was used for this UHF model along
with an element-spacing-to-element
length ratio, s/I, of 0.0568. The di
ameter of -the radiating element 'was
1/8 inch.

The VSWR of the antenna was
me~~l.lred·· with •respect to .··50.ohll1s
for' .....•. differenttransmission-line~to~
ground-plane spacings. The follow
ing' configurations were tried:

a.jiniform ·.·..····traiIsmission -Iine -to
ground-plane spacing (1/16
inch) .and unifonn transmission:"
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'"'"spacirig'"Iine-to-parasitk~ele'tIien~
(1/16 inch)

b'~l1if()rtrl/·tra1ismissioll-jitt,~.to
·groulld.pl~~e spacing (1/16
inchl,~ndtaper~d., transmission
Iine-to-parasitic-element' .spacing
(tapered from 1/16 inch at feed.
end to 3/16 inch rat. opposite
end)

c. tapered tra~S~i~sio11'.:ri\l.~- to
ground-plane spacing (tapered
from 1/16 inch at feedtl)3!16
inch at opposite end) and uni
form . .transrnlssion-Iine-to-para
side-element spacing (1/16
inch)

The results of the VSWR measure
mentsas a function of frequency for
these ,·various·con~gurations;.tre

shown in Figure 10. A good match
is shown to·existbetweentheante~na

and the coaxial Iine- feed for all three
configurations; It is important to
note that the VSWR is nearly insen
sitive to the variations in the trans
mission-Iine.» to '- parasitic-element
spacings. This .beh~Yior. serves as .eyi~
dencethatthe parasitic' elements are
excited by mutual. coupling effects
rather than by capacitivecoupling.

This' antenna oper~tes in a pseudo
frequency-independent mann~r. A
few of the measured E-plane radia
tion. power. patter-!ls..of ... thisiantenna
are shown in Figure 1L It can he
seen tha.t the .radiation~F'atte.rn..-s.h<lpc:s
remain .essentially constant with fre
quency. The half-power beamwidths
are 38' in the Eplane and qo' in
the H plane (not shown). These ra
diation patterns have a front-to-back
ratio of 15 dB.

In its simplicity of feeding, this
antenn-a. has the advantage over other
log periodic monopole designs. No
balun transformer .is .required,.u?'
critical: spacing .hetween·'the".tri:Uls;"
mission-line feeder and thegroun~

plane or"parasiticeleme~ts exists,
and no capacitive coupling ro the ele,
mentsis involved. ..

A second model of the !Il0nopole
array with . parasitic .. ekmentsvvas,
constructed using. a smaller value of
T and a larger value of silo .A value
of Tequal to 0.807 and s/l equal to
0.104 was used. This antenna did not
operate in. a frequency-independent
manner. There wasradiation.ps,ttern
breakup at the frequencies where the
main source of radiation appeared at '
the parasitic elements. The results of
this experiment showedthatt~e -mu
tualcoupling between. th~ parasitic
element and... driven element was .. to?
low.vindicating that thereis~lower
limit to the value of T tha~can be
used with thisclassofaritenrias.

the J!I i e-e e w,~ve Lou::r:;n.a.l
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JI' ._"r Ary' additional ,experiment of. in-
terest was performed where the para"
sitic elements of the first antenna dis
cussed-In .this t sectionvwere discon
nected from the ground plane. This
configuration of the antenna failed
to work in a frequency-independent
manner.

Microwave Model

A microwave version of the log
periodic monopole antenna with
parasitic elements was designed, ,to
operate from S' through Xvband fre
quencies. A design ratio of 0.889
and element-spacing-to-Iength ratio
of 0.0557 was used. The antenna it,
self. was etched on a double clad
printed .circuit board with the driven
elements and the feeder line etched
on one side, as shown in Figure
12(a). The connection at the. feed
can be seen in this illustration. The
parasitic elements are etched on the
opposite side and ate shown soldered
to the ground plane in Figure 12 (b).
The longest element of the antenna
is 1.556 inches in length, and the
shortest element is 0.191 inch in
length.

The characteristics of this antenna
were measured and found to be
pseudofrequency independent. An
impedance circle of about 50 ohms
with a VSWR of 3: 1 was obtained
from 1.5 ' 12.6 Gc. Radiation pat
tern measurements were also meas
ured over this frequency range. Some

o ct obe rj 1.96 5

of the E- and Hvplane (20 0 .conical
cut) , r~diat~onpower ' patterns are
shown In Figures 13 and 14.•. These
radiation,' patterns' have' .essentially
constant beamwidths with a constant
vertical take-off angle over the en,
tire frequency range and with a
front-to-back ratio of about 15 dB.

The log periodic antenna is well
suited for microwave applications in
that it provides good electrical per
formance in this frequency range
and is ine?Cpensive to cOilstruct. Good
performance is possible primarily be
cause of the simplicity of feeding
the antenna. No special coaxial trans
formers are required, and there is'no
need for coaxial lines or other com
ponents in the vicinity of the element
(such components would be a large
percentage of the size of the smallest
element). The independence from
any form of capacitive coupling
eliminates the 'need for critical spac·
ings.

CONCLUSION

The log periodic dipole and mono,
pole arrays with parasitic elements
have been introduced and their char
acteristics presented. It was shown
that the method of feeding these an
tennas is relatively simple, making
the antennas suitable for frequency
ranges that are difficult to cover with
other log periodic antennas. It was
also shown that' an antenna having
one or more parasitic elements be.

tween each pair of driven dipole ele
ments will work asa pseudofrequen
cy-independent antenna; .

In this respect there exist- numer
ous configurations and- possibilities
with the dipole or monopole arrays
having multiparasitic elements. A
limitation on the log periodic dipole
or monopole array with parasitic ele
ments is that larger values of T or
smaller values of a must be used in
comparison with other log periodic
antennas. As a result, this antenna
will have a high density of elements.
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Transversely Polarized

Corner Reflector Antenna

KIYOSHI NAGAI

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

D(B).=i4[Sin(~nS~nO)[{cos (kJ cos 0) -cos kl }coS(kh cos 0)

- jSin(kl cosO) -r cos e sinkJ }sin(kh COSO)]

+ Sin(::sc~so>[{cos(kl sinO) -cos kJ}cOs(kh sinO)

- { sin(kJ sinO) -sin 0 sinkJ }Sin(kh sinO) JJ (1)

1= 1.5>", 1.75>" and 2A

h = 0.125>", 0.250>", 0.375>",
0.500>" and 0.625>"

and plotted. It was found that the best

the m i c row aye jo U .r n a I

and

Then, using the image. method, the
E-plane radiation pattern is given by
Equation (1) where

k = 2"./>.., >..=wavelength

I = length of the 90'
V-shaped antenna

h = .disrance 'between the
reflector plane. and the
V-shaped antenna

Also, the H-plane radiation pattern is
given by Equation (2). E- and R
plane radiation patterns were .calcu
lated from Equations ( 1) and (2 )
for all combinations of

tional sectoral horn antenna of' con ~

siderably greater length.

THEORETICAL RADIATION PATTERN

Let us assume that the corner isinfic
ire in size, that the current on the
V-anrenna is sinusoidal, and let us
take the coordinates as shown in. Fig
ure 1.

INTRODUCTION
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An antenna which we shall call the
transversely polarized corner reflector
antenna consists of a corner reflector
whose apex angle is 90' and a 90'
V-shaped antenna which is placed in
the corner in a plane normal- to the
axis. Thus, this antenna radiates a
wave polarized transversely to the
common corner reflector antenna with
a dipole parallel to the axis.

General expressions for the E-and
H-plane radiation patterns of the an
tennas were derived by assuming a
reflector of infinite size and a sinu
soidal current distribution on the V
antenna. Parameters were chosen from
this general expression to optimize
the radiation patterns, and a rest an
tenna _was built. Measured patterns
for the test antenna showed good
agreement with theoretical patterns.
The input impedance and the gain of
the test antenna were also measured
and found to be good.

Finally, top and bottom plates were
put on the test antenna; so that .ir be
came a sectoral horn excited by a 90'
V-antenna. This horn antenna also
showed good characteristics
especially the gain which reached 16
dB over a dipole. Thus, this horn an
tenna is roughly equivalent over a
narrow frequency band to a' conven-
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1
it is obvious to provide an
antenna with a strain relief
member at nny convc~icnt

location to support a trans
mission line where the Ju t t c r
electrically connects to nn
ant ennu a s t nugh t; by the prior'
Art as e xcmp t t f rcd by:

Line L6k -----

Strain Relief on Zip Antenna

----. ----......'-----p.--.

"The antenna may be ene r
gized from a balanced twin
wire connected at the
junction of the feeder 'and

-lsma Ljes t element. Alter·
natively, a coaxial line--"
,as shown in Figure 6 may be
uscd.-- P. 18 T.R. 52.

Y~L
;",;;/

, ytJ'

1

~'---~ n __

ANTICIPATION OF CLAIM S"BY PRIOR ART
(PARTICULARLY TECIINICAL REPORT 52)

An antenna for operation over a predetermined
frequency band~ having, in combination~

2 pair or rigid longitudinal conductors held
spaced a predetermined vertical distance
apart in a', ver-t Ica j, plane.

fi~~t and s~c~d pluralities of ,dip91e ele
me.nt's 1.X:in.~i1J-/corre'~l?Ond. i,ng f~.tst. /a~d. ,_s'e~\-.d
!eFt"k,~11Y sp-a...<-:t?d hpr"S.zon"tal'm'lan~s cO,nta2 _
ang the respec t Ive {conduCtors';",' ''\

the dipOle elements extending from opposite I'
sides of and transversely at an angle to each
conductor at successive points therealong with"
dipole elements conn~cted to on~ conductor 11
extending in opposite direction to t.he JI
corresponding dipole elements of ~he other coni
ductal' ~ .. I j:."

uhc length. of the diPo.le e Jcaenr s successively \i .
increasing from one end of the conductors •
towards the other end,thercof

b

and connected'uith means for supporting the
tranSlllis~ion line near the said One end.

end means for mounting the antenna. at a :1'1

region of the s af d .conductors remote from :f
the said one end , .i

rigid insulating means securing the said con~
Ilectingme~ns mechsnical1yin spnced-apart
relation

means for'connecting a parallel-wire trans
missio~ line to the said one end of the con
'auctors';"

tncs3id'vertical distnnce being less th~n
t~e distance between tbc said successive
points and less than the wavelengths of ~he
said band.

-~,--J-'''-~~----
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J)/SCONTINUEfJ v(/ t TV SE/?IES
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LPV-VU9

There is no rigid insulating
means other than claim element
5 in the region where the
antenna mounts to the mast •
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TECHICAL REPORT is'
(T.R.'l)
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FROM

~ii2£:i.i~~ .

L. ..-.c:l

Figuro~. A lo/:-!'(I.r1o-dic dipolo .. ':tonna.

c----~-~ ......iJ

------'

I
it is obvious to provide an
antonnn with B strain relief
mcmbc r- At ony ccnveu Icnt.
j ocnt Lon to suppor r ' II r r cne
mission line w~c~o the lnttar
electricnlly connects to an .
tl.'nt.enna as taught by the prior'
art as exemplified by:

'Uno Lok

Strain Relicf on Zip Antenna

"The- nntenna may be ener~

g~'ledf'r om a. balanced twin H = \.... = = JIwtre ccnnect.ed at the '"' = "" .

junction of the feeder and
smallest element. Alter~

natively, a coaxial line~·"
.os shown in figure 6 m;lY be
uscd.-~ P. 18 T.R. 52.
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YES

I
, f''--' UJ:j,r J~-~-'-'l~,' ._, CD, ~ •

3.259,004 "
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t, e: !3LONO~R ET AL

ANT£w.IA HAVING CO!4Jl;llffil) SUM'OaT JJID LE:A.n-I~

YUill! llQv. '21, 1963

ANTICIPATION OF CLAIM S BY PRIOR ART
{PARTiCULA.Rl.Y TECHNICAL REPORT s.?]

An antenna for operation OVer a predetermined
frequency band) having, in combination

t

a paiT or rigid lcngitudinal conductors held
spaced a predetermined vertical distance
e~aTt in a vertical plane)

the dipole ej.enent,s extending from. cppcsLt;e ..
s fce s of and transversely at an angle to each j:'
con~uctor at successive points thcrealong with \
dipole elements connected to one. conductor
ex-tending in opposite direction to the !I
corresponding dipOle clements of ~he ~theT con~I'
ducror-, :

t~e length of the dipole elcmen~s suCcessively II'
incressing from one end of the conductors
towards the otner end 'thereof.

fu r-the z- ::rigid insulating me.::llS being pr-ov i ded
for securing the 5:;.5.d langi t ud i na.I conductors
~¢ch3nicall¥ .in r~&id zpaced-npart rC12tion
-~~~ ~he SG1d reZl0n~

tR~ s21d vertical dist3nce oe~ng ~cs~ ~n~n
'the d i.s t awcc becvecn t.!;.¢ s a i d success tve
points end ress than the u:welengths of .the
said b::md.

-,_--.-1

July 5, 1966

z- 1 Hr..;;t and s~~I\d pluralities of diP91e e Ie-
mcU{~~~y,~n~J~,correJ~ond,i?Rf~t$t,/g~d .se~~nd
vert~~~~lY spafcd hpYizo~tal'P1anes cbr.ta2~
ing tbe respective fcondu~t:ors'~, .', \.
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CHART SHOWING WHEREIN ElBflENTS OF CLAIM 5
OF BLONDER ET Al PATENT· 3,259,904

ARE NOT FOUND IN JFD STRUCTURES

7Z--"II II
,I

veL SERIES

LPV-(/CL 22

Detailed explanation depends
upon the interpretation given
by B-T.

No, for Models LPV-UCL 18.
22. Z6 since each is mounted
adjacent to the transmission
line connecting points.

The strain relief member is re·
mote from the insulating mem·
ber mounting the terminals to
which the transmission line
connects. Hence, the strain
relief and insulating members
are no more connected to
gether than each member of the
arrtenna is "connected" to every
other member by virtue of the
fact that the antenna is a
mechanical assembly ~f parts.
Note that the Blonder et al
strain relief 2' is integral
with insulator 2 while in the
JFD antenna the strain relief
member is spaced from the mem·
ber mounting the transmission
line connecting 'terminals.

NO

NO

NO
NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES,

YES

IS ELEMENT
FOUND IN
LPV-UCL1

, YES·

II
It·

and aeans for mounting the antenna at -.
region of the said "conductors remote from
the said one ,end,

rigid inSUlating means securing the said con
necting means mechanically in spaced.apart
relation

the said vertical distance being less than
the distance_between the said successive
points and less than the wavelengths of the
said band~

:~~n~~~::i~~d1~!;h~:~;;;id;~;~:r~~~:~~~~l~~~~~ Ii

further rigid inSUlating eeans being provided r
for securing the said longi tudinal conductors ~:..
.echanically ,in rigid spaced-apart relation i
near the said region. .1

the dipble elements extending from opposite
'sides of and transversely at an angle to each i

conductor at successive points therealong with 'I
dipole elements connected to one conductor !
extending in opposite direction to the
corresponding dipole elements of the other con
ductor,

An antenna for operation over a predetermined
frequency band. having. in combination,

a pair or rigid longitudinal conductors ~eld
spaced a predetermined vertical distance .I apart in a vertical plane,

first a~d _s~c-,ondpluralities of dipole- ele
lllen,1:s lying i~corre-spondin~ first, ,an<lse,cond
!erti,cali\s.pac:,d hOT'i\?onta1<\plane~.\contain
1ng theres.pectJ.ve conductors i -, .

the length of the dipOle elements successivel~;
increasing from one end of the conductors
~nw~rds the other end thereof,

-------,-.+------:-----:'7=:
Ii meanS- -'{OT < connect ing a parallel-wire trans--,;-;;~

\\d.~;_~~~~~~~line to ,_~~,~ ~_~;:~c.P~~~.end of the .~-;;;,~~J

(
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ELEMENT.

NO

1

INTRO

lower part 2' ~)
of insulator 2

straps 10, 12, 10", 12-,1=='
(~urpl.)

first dipole elements
5-11 (brown;)and second
dipole elements 5'-11'
(y~tI9w)

upper part of insulator
2 (or<1,ilge)

M

FIG.1

July 5, 1966 I. s. BLONDER ET AL 3.259,904
ANTENNA HAVING C01ll8INr;D surroRT Aim LEAD-[H

Filed Nov. 21, 1963
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J FD C~ARTS ZA-2E
The vertical distance (cehter
to-center) between the longi
tudinal conductors is 2 3/4
inches while in each instance
the spacing (center-ta-center)
between successive points is
less than 1 3/4 inches. "I FD CWART ?A
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IS ELEMENT
FOUND IN OLD
LPV-VU &
LPV-TV?

YES

YES

YES
LPV-V(Jg

YES

YES

There is no rigid insulating
means other than claim element
5 in the region where the
antenna mounts to the mast •
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i IS' ELEMENT
FOUND IN
NEW LPV-TV?

YES·

YES

YES -,

CURRENT TV SERIES

YES

I .
YES .I

YES

YES

NO-
.YES

NO

YES.

The strain relief member is re
mote from the insulating mem
ber mounting the terminals to
which the transmission line
connects. Hence, the strain
relief and insulating members
are no more connected to
gether than each member of the
antenna is "connected" to every
other member by virtUe of the
fact that the antenna is a
mechanical assembly of parts.
Note that the Blonder·et al
strain relief 2' is integral
with insulator 2 while in the
·JFD antenna the strain relief
member is spaced from the mem
ber mounting the transmission
line connecting terminals.

There is no rigid insulating
means other than claim element
5 in the region where the
antenna mounts to the mast.

LPV-TV40

J FD C~IART2D



IS ELEMENT
FOUND IN NEW
LPY-YU?

YES

YES

YES

CURRENT VU SER/ES

LPV- vu30

YES

'yES

YES

YES

NO
w· ,ITt!

,YES

NO

NO

The strain relief member is re
mote from the insulating mem
ber mounting the terminals to
which the transmission line
connects. Hence, the strain
relief an~ insulating members
are no more connected to
gether than each member of the
antenna is "connected" to every
other member by virtue of the
fact that the antenna is a
mechanical as s embLy of parts.
Note that the Blonder et al
strain relief 2' is integial
with insulat6r 2 while in the
JFD antenna the strain relief
member is spaced from the mem
ber mounting the transmission
line connecting terminals.

There is no rigid insulating
means other than claim element
5 in. the region where the
antenna mounts to the mast.

The spacing (center-to-center)
between many of the successive
points in the region of the
teeth perpendicular to the lon
gitudinal conductors is less
than the spacing (center-to
center) between the longitudinal
conductors. J FD C~A'RT 2C



CL SERIES

L PV- CL 3t7t7

J FD C~ART 25

The vertical distance (center
to-~enter) between the longi
~udlnal c?nductor~is 2 3/4
Inches whIle the spacing
(center-to-center) between the
successive points in the region
of the sheet metal teeth is less
than 1 3/4 inches. '

There is no rigid insulating
means other than claim element
5 in the region where the
antenna mounts to the mast.

The strain relief member is re
mote from the insulating mem
bermounting the terminals to
which the transmission line
connects. Hence, the strain
relief and insulating members
are no more connected to
gether than each member of the
antenna is "connected" to every
other member by virtue of the
fact that the antenna is a
mechanical assembly of parts.
Note that the Blonder et al
strain relief 2' is integral
with insulator 2 while in the
JFD antenna the strain relief
member is spaced from the mem
ber mounting the transmission
line connecting terminals.
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NO
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YES
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YES
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January 13, 1969

VIA. AIR MAIL--'-

!'Jr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office square
Boston"Massachusetts 02109

RE: UIF v , BT v , JFD

Dear Bob:

* I enclose several copies of the brief. I
had to make a few more deletions in order to get the
length down to 50 pages. I have marked up copies of
the galley and page proof if you want to check the
deletions. ' ,

I also have a few additional copies: of the
brief if you would like some more.

Very tJ:1uly yours,

Richard S. Phillips

RSP:iag

* Enclosures



January 13, 1969

Mr. John F.Pearne
McNenny,Farrington, Pearne & Gordon
920 Midland. Building-
Cleveland, Ohio 441+5

Dear John:

* ! enclose three copies of thebrieffpr
Blonder-Tongue in the appeal. :r had to squeeze! oUt
a little pit. more in order to get.it<iown '1;.0 50!
pages.

Very truly yourlSl,:

Riohard S. Phil1~ps

RSP:iag

* Enclosures

ce: Mr. R. H. Rines
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January 13, 1969

Mr. Isaac S. Blondar
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories. Inc.
9 .l'.lling Street
Newark, New Jersey 07102

Dear Ike:

I unaerstcu)UBob is off on a world tour.
AccOrdingly, r ~u sending you directly a couple of

* copies of the brief on appeal.

Best: wishes.

Very truly yours,

niehard s. Philli~s

RSP:iag

* Enclosures

ee: ~k. R. H. Rines
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J.larch 14, 1969

;'

VIA AtR MAIL
iii:!;
,;.,":,';
1·.::.:·1

Mr. Robert a, Rines
Rines.and Rines

. No. 'Ten Post Office Square
BOS,tOI;l, Massachusetts 02109

t : : i

I
I RE: UIF v. BT v. JFD
I
I

Dear Bob:
r

; ..

* Enclosure (page proof of reply brief)

ccI' Mr. J. F. Fearne (It)

RSPllag

maya.~d something.

This just. arrived. Since it is so shott
: I

Richard S. Phillips

very truly yours,

*



\

REt elF v. BT v. JFO

R. S. P.

Sorry we didn't get to use more
of your material. We'll see what
happens when we get the page proof.

Mr. J. F. Pearne (*)

This is going over to the printer today. We

00:

Richard s. Phillips

Very truly yours,

RSP:iag

March 13, 1969

VIA AIR MAIL

Mr. Robert H. Rines
Rines and Rines
No. Ten Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Dear Bob:

should have a page proof sOllietime tomorrow.

* Enclosure

*



REPLY BR~EF FOR DEFENDANT AND
COUNTERCLAlMANT-APPELLANT

1. THE ISSUE AS TO DUE PROCESS

1. The Foundation's Position

In its brief, the Foundation argues that Blonder-

Tongl.l$ has conceded that the record

"contains a sufficient recital of
the facts to permit this court to
Come to a conclusion on the issues."
(p. 3)

"A conclusion"?

No.

Only one conclusion, namely, that even on the basis
an

of tofte prescRtt\incomplete record, as a matter of law, the Dis-

trict Court should be reversed.

But if this Court fiiids that the District Court's

legal conclusions are not wrong, Blonder-Tongue maintains it

is entitled to make. acompletere.cord with the aid of at least

i~s patent expert, Dr. Chu, who had been preparing for the

Foundation's patent suit and the Blonder-Tongue patent counter-

claim III for over.a year; and its customer witnesses in con-

nection with the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims

land II, none of which Blonder'"'Tongue was able to produce at

the postponed time of trial. A list of the intended witnesses

delivered to opposing counsel March 27, 1967, identifying

Dr. Chu and two customerS.

The Foundation says that. there is "nothing before
had been

this Court to indicate" that if thoso=.witnesseswExE present,

the trial court would have .5:ecided differentlY.J
'It ~. elementary, howeve r , that in a patent

case, one function of the expert is to provide evidence re-

garding the prior art (of which there was considerable

identifio=d in the List of Exhibits delivered to opposing

counsel March 27,1967), and the issue of obviousness or

-:,
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nonobviousmlss ~ne skilled in Lire elI L aL t:-he-;t-4-me of the
.' ..' .'

invention -- the precise question relied upon by the District

Court both for sustaining the Foundation's patents and for

sUmmarily discCl:t:"Clip.g the Blonder-Tongue patent.

Blonder~Tongue, during the Foundation's case '.. (which
eo "e 1\

was commenced whenAMr. Blonder could not be located due toa

rush business trip to the west Coast and Canada), had to try

to elicit what. it could by cross-examination of the Founda-

ti.on.' s witnesses, and was without •. a single intended witness

of its own. In addition, Blonder~Tongue was erroneously arid

prejudicially re.stricted in that endeavor as well (main

brief, p , 8.).

It is sighificant that the Foundation does hOt dis

pute in the slightest Blonder-Tongue's assertion that the

District Court heaped

"abuse. .upon both Boston and
localcouhsel"

and supp~ementedthis

"initiCll Qutb1,l]::"st (App.75) •.. by
similar episodes throughout the
trial.. " (pp. 6 and 7 of main
brief) .

2. The JFD Position

JFD, at pp. 5 and 6 of its brief, says that. if BI~nder-

Tongue had no expert,

"only it is to blame"

and it could have used Mr. Blonder.himself as the expert in a

pinch.

No authority is cited for this novel proposition ~~.

~ that a partisan litigant (Mr. Blonder is Chairman of the

Board of Blonder-Tongue), even if he had sufficient technical

qualifications -- wlJ,ich JFb disputed at the trial (App. 507-8)

-- .is the equivalent of an impartial, world-renowned pro-

fessorial expert. Mr. Blonder would have had to try to master

- 2 -



overnight the numerous prior~art references and related material

to whatever limited degree he could.

A,s for the two ver'y material and specific instances

Of pJ;:ej1.1dicial deprival of'pr()Of6f evidence set fodh oIT

.......y>a.g.es7and...JLo_f :elond~r-TorrsU~.Ls{~ain bri4: BlED tries to

show the propriety of such exclusion, apparently conceding

its serious, prejudicial effect ~:on the Blonder-Tongue, proof;:)

<'With. regard to admissions in the JED adver"tiSerii"en:ts

and pubI'Lc at.Lons which were improperly excluded (App. 534, 538,

540), JED says that these were properly excluded (p. 8) since
-tb.-
');lIT exhibit was "dated prior to the issuance of B-T' sown

patent" .

But this evidence was offered solely for the unfair

competition and anti tr\1st counterclaim and not in connection

with the Blonder-TOngue patent'counterclaim; and the record

shows that BlOnder'-Tong\1e was selling its antennas long before

its patent iss\1ed and at the very period when these advertise

ments,~with false claims, false patent markings and deprecations

of competitors' antennas, including Blonder-Tongue, were issued,

reproduced and circulated throughout the trade.

This certainly was an improper and highly prejudicial

exclusion.

A~, eh,e examlnabonof Dr.. Mayes.., JED argues -that
R_ I?f1-e_~ "-XCL--' ha{~,,_.. of P y - /"1"-r'iW'

tM*"restriction ,~x-am~-n9-·t;.i9-Fl-b-~-!).i.s..j;.:i;-i-e-t---C-e-ur.t.was a:lmr

proper and that Dr. Mayes shouldn't be asked anything about

his own patent because "the document speaks for itself". No

complicated patent, of course, "speaks for itself" in patent

litigation without technical explanation to the Court,_ as

this Court has often reiterated. (Technograph Printed Circuits

v. Methode Electronics, Inc" 356 E.2d 442,448 (CA 7,1966).

Similarly, JED says it was proper for the District

Court to exclude questions that would show the adverse or

hostile character of the witness to enable cross-examination,

- 3 -



because to show "Prof. Mayes' own financial interest was to

impeach him" (JFD Brief, p. 9).

How else does one show the adverse nature of a wit-

nes.scal),edpy the interrogating party?

Lastly, JFD excuses the exclusion of questioning as

to "The JFD-Mayes relationship" since it was supposedly

"irrelevant to the patent infringement issue". SinceJFD

actually had the equitable title in tile patents, being t\J.e

Foundation's exclusive licensee, it is hard to see what could

beillore relevant; particularly in establishing the adverse

nature of the witness.

JFD, like the Foundation, does not dispute the abu-

sive manner in which Blonder~Tongue's counsel was treated

throug'hout the trial. The only comment is that, at times

(p. 7), the Judge also "expressed annoyance at actions of

counsel for both the Foundation and JFD".

In fact, JFD appears to concede that at least insQ-

far ast.rie Foundation's patent suit is concerned:

"Any possibly reversible errors.
all related to the claim by the
Foundation against BT for, patent
infringement, and none concerned
the BTCounterclaim against JFD
and the Foundation" (p. 10).

JFD thus argues for a severance.

But, as above shown, the same errors apply to the

BT patent councerclaim (which also required expert testimony)

and to the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims

(which required customer witnesses and the opportunity to

put into evidence advertisements and other admissions of JFD,

as above discussed) .

Neither the Foundation nor JFD has offered any'

authority that excuses forcing a litigant, through no fault

of its own, to go to trial without witnesses; and certainly

not to undertake a complicated patent tria without its patent

- 4 -



expert, or an unfair competition and antitrust trial without

its customer witnesses or the right to put in perfectly proper

documentary evidence.

II. THE FOUNDATION'S PATENTS

A. Isbell 3,210,767

We agree with the Foundation that it is not the

function of the Court of Appeals to overrule "findings of

the lower court. . ..supported by substantial evidence" (with

the exception of those instances where such findings are

grossly and shockingly agginst the weight of the evidence).

It is "the conclusions of law of the District Court"

that.we are gsking this Court to overrule (main brief,p. 9).

Should this Court not agree that the conclusions

of law, based on the District Court~s findings from the in-

complete record, are erroneous, particularly inlight of the

undisputed or admitted facts, then we maintain the case should

be remanded (p. 9) to enable Blonder-Tongue to have 9 .full

and fair trial.

Turning to item 1 (the effect of the pUblication of

Quarterly Engineering Report No.2), the Foundation agrees on

11-13 of the Blonder-page 7 that

Tongue main

or is

or is

the law set forth on pages
wilel1

brief, i. e., tha.t" a report is

"'received' by a library",

'" filed' in a library",

"made accessible to.the pUblic",

is determinative of pUblication, unde'l'-~Re-es.tabli'J~.(ldecisl-on.s....

The Foundation also agrees that librarian Miss

Johnson testified,~-on(page 12 or-El1~""'"'1rr()rra:eT'~Ttrrrgu'e

main brief\ that more than a year before the Isbell patent
, I

application filing date, Quarterly Engineering Report No. 2

- 5 -



had been "re'ceived" and was "available. .either,as a library

reference or as an extra copy" to anyone who "requested" the

same (D. Ex. 22, p. 201).

Contrary to the Foundation's statement at the top

of page 7, Mr. Lawler did not contradict Miss Johnson at App.

465~466 or anywhere else, with regard to the facts as to what

was <;lone with t:~J,.a.J1"Quarterly Engineering Report No .

2 in this particular case.

In fact, Mr. Lawler conceded that Miss Johnson knew

more about what was actually done with this report than he:

IIQ. Who, Mr. Lawler, had more detailed
information with regard to the availability
of and ,dates of publication of the Quarterly
Reports, Defandant'sExhibits 7 and 8, you or
Miss Marjorie'Jbhnson?

"A. She would probably have more de
tailed information On them, yes."

There is no fact dispute; only the issue of law.

Whether anyone'didrequest a copy of the report

before the Isbell application filing date does not affect its

"publication". Rather,

"intent that the fruits of research
be available to the public is deter
minative of pUblication under the
statute" "The Hamilton Laboratories,
Inc.v. Massengill, III F.2d 584 (6
eir. 1940).

There is no question but that this report was "printed", _

"received", "filed" and "available [to the pUbli~"more than

a year before the filing of the Isbell patent application in

contravention of 35 USC 102b,.

As to items 2 and 3 (obviousness-predictability-

the Winegard decision), the Foundation makes four assertions

but without giving any support therefor in the record.

Lest it be, interpreted that Blonder-Tongue has con-

ceded sUCh items as the significance of Dr. DuHamel's alleged

activities, the pertinence of the prior)(art references I~the

alleged unsolved need;!, failures or others and so-called

commercial success, it should be pointed out that Blonder-

- 6 -
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Tongue has not had its day in court to present evidence as

to these issues through its patent expert.

All that. Bl.onqer-').'ongue has argued at pp. 13-15 of

its main bwi.ef is a single .;l$!?Ue of. law on the matter. of

whether "predictability" (futind'""1:>Ttlre'"1'}±Si:;~~B-r.t,.Jis

synonylllouswith the statutory, test of "obviousness". If

Blonder-Tongue andfue Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit

in tohe Winegard ca$ecqrrectly understand the law, the Dis-

trict Court in this case has misapplied the same.

We a l.so pointed out (p , 14) contemporaneous state-

ments at the late date in log periodic antenna development

that Isbell started to make his "thin linear elements" (p.' 2
'" .'/'._,.,....."'",...>""'"~~;":~ " _" ",,,,=:""_"'7"'''~';,

of Report No.1, D. EX: 7) --xeV:Laence ini~~'pJs",suf£; irf~.!?P,§Cc,,"--~·~w,

";~~.",,

~f.__the''''8thdJ;£J,l.it"Win'g,gar,Q.,_.cas" that "multielement

log periodic antennas" were by that time "found to be predict-

able" •

But.the Foundation says we lifted this "out of con-

text", an erroneous assertion as this Court can readily see

from inspection of the document.

More important, the Foundation implies that there

is some'magical difference between "sheet metal" antenna

elementos (as to which it at least admits there was "predicta

bilityn at· the time Isbell started' work) on ,his patent in

..suit,.as ::r:er~eu.~R~I~-&:--];) and the "thin linear

elements" used by Isbell.

But the Foundation's own witness, Mr. Harris, ad-

mitted that the sheet metal dipole antenna element and the

thin linear dipole antenna element, both well known before

Isbell, had precisely the same kind of operation and performance

C" 7 -



(APP; 157d61, 200-202, D. Ex. 1),

"Q. Would it be a fair statement that
all of those dipoles operate to receive, "for
example, radio energy in substantially the
same way, but they differ by their impedance
characteristics?

"A. Yes, that is basically true."
(t\.pp. 2 0 2 )

Which brings us to the question of law..

Is it patentable to substitute one well known type

of antenna element for another in accordance with precisely

the sante old log-periodic dimensioning arrangement and o.pera-

tion?
" "

Ca.nas many patents be granted as there ate well known

similar elements to substitute?

We think the answer, as a matter of law, is quite

defini1:ely in the negative.

This certainly raises an ,?ntirely different factual

situation than that which gave rise to the Tomlinson case

cited on page 9 of the Foundation's brief, and falls, rather,

within the well-established doctrine of the Winegardand

similar cases (p. 14, main brief) •

was

"" The Foundation's theory regarding "p:r:edictability"
/I-( .• :y;.d: "
r~bY the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in

In re Moreton, 288 F.2d 940, 943 (1961):

"What this amounts to is an argument
that if one slavishly" following the prior
art, albeit with a little educated imagina
tion, will sometimes succeed and sometimes
fail, then he is always entitled to a pat~

ent in case of success. That is not the
intention of 35 U.S.C. 103. Obviousness
does not require absolute predictability.
Whe:r:e, as here, the knowledge of the art
clearly suggests * * *, the mere possibility
of failure does not render their successful
use 'unobvious 1 .. "

-

JFD, though the exclusive licensee, has declined

comment on the Isbell patent.

B. Mayes and Carrel Re.25,740

The Foundation does not (and can not) dispute that

Mr. Turner gave Dr. Mayes not only the teaching of inclining

the Isbell dipole antennas into V's, but taught Mayes the

precise angle to use -- the very V-angle used by Blonder-

- 8 -



Tongue in ictCs allegecily infringing Color Ranger antenha and

called for· in the claims of the Mayes et al patent in suit.

Instead, Onpa,ges 10 and 11, the Fouhdation sets

f.ortha story (",,ithOJ.ltanY :r:eference· to. testimony in. the

rec6rCl) that this :resulted in an "unsuccessful" device and

"an cbandoned experdmerrt " , and it remained for Mayes .et al

to take some magical "last step".

- Sa -



Assuming, arguendo, that this st~ry had been proven)

j n~the 1"1>1 !'""'~'a~, the claims of the Mayes et al patent

set forth no more than Isbell's antenna , with the precise V-,

ang,lesuggest:!=d by Turner -~ nothing mor~. The c La.ims are

either invalid as representing an inoperative device, or

they were invented by Turner.

The District Court itself found that the V'ing is

"the only structural difference between his (Mayes and

Carrel) patent and the Isbell patent" (App!. 830).

As for the fraud issue, it is significant that

the Foundation has not denied the facts dds cus sed in Blonder-

Tongue's main brief (pp. 19-23) as to the conduct in the

Patent Office.

It thus remains for this Court to decide the

applicable law. Is it the law of the Wen Products case

(which deals with the situation of normal pa:tentprosecu

tion and the lack of requirement of a patent applicant to

volunteer all the prior art he knows about); or the law

of the Flick-Reedy, Hazel-Atlas Glass and Precision Instru-

ment cases (main brief, p. 21) dealing with situations where

a deliberate act was made, as an affidavit voluntarily filed,

to induce ,the Patent Office to withdraw its rejection and

allow a patent. An affidavit under Rule 131cert"inly
-,

requires complete candor with regard to earlier publica

tions of the prIor art known to applicant and his attorney.

A recently reported decision of-the-s±xth~~eu~&~~-

..courL..o£'< ,Appeals. condemned the failure of an applicant to

make a full disclosure to the Patent Examiner:

"Pfizer and, Cyanamid, like all other
'applicants, stood before the Patent

Office in a confidential relationship
and owed the obligation of frank and
truthful disclosure." Charles Pfizer
& Co. v. F.T.C., 401 F.2d 574, 579
B96&l (Q f/ c 1'16 8 )

a/"l-'\
JFD has remained silent, other than to disclose-

all association with the charge of fraud in the Patent Office.

- 9 -



III. NONINFRINGEMENT OF THE ISBELL
AND MAYES ET ALPATENTS

The Foundation's argument on pages 12 and 13 seems

,to be that allY separation of the antennas at all is "sub

stantially coplanar" wi thin the meaning of the TsbeLl.. and

Mayeset al patents.

The Foundation does not dispute the Blonder-Tongue
, .

s11o\1il:1g, pa,ges 23-25 of its main brief, that the Blonc1er-:

T,ongue separat;ion of the' antenna planes is "deliberate" and

is "about, twenty times the substantially t.ouchi.nq or coplanar

(0.003 wavelength) relation of Isbell", as taught in the

Isbell and Mayes et a L patent specifications andastes·ti-

fiedto by J~D witness Heslin.

-Nor does the Foundation dispute that the Patent

Office, granted the Blonder-Schenfeld patent for this

"radically different'construction", among'other features.

Clearly, if Isbell had been entitled to a claim

covering any separation, none of its skilled attorneys, the

applicant, or the Patent Office would have permitted or re~

quired a limitation in the claims to "sUbstantially coplanar".

And the final proof of noninfringement was admitted

by Dr.• Mayes himself (quoted main brief, p. 25). If the

Blonder-Tongue antenna booms were "moved together so that ~

they are substant;ially in the same plane" 'the antennas

would no longer operate properly. This was not in any way

disputed by the Foundation -- and could not be.

It is elementary that a device that cannot work

in accordance with a patent claim cannot possibly be an

infringement thereof (see citations at p. 25 of main brief).

JFD appears to have shown agreement with Blonder-

Tongue that the Blonder-Tongue antennas are de~r~~~ not

constructed to operate in sUbstantially the same plane as

- 10 -



these acts are "unrelated"; and to decide the correctness of

It is, of course, for this Court to decide whether

have
(see

"the Examiner clearly would not
allowed the Mayes et al patent!
rejection,D. Ex. 12, p. 30)"

The FoUndation considers that it had no part in

JFP does not take. issue with the Blonder-Tongue

Nor does JFP dispute that the District Court did

IV. THE UNFAIR COMPETITION AND
ANTITRUST COUNTERCLAIMS I AND II

That damage resulted to Illonder-Tongue as a result

"none of the separate and unrelated
activities of JFD was wronc:rful".
(emphasis added)

Instead, JFD follows the tack of the District Court

- n -

Blonder-Tongue's contention that these were related and, as

36, bottom page 38, center page 40 of BJ-onder-Tongue's main

tion in other aspects of the counterclaims.

any of the activities complained of, except the "purported

(and also antitrust violation), even if the acts individually

of these acts has been.amply proven (see, for example, pages

and argues merely, p.ll, that

not treat with this important doctrine of law.

showing, p. 29 and 30, that the law recognizes that a

"pattern -of such a series lof acts can be unfair compei tition

fraud in the Batent Office and improper news releases" (p.14).

The news releases will be discussed in treating

with JFP'S position, as will the involvement' of the Founda.-

by themselves were nonactionable."

The f r aud has been discussed above; and it is not

disputed~ted ~X-pJ:~2 .2ff";'1;lbrider::''i'f'Oiigue'S-rli<rhr-bT'±~f''T"'',
that! without t.he filing of the ",ffidavit)

taught by Ts-bell and MaYes et al, but require a deliberate

"vertical distp.nce between booms'" (p , 40).

.a pattern, wereil.leg",l.



brief) .

As for the individual or separa,te acts themselves,

we shall now treat with.JFP's arg1.lments under two caveats:

Firs.t, it shou Ld be borne in mind that Blonder-

Tongue did not have its full day in court, with the improper

exclusion of critical evidenteand proferred testimony re~

H1 CL111
lating thereto (bottoJ:llp. 7 and p. 8 Elf BJonder-Ton~.mci:ft-. ) ...• .. "'A

brief) and the inability to remarshall its C1.lstomer witnesses

in time for the reset trial. Th1.ls, in its main brief, BIQnder-

Tong1.le has had to arg1.le. only on the ba,sis of the District

Court's findings a s.rauppLemerrt.ed by whatever undisputed

additional facts are in this incomplete record.

Second, the JFD brief abounds with statements 1.ln-

s1.lpported-even by attempted reference to the record, and cer

tainly unsupported by the recoJ:.d itself. These are too

numerous to counter except for the most glaring matter~ It
.~

Ls- respectf1.l1ly requested tha.t before this HmaMe Court

accePts,~~ such unsupported statem~nts or interpretations

of testimony or exhibits, not in the District Court's deci-

sion, they'. be checked in' the record.

Tie-In Sales

JFD conceded that there was other undisputed evidence

besides that which Led the District Court to find that there

was at least some "evidence. . .which tends to support the

arg1.lmetlt of "tie-in" sales.

Specifically, JFD COncedes that in addition to Mr

Finkel's testimony, there was hearsay testimonY-~R&e-ex~~aj~

in the deposition of General Manager GilBert of coercion and

tie~in activities (App. 675), and testimony (-a±.s~.p,x=--

~l.uQ~+-in Marketing Director Helhoski' s deposition of in

stances of "implied" coercion by JFD (App;' 687).

- 12 -



There is no contrary evidence in the record.

·As before pointed out, not only was Blonder.,.'['ongue

dep:riyeci by the District <::e>prt of a postponement to reassemble

its CPS:l:;qmer witne:;;ses, but it was .JFD's own deliberate <\.ctions
ec:!

that resqJteq·;i.n inhibit;\e~ other modes of proof and inter.,.

t?cL-
fer~with the very processes of the court:

1. The District court found that "some records

Cl.e<\.J,ing with cust.omer s we r e found to be missing" (App. 835)

when one employee (Balash), who had been "assigned... to.

Personally investigate" the threats of. JFD to customers, to

reply to this suit (App. 511-2; 694-5), was "subsequently

hired by JFD" (App, 835).

2.JFD hired away just before the trial Blonder-

Tongue's West Coast sales representative, Graham Sisson --

the West Coast being one of the places where there had been

specific distributor customer coercion (see literature sent

by JFD to Sacramento Electronics, D.Ex. 43).

How can JFD now be heard to complain, p. 13, that

"No BT salesman produced evidence as to the alleged customer

coercion."?

Even without its full day in court, Blonder-Tongue

succeeded at least in convincing the District Court that

there was some evidence "which tends to support this argurtrent"

(App. 836).

We question the conclusion of law, therefore, that

because this is wh<\.t the District Court called "a normal

business practice" ,it is proper to use a line of allegedly

patented antennas as a club to force the purchase of unpat-

entedrelated converter and booster equipment.

Admittedly the proofs aren't the strongest or most

c.omplete (thanks, in part, to the actions of JFD); but, as

the District Court itself had to conclude, there was some

evidence and nothing to rebut the same on the other side.

- 13 -



The Raiding

While JFD says that the people hfred away were not

Is the test of "raiding" a numbers game as JFD

and the District Court have asserted? We think not.

No matter how dissatisfied an employee may be with

an emplqyer, has an adverse litigant the right-- d)1ring

preparation for trial ..:~ the hire, away such remp.Loyee who

pOssesses confidential and intimate information vital to
,

the proofs of'the employer?

Certainly JFDknew that Schenfeldwas the co

inveritor of the patent upon which JFD was sued'in the

Counterclaim by Blonder-Tongue; and certainly JFD knew Mr.

Bala.sh's invOlvement and that of Mr. Sisson, as well!

We think the cuthorities support us that this con-

duct is ~fX±XSHXf improper.

Mismarking and False Patent Legends and Claims

JFD concedes (p~ l8-2l)...-despi>"e-e'Xc.u~that it

did mismark; 'but it seeks the shield of the District Court 1 s

protective "minimal" effect doctrine.

We have shown deliberate action as part of a con-

spiracy to restrain lawful competition; and we believe that

the decisions in the Kobe, Perfection Mfg. CO., Angel

Research, Inc." Channel Master and White Motpr Co. cases

clearly show the error of the District Court's conclusion

(main brief, P> 37-39).

The T~~ ~cularizing of the Trade
".Re""'rrt:i'g"a't±on·-'l'hat._Is_He:r:e,.,;J;.nvc&l,veGc'"

Again JFD tries to consider the issue of improper

venue and the like out of its true context and'setting in

the scheme of advertising and circularizing the trade to

- 14 -
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»-:

'~s unlikely... that many customers
carne across or were influenced by
these passages".

dissuade doing business with Blonder-Tongue.

Such dissection begs the point, we believe.

: JFD states ('I~/tf];i-~l;?~:-;-;~\actsi.t.uet.i.ons that
. '.. ~------_.~..:~_//

it corrs i.der s 7/ con t xo.lLed by the-:--P-anay, Mayt<i\g,(;§:J;P9!P. and

Robbins cases. We submit that the uncontradi~~~d re~~~~
A

establishes those precise kinds of facts (main brief, p.

39-41) .

The Fals", Adverti,sing

JFD says it was only "puffing" (p. 25).

It also criticizes the evidence that Blonqer-'Tongue

was able to muster as to the wildly false performance claims

in JFD advertising. But c¥fnventor Schenfeld, who had
'. V-~Vle..e.~ e,~

tested the JFD antennas for -t~s.t,-i~":i;n<J in this suit, was

hired away by JFD~ before the trial, App. 504-5.

JFD has failed to produce. (because it could not)

one whit of evidencefuat. any of its antennas have anything

even resembling these wild "35 db" performance claims (p.

43-4, main brief) -- claims deliberately made under color

of the name and prestige of the University of Illinois!*

JFD, indeed, tries to excuse this by its gratituous

o/!"hope that;-lt

And it tries to avoid the effect of the Foundation's be-

lated criticism of JFD's false advertising (p. 43, 44, main

brief) by asserting,

"statements it makes are not bind
ing upon JFD" (JFD brief, p , 29).

The damage that was caused. Blonder-Tongue by this

false advertising, coupled with raiding, patent mismarking,

* Lately concocted arguments -- not supported by any testi
mony or proofs, of alleged exaggerated claims of Blonder
Tongue (p. 28 $4 JFD brief) -~ do not even relate to or
bear resemblance to the kind of deliberate false perfor
mance numbers spread through JFD's Foundation-approved
advertisements to the trade.

- 15 -



coercion and trying of litigation in the papers and press

releases" was clearly shown (e.g., page 36, 38, 40,,44,

main brief) .

Summary as to unfair Competition
and Antitrust Counts

We do not understand'how this Court can accept

JFD's explanation atp. 29, that if the complained of

"acts were improper, none of them
was intentionally so."

Everything that could be done to restrain Ilionder~

Tongue's antenna sales program was done in every available

medium. The assertion that no damage was shown
yo-, rvr-"'f·t:i<:~~·.·.1

, not understandable. N"'ortL-ronI"'il!"'yo-"ti~~.,there a public

is equally

interest in'

unclean hands, misuse and per se antitrust violations

(involved in the fraud'rni~marking and extension of patents

to unpate~~~~~'~l::~~':::'~::~:;-:-:~:;±;;~t'i~~'~""\
~_ V . .I
our main brief h,j~LE!i:ng:damage. '. :..-<.,..-"

\.. '. I . -I _ ........~-""':"''''"'---- ._.:-L::-:::f;:s !:A,'5._._"~,..~_.,~-~-..~-''-''''~-'"'''''''''' ,

v. THE BLONDER-SCHENFELD PATENT COUNTERCLAIM

JFD, p. 30, concedes that the District Court

"might have made additional findings
of fact"

as required by the Supreme Court in the Graham case and this

Court in the U. S. Gypsum Co. case (p. 45, main brief) .

JFD tries to modify and supply the deficiencies in

the District Court's decision as to prior-art references

(p , 34-37), file wrapper estoppel (p , 37-39), lack of

invention (p , 39-40), inoperativeness (p. 40), and inde-

fini teness (p , 4l~2). It also purports to deny infringe.-

ment (p , 44-49).

Clearly, the atteroptby JFD in its brief to inter-

. pret the pertinence of complicated technical publications

and patents and to push off on this Court the job of

- 16 -
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"interpretation of documents, if this
Court wants findings",

is contrary to the policy that technical explanation required

in complex patent cases must be done in the DLstrict Court

(supra). This, JFD failed to do at the trial.

But even if we were~~ to acoept; what JFD

says the prior art. shows. (which it does not), it is clear

that JFD concedes that no reference teaches the claimed in-

vention. It is allegedly only the.question of "obviousness"

in 60rribining the elements said to be individually associate.• ··.d. _j'-- • .
'.~~ U:.?_~-.:e~

with antennas of a Technical R.eportNd. 5) ,,(Mayes or Hesl.1.Jf "/
with rigid insulators of Gross,dipole-half spacing of

Valach,impedance adjustments of leane and Wickersham, standoff

mountings of Callaghan, parallel transmission line mountings

of Winegard, and strain reliefs of LineLok or Zip" in order

to produce the combination of Blonder-Schenfeld claim 5.

We submit, as a matter of law, this necessary use

of many references to anticipate the cooperating elements

of an antenna (not an aggregation a~ in the Lincoln Engineer-

ing Co. case), on its face shows unobviousness as a matter

of law, Minneapolis-Honeywell RegUlator company v. Midwestern

Instruments Inc., 298 F.2d 36,38 (CA 7,1962) (main brief,

p. 47).

Similarly, asa matter of law, we are relying on

claim 5 as it issued in the patent, and not any broader or

narrower claims discussed on p. 37-40 of the JFD brief so

h · 4 b' ''--/' 1''''' 1'w': 't ••that t ere 1.S nO)'dS,:fi ue.. 'egcr- es oppe .

Lastly, neither the Patent Office, Mr. Blonder, Dr.

Mayes, nor the DisIrict Court had difficulty in finding a

meaning for claim 5, supported by the disclosure of the

. patent. In fact, Mr. Blonder applied the claim to the

:Blonder-Tongue antenna (Addendum, main brief).

- 17 -
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This Court can ~eadily follow the identification

of the cooperative elements of the nova I combination of

claimS by referring to the Addendum .

. As. a .mat t.e r of law, we feel the pr-esumpt.Lon of

validity has not been rebutted. The patents cited by the
dU~ing prosecution of the application

J:::x:aminer! (all relied on by the District Court) "are of t;he

same nature as the other citations (App , 838). No new type

of art not co~sidered by the Patent

We£eeJ;;=al'SO)~~v.-.(ere
Office is involved.

it is necessary to r e Ly

on many references (one report, 2. antennas, 12 patents) to

build lip an alleged anticipation --. as OObft-the District

Court and JFD have tried to do -- this is evidence'of'inven-

tion.

This leaves the issue of i~fringeinent. While deny-

ing the legal conclusion of infringement, JFD has failed to

point olit a sngle element that it does not have which is

specified in the actual language of claim 5. JFD's inter-

pretation requires non-existent limitations in the claim,

such as "integral" strain reliefs and reliefs that cannot

be "flexible" -- concepts having nothing to do with the
..fP

Wrr~

clear language of the claim orA the invention.

JFD has not demonstrated any error in Mr. Blonder's

application of the claim to the qFD structure U\.pp. 500-2)'

(Addendum, col. 3); nor has JFD denied that its antenna

operates in the manner of the log periodic antenna of the

Blonder-Schenfeld patent.

Thus, while disputing the conclusion of law as

to infringement, JFD does not actually dispute the facts.

we believe the conclusion of law as to infringement inexorably

follows.

The Foundation has

,; -_.£' I
1-:_tl.<e..:~~~,-:~·-q.-0:'C. -

en<jaq€'d-- in the advertising

program of JFD with responsibility in its license to approve
}
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the ads (App. 745), has assisted. in the advertising for sale

of the JFD antennas that infringe the Blonder-Schenfeld

patent, and has contributed its name in the ads to effect

. persuasion of such sales. Inducing infringement by selling

and offering fOr sale is,. of cOllrse, an a,:;t of infringement

by the Foundation.

CONCLUSION

We·submit that the Isbell and Mayes et al paterl.1s

are invalid, not infringed and unenfo:r:-ceable for unclean

hands and misuse, as a matter of law, even on the incomplete

record of this case.

We furthersubrnit that both the .over-all pattern or

scheme of innumerable acts (found by the District COllrt .and

admitted in uncontraverted evidence) and the several acts

themselves, directed toward dissuading competition with

Blonder-Tongue, constitllte unfair competition anq violation

of the antitrust laws.
;cluJ;"

Lastly, we submit ~tta~as a matter of law~/the

legal conclusion of validity and infringement of the Blonder

Schenfeld patent should be drawn, even if JFD's arguments be

considered, arguendo ,as aippl.emen t axy to the District Court's...
erroneous legal conclusion.

Should, however, this Court of Appeals disagree

with Blonder-Tongue as to application of the law in both or

either of the Foundation suit and the Blonder-Tongue counter-

claims, then justice requires due process for Blonder-Tongue

~ tHi s case -
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- ~--------

REPLY BRIEF FOR DEFE:fIDANT un
COUNTEROLAIMANT-APPELLANT.

N'Q.
Only'one conclusion, namely, that even on the basis of

an, incomplete record, as a matter of law, the District
Court should bereve1-sea.

The Foundation's Position.
" " , J ,.:'. ~ ';

Iii iishrjef, the Foundatio1,1 argues that Blonder-Tongue
lia~ ~o~~~ded that the record '.

H contains a sufficient recital of the facts to permit this
court to come to a conclusion on the issues." (p. 3)

H A conclusion" ~

_-====~ ~I~.~THE ISSUE AS TO DUE PROCESS.

/



3

'and supplemented this

"initial outburst (App. 75) ... by similar episodes
throughout the trial ... " (pp. () and 7 of main brief).

~-~:~~)/----~The JFD Position.

JFD, at pp. 5 and 6 of its brief, says that if Blonder
Tongue had no expert,

"only it is to blame"

and it could have used Mr. Blonder himself as the expert
,in a pinch.

No authority is cited for this novel proposition that a
partisan litigant (Mr. Blonder is Chairman of the Board
of Blonder-Tongue), even if he had sufficient technical
qualifications-which JF'J) disputed at the trial (App.
507-8)-is the equivalent of an impartial, world-renowned
professorial expert. Mr. Blonder would have had to try
to master overnight the numerous prior art references and
related material to whatever limited degree he could.

As for the two very material and specific instances of
prejudicial deprival of proof (main brief, pp.7, 8), JFD
tries to show the propriety of such exclusion, apparently
conceding its serious prejudicial effect upon the Blonder
Tongue proofs. With regard to admissions in the JFD
advertisements and publications which were improperly ex
cluded (App, 534, 538,1,540), JFD says that these were
properly excluded (p. 8)isince the exhibit.was "dated prior
to the issuance of B-T's',own patent".

,

But this evidence was, offered solely for the unfair com
petition and antitri,st counterclaim and not in connection
with the Blonder-Tongue patent counterclaim; and the
record shows that Blonder-Tongue was selling its antennas
long before its patent issued and at the very period when
these advertisements, with false claims, false patent mark
ings and deprecations of competitors' antennas, including



(

5

claim by the Foundation against B'1' for patent in
fringement, and none concerned the BT Counterclaim
against JFD and the Foundation" (p. 10).

JFD thus argues for a severance.

But, as above shown, the same errors apply to the BT
patent counterclaim (which also required expert testimony)
and to the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims
(which required customer witnesses and the opportunity to
put into evidence advertisements and other admissions of
JFD, as above discussed).

Neither the Foundation nor JFD has offered any
authority that sxouses forcing a litigant, through no fault
of its own, to go to trial without witnesses; and certainly
not tovundertake a complicated patent trial without its
patentexpert, or ari unfair competition and antitrust trial
without its customer witnesses or the right to put in per"
fectly proper documentary evidence.

II. THE FOT}NDA'l'ION'S PATENTS.
--,

-0) Isbell 3,210,767.

We agree with the Foundation that it is not the function
of the Court of Appeals to overrule" findings of the lower
court ... supported by substantial evidence" (with the
exception of those instances where such findings are grossly
and shockingly against the weight of the evidence).

It is "the conclusions of law of the District Court" that
we are asking this Court to overrule (main brief, p.~).

Should this Court not agree that the conclusions of law,
based on the District Court's findings from the incomplete
record, are erroneous, particularly in. light of -the undis
puted or admitted facts, then we maintain the ease should
he remanded (p. 9) to enable Blonder-Tongue to have a full
and fair trial.

-1"
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':to

, of designing log-periodic antennas which would pre
"dictably Operate with' frequeneyIndependence, .; ."

, ..-....- -' ""-. ,. --~~"" --" " """",..- - "' .

"Tn lJhe same, sentence, the District Court concluded that
=the I8bell patent wa's not obvioll.safter'1ts [the article's]
,publication." No clearer c~se (;f anei:;'or 01 law by relying'
uponhearsay evidence in decidIng the ultimatequestion" of
obvinueness can' be··imagined.- .....

, ,- -

JFD, though the exclusive licensee, has declined comment
on the Isbell patent.

L)------cc--~~ayes and Carrel Re. 25,740..

The Foundation does not (and can not) dispute that
Mr. Turner gave Dr. Mayes not only the teaching of inclin
ing the Isbell dipole antennas into V's, but taught Mayes

'the precise angle to use-the very V-angle used by Blonder
"Tongue in its .allegsdly infringing Color Ranger antenna
and called for in the claims of the Mayes et al. patent

;in suit.

Instead, on pages 10 and 11, the Foundation sets forth a
story (without any reference to testimony in the record;
that this resulted in an "unsuccessful" device and "an
abandoned experiment", and it remained for Mayes et al.
to take some magical "last step".

Assuming, arguendo, that this story had been proven,
the claims of the Mayes etal. patent set forth no more than
Isbell's antenna, with .the precise V-angle suggested by
Turner-nothing more., The claims are either invalid as
representing an inoperative device, or they were invented

"by Turner. "

'The District Court itself found that the V'ing is "the
'only structural difference between his (Mayes and Carrel)
patent and the Isbell patent" (App. 830).

-.Asffor the fraud ilisUe,'it is significant that the FQUllda,.
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REPLY BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT AND
COUNTEJWLAIMANT.APPELL,II,NT.

I. THE ISSUE AS TO DUE PROCESs'.

1. The F'oundation's Position.

/. '" L- 'In its brief, the Foundation argues that Blonder-Tongue
o '" e has conceded that the record

le
r e-,------

"contains a sufficient recital of the facts to permit this
.~ court to come to a conclusion on the issues." (p. 3)

~
~ "A conclnaion"j

No.

Only one conclusion, namely, that even on the basis of
an incomplete record, as a matter of law, the District,

"Q()urt should be,reoersed,
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mut if this Court finds that the DistHct Court's legal
"conclusions are not wrong', Blonde1"'['onglle'rnaintains it is
'entitled to make a complete record. with the ai\:]<,of.at least
"its' patent expert, Dr. Chu, who 'had been preparing for
the Foundation's patent suit anll 'the Blo'naer:'l'onglle
patent counterclaim III for over a year; and its customer
witnesses in connection with the unfair competition ana anti
trust counterclaims I and II, none of J,C onder-Tongue
was able to produce re postponed time of trial. A list
of the intended witnesses delivered to opposing counsel
March 27, 19'67, identifying Dr. Chu and two customers.

The Foundation says that there is "nothing beforethis
Court to indicate" that if those witnesses had been pres
ent, the trial court would have decided differently. It is
elementary, however, that in a patent case, one function
of the expert is to provide evidence regarding the, prior
art (of which there was considerable identified in the LiSt
of Exhibits delivered to opposing counsel March 27, 19$7),
lind tp.e issue of obviousness or nondbvi6usness of the, in

'yen!ilon-the precise question relied upon by the District
Court both for sustaining the Foundation's patents and
for summarily discarding the Blonder-TOligllepatent.

BlondercTong;ue, during the Foundation 'scase (which
was commenced when even Mr. Blonder could not be located
due to a rush business trip to the West' Coast a~d Canaaa'),
had to try to elicit what it could ,by .q'f)~~-~idiminatii:m of
tJ:W Foundation's witnesses, and was ,ivithout a sin!{lein.
't,eJnaed witness, of its own. In additi(m,Blonder-Tongue
;as erroneously and prejudicially restricted in that e~-
deavor as well '(main brief, p.I)). '

It is significant that the Foundation does not dispute in
the slightest Blonder-Tongue 'sas~ertion that the District
Court heaped

"~buse ..• up9n bq.th BostonandIocal Cd~jlSel"

r,
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and supplemented this

"initial outburst (App, 75) ... by-similar episodes
throughout the trial ... " (pp, 6 and 7 of main brief).

2. The JFD Position..

JFD, at pp. 5 and 6 of its brief, says that if Blonder
Tongue had no expert,

"only it is to blame"
" .
"

and it could have used Mr. Blonder himself as the expert
in a pinch.

No authority is cited for this ljoyel propcsition that a
partisan litigant (Mr. Blonder is Chairman of the Board
'of Blonder-Tongue), even if he hadsufticient technical
qualifications-which JF'D disputfd at the iriat (App.
,507-8)'-is the equivalent of an impartial.vworld-renowned
'professorial expert. Mr. Blonder would.Jiav« had to try
;to master overnight the numerous prior art, references and
r~lated material to whatever limited deg:fi)e he could.

" As for the two very material and specific instances of
prejudicial deprival of proof (maiubriof', pp. 7, 8), JFD
tries to show the propriety of' suclt'exclusion, apparently
conceding its serious prejudicial effect upon the Blonder
Tongue proofs. With regard to admissions in the JFD
advertisements and publications which were improperly ex
cluded (App. 534, 538, 540), JFD says that these were
properly excluded (p. 8) since the exhibit was "dated prior
to the issuance of B-T's own patent".

But this evidence was offered solely for the unfair com
petition and antitrust counterclaim and not in connection,
with the Blonder-Tongue patent counterclaim; and the
record shows that Blonder-Tongue was selling its antennas
~ong before its patent issued and at the very period when
these advertisements, with false claims, false patent mark
ings and deprecations of competitors' antennas, including
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Blonder-Tongue, were issued, reproducedand~ctr~ulated
;throughout the trade.'

This certainly was an improper and highly pieJ/rdldal
, .exclusion.

JFD argues that the restriction of the examination of
Dr. Mayes was proper and that Dr. Mayes, s-houldn't be
asked anything about his own patent because "the docu

. 'merit speaks for itself". No complicated patent, of course,
"speaks for itself" in patent litigation without technical
explanation to the Court, as this Court has often reiter
ated.. (Technograph Printed Circuits v, Methode E!ec

- tronioe, Inc., 356 F. 2d 442, 448 (C. A.7, 1966.)

Similarly, JFD says it was proper for the District Court
~-----~toexclude questions that would show the'lidverse or hostile

cha cter of the witness to enable cross-examination, be~

caus 0 show" Prof. Mayes' own financial Interest was to
impeach him" (JFDBrief, p. 9).

How .else does one show the adverse nature of a witness
:;;caille'd by the interrogating partyj

'Lastly, JFD excuses the exclusion of questioning as to
"The JFD-Mayes relationship" since it was supposedly

'''irrelevant to the patent infringement issue". Since JFD ."
actually.had the eq~itabl: title i~ t~e patents, being the £
Foundation's exclusive licensee, It IS hard to see what.~-/- p

«could be more relevanNJ'ar~icnlarly il1-estabhs l<ltlte
,adverse nature of the WI ness.

JFD" like the Foundation, does not dispute the ~bu~ive
-mannor in which Blonder-Tongue's counsel was treated
throughout the trial. The only comment is that, at times
(p, 7), the Judge also "expressed annoyance at actions

, of counsel for both the Foundation and JFD".

In fact, JFD appears to concede that at least insofar as
·the Foundations patent suit is concerned:

"AllY .posaibly reversible errors ... all related to the,



~Iaim by the Foundation against BT f01' patentihc
fringement, and none concerned the BT Counterclaim
against JFD and the Foundation" (p, :to}:

JFD thus argues for a severance;

But, as above shown, the same errors apply to the BT
patent counterclaim (which also required expert testimony)
and to the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims
(which required customer witnesses and the opportunity to
put into evidence advertisements and other admissions of
JFD, as above discussed).

Neither the Foundation nor JFD has offered any
authority that excuses forcing a litigant, through no fault
of its own, to go to trial without witnesses;' arid certainly
not to undertake a complicated patent trial without its
patent expert, or an unfair competition and antitrust trial
without its customer witnesses or the right to put in per
fectly proper documentary evidence.

II. THE FOUNDATION'S PATENTI!

A.Isbell 3,210,767..

We agree with the Foundation that iit~riot the function
of the Court of Appeals' to overrule "findings of the lower
court ... supported by substantial evidence" (with the
exception of those instances where such findings are grossly
and shockingly against !the weight of the evidence).

It is "the conclusions 'of, law of the Di$trict Court" that
we are asking this Court ,to overrule (main brief, p. 9).

Should this Court not agree that the conclusions of law,
based on the District Court's findings from the incomplete
record, are erroneous, pantieularly in light of the undis
puted or admitted facts; then we maintain the case should
be reJllanded (p. 9) to enable Blonder-Tongue to have a full
and fair trial.

/".-'
)
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Turning to item 1 (the effec(of the publication of Quar
j(terly Engineering Report No.'2),':the Foundation,agreesbn

pago ? that the law set forthon pages 11-13 of th;i\Blonder
Cfrongue main brief, i.e., that when a roportjs

" 'received' by' a-library.",
or is

" 'filed' in a library,",
or IS

"made accessible to the public ",

is determinative of publication.

The Foundation also agrees that librarian Miss Johnson
testified (p. 12, main brief) that morathan: ayear before
the Isbell patent application filing datefQuarterly Engi
neering Report No.2 had been "received" and was "avail
able ... either as a library reference or as an' extra copy"

• to anyone who "requested" the same. ( , . "_ -", 'F= .•,0,

___"'7/ Contrary to the Foundation's statement at the top'bf
:. P!lge 7, Mr. Lawler did not contradict Miss Johnson at
:AjJjJ. 465-466 or anywhere else, with regard to the facts as
; to what was done with Quaderly Engineering Report No.2

in this particularcaee,

In fact, Mr. Lawler conceded that Miss Johnson lmew
more about what was actually done with-this report than he:

"Q. Who, ]\11'. Lawler, had, more detaiY<!d linfor
rnation with regard to the availability of atld;datesof

,publication of the Quarterly Reports, Defendant's! Ex
',hibits 7 and 8, yon or Miss Marjorie J ohnson ~

"A. She would probably have more detailed infor
mation on them, yes."

There is no fact dispute; only the issue of law.

Whether anyone did request a copy of the report before
Jhe Isbell application filing date does not affeCt its "publi
.cation". Rather,

"iIltent t}1at tl1e fruits of. research 'be '1lva:ilable1to the

f"-.,



InSert - page 6 - paragraph following line 16:

The stipulated testimony of Miss Johnson regarding

the availability of publications in general and of Quarterly

Report NO.2) in particularI from the local library of the

Engineering Res,earch Labor-a t.o.ry , Department of Electrical

Engineering, is reproduced in the Addendum at the end"of

this brief.

Insert - page 7'- paragraph following line 7:

The decision of' the District Court thilt the

availabilitycf Quarterly" Report No. 2 was not sutficiently

public to constitute a publication admits that if the

document had been available in "even a very sma~l or a

highly specialized library" (App.SZ9), it, woul.d have

been published. This assumption that the facili,ty in

the,1ilectrical~ngine;f~ng~ese~~.<;:h.aaboratoryras not

a library ignoresthgp<ilntemporary designation 6f "Local
;,,~,:: __,_ " :i '

Library" by the Univeitsity itself. See;Xt.he distribution
,. ;!,

" _ .__Ii:

list (D. Ex. H__ 4) for copi.e s vo f reports under A,~r Force

contract 6079 (the very contract under which Qu!~rterlY
;! i

1:
1

t
I
1

i
!
!
1
I'
f'

r

Report No. 2 was

of Miss Johnson,

hereto.

prepar~d~part ,of the

D.Ex. 22 reproduced ill

stipUlat~d testimony

in the A!ddenduIn
i! !



public is determinative of pubiicationnnder the
statute". The Hamilton Laboratories, Inc. v, Massen
gill, 111 F. 2d 584 (6 Cir. 1940).

There is no question but that this report was. "printed",
"received ", "filed" and" available [to the; public] " more
than a year before the filing of the Isbell patent application
in contravention of 35 USC 102b.

f~ ~----J .,56 <- As to items 2 and 3 (obviousness-predictability.the,
Win'cgard decision), the Foundation makes four assertions
but without giving any support therefor in the record.

Lest it be interpreted that Blonder-T'ongna has conceded
such items as the significance of Dr. DuHamel's alleged
activities, the pertinence of the prior art references, the
alleged unsolved need, failures of others and so-called com
mercial success, it should be pointed out that Blonder
Tongue has not had its day in court to present evidence as
to these issues through its patent expert.

/,"""'" All that Blonderc'I'ongno has argued at pp. 13-15 of its
main brief is a single issue of law on the matter of whether
"predictability" is synonymous with .the statutory test of
"obviousness". I(Blonder-Tonglle and the Court of Ap
peals for the 8th Circuit in the Winegard case correctly
understand the lmv,'the District Court in this case has mis
applied the same.

We also pointed out (p. 14) contemporaneous statements
at the late date in)og periodic antenna development that
Isbell started to make his "thip li~eair· elements" (p. 2 of
He ort No.1, D. E.x. 7) that "multielement log periodic

ntenn,;,s" were y. a time "found to be predictable".

But the Foundation says we lifted this "out of context",
an erroneous assertion as this Court can readily see from
inspection of tha document,

More important,' the Foundation implies that there is
some magical diff~rence between "sheet metal" antenna
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" el:me~t~ (as to Whi.chR~ti;a~9admits there was "r:
dwtabtltty" at the time Isbell-started workrand the "thm
linear elements" used by IsbelL

But the Foundation's own witness, Mr. Harris, admitted
that the sheet metal dipole antenna element and the thin
linear dipole antenna element, both weli known before
Isbell, had precisely the same kind of operation and per
formance (App. 157-161, 200-202, D:'Ex.1):

"Q. Would it be a fair statement that all of those
dipoles operate to receive, for example, radio energy in
substantially the same way, but they differ by their
impedance characteristics 7

"A. Yes, that is basicallytrne:" (App.202)

Which brings us to the question' of law.

Is it patentable to substitute one well known type of
antenna element for another in accordance with precisely,

'the same old log.periodic dimensioning arrangement and
:,operation,l Can as many patents be' granted as there are

well known similar elements to substitute 7

\Ve think the answer, as a matter of law, is quite defi
nitely in the negative.

This certainly raises an entirely different factual situa
tion than that which gave rise to the Tomlinson case cited
on page 9 of the Foundation's brief, and falls, rather,
within the well-established doctrine 'of the Wineyardand
'similar cases (p. 14, main brief).

The Foundation's theory regarding "predictability" was
rejected by the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in
In re Moreton, 288 F. 2d 940, 943 (1961):

"What this amounts to is an argument that if one
slavishly following the prior art, albeit with a litt1¢
educated, imagination, .",,:ill'sometimes succeed and
sometimes fail, then he is always entitled to a patent
in case of success. That is ,not the .intentiOn of 35

'> U.S.C. 1Q3. Obviousness dews ,:not'fere,quire absohitf
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Further 90ntributing to the District Court's

misunderstanding of the matter of unpredictability is

its reliance upon hearsay as proof of the unpr¢dictability.

Referring to the DuHamel and Ore article, the District

Court stated:

-- "but the paper, by its own statement, proves
that 'no theory has been established which
even predicts the types of structures which
will give frequency independent operation.'"
(Emphasis added)

The mere fact of publication does not prove the .truth of

-;-~ ""~
an¥thing uaiel'lo it stated. It is pUre hearsay, arid the

language used by the District Court demonstrates that it

accepted such hearsay as establishing its next conclusion~

t.e oo±t::

""J..---,,"rt cannot be said that this article taught a
-::- •/ method\c>f designing log-periodic antep.naswhich
v~ woula-predictably operate with frequency in-

dependence," '

In the same sentence, the District Court concluded that,

"the IseeII patent was not obvious after its [the article's]

publication." No clearer case of an error ofT'aw by relying
:<';,

upon hearsay eviden'cein deciding the ultimate ques t.Lon of

obviousness can be ,imagined.
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preaictability.Where, as here, 'the' kntrwleClge or tlIe
art clearly suggests • **, the mere. possibility of
failure does not render ,ith~ir '§uccessful use 'unob
vious'. "

/;7 JFD, though the exclusive'licensee; has declined comment
on the Isbell patent.

B. Mayes and Carrel Re. 25,740.

The Foundation does not (and can not) dispute that
Mr. Turner gave Dr. Mayes not only the teaching of inclin
ing the Isbell dipole antennas into V's, but taught Mayes
the precise angle to use-the very V-angle used by Blonder
'I'ongns in its allegedly infringing Color Ranger antenna
and called for in the claims of the Mayes et al. patent

'lin suit.

Instead, on pages 10 and 11, the Foundation sets forth a
('story (without any reference to testimony in the record)
!that this resulted in an "unsuccessful" device and "an
.abandonod experiment", and it remained f'or Mayes et at
to take some magical "last step:::,.

Assuming, arguendo, that this 'story had been proven,
the claims of the Mayes et al. plttent set forth no more than. ,
Isbell's antenna, with the precise V-angle suggested by'
Turner-nothing more. The claims are either invalid as
representing an inoperative device, or they were invented
by Turner.

The District Court itself found that the V'ing is "the
only structural difference between his (Mayes and Carrel)
patent and the Isbell patent" (App. 830).

As for the fraud issue, it is significant that the Founda
tion has not denied the facts discussed in Blonder-Tongue's
main brief (pp. 19-23) as to the conduct in the Patent

'Office.

It thus remains for this Court to decide the applicable
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( law. ~ the law of the Wen Products casctwhich deals

with the situation of normal patent prosecution and- the
lack of requirement of a patent applicant to volunteer all
1he prior art he knows about); or the law of the Flick
Reedy, Hazel-Atlas Glass and Precision Instrwment cases
(main brief, p. 21) dealing with situations where a de-

-----~"'rate act was made, as an affidavit voluntai-ily filed, to
induce e Patent Office to withdraw its rejection and allow
a paten An affidavit under Rule 131 certainly requir-es
com-plete candor with regard to earlier publications of the
prior art known to applicant and his attorney.

.A recently reported decision condemned the failure of an
applicant to make a full disclosure tolhe" Patent Examiner:

"Pfizer and Cyanamid, like all other applicants, stood
before the Patent Office in a confidential relationship
and owed the: obligation of frank and . truthful dis,
closure." Cha,rles Pfizer & Co. v, "F:T:C., 4m F. 2d
574, 579 (CA p,1968).

JFD has remained silent, other than to disclaim all asso
.' eiation with the charge of fraud in the Patent Office.

om. NONINFRINGEMENT OF THE ISBELL AND MAYES
ET AL PATENTS.

The Fonndation's argument on pages 12 and 13 seems to
.be that any separation of the antennasat 311 is "substan
tially coplanar" within the meaning of the Isbell and Mayes
et al. patents.

The Foundation does not dispute the Blonder-To~e.---'""'

showing, pages 23-25 of its main brief, that th~(Jnder- c:i cs te:
'I'ongue separation of the antenn~planes is "d'\liberate" If
and is "about twenty times the substantially touching or
coplanar (0.003 wavelength) relation of Isbell", as taught
in the Isbell and Mayes et al. patent spedficationsallid as
testw.ed to byJF:o "wit~ess Ilei3lin; .

~r
";"~"



'Nor does the Foundation dispute that' the Patent .Office
granted the Blonder-Schenfeld patent for this "radically
different construction", among other features.

Clearly, if Isbell had been entitled to a claim covering
any separation,none of its skilled attorneys, the applicant,
or the Patent Office would have permitted or required a
limitation in the claims to "substantially coplanar ".

And the final proof of noninfringemerit wll,s admitted by
Dr. Mayes himself (quoted main brief,' p. 25). If the
Blonder-Tongue antenna booms were "moved together so
that they are substantially in the same plane", the an
tennas would no longer operate properly. This was not in
any. way disputed by the Foundation-and could not be.

It is elementary that a device that cannot work in accord
ance with a patent claim cannot possibly be an infringe
ment thereof (see citations at p. '25 ofrnaiubrief).

JIi'D appears to .. have shown agreement with Blonder
-Tongue that the Blonder-Tongue antenn~s are not con
structed to operate in substantially the same plane as
taught by Isbell and Mayes et al., but require a deliberate
"vertical distance between booms" (p. 40).

IV. THE UNFAIR COMPETITION AND ANTITRUST
COUNTERCLAIMS I AND II.

The Foundation considers that it had no part in any of
the activities complained of, except the" purported fraud
in the Patent Office and improper news releases " (p. 14) .

. ;! .. ' ., .'

The fraud has been discussed above; and it is not dis
puted that, without the filing' of the affidavit,

"the Examiner clearly would not have allowed the
Mayes et al. patent! (see rejection, D. Ex. 12, p. 30)"

The news releases will be discussed in treating with
JFD's position, as :Will the involvement of the Foundation

. in other aspects of the counterclaims.
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'JFD does not take issue with the"Blonder-Tongue show-
'ing, pp. 29 and 30, that the law recognizes that a "pattern of
suchrs.series of acts can be unfair competition (and also

'antitrust violation), even if the acts individuallyby them
selves were nonactionable."

Nor does JFD dispute that the District Court did not
treat with this important doctrine of'law.

Instead,JFD follows the tack of the District Court and
'argues merely, p. 11, that

"none of the separate and unrelated activities of JFD
was wrongful". (Emphasis added.)

It is, of course, for this Court to decide whether these
acts are "unrelated"; and to decide the correctness of
Blonder-Tongue's contention that these were related and,
as a pattern, were illegal.

" Thatdamage resulted to Blonder-Tongue as a result of
jhese acts has been amply proven (see, 'for example, pages
36, bottom page 38, center page 40 of Blonder-Tongue '8

main brief).

, As for the individual or separate acts themselves, "We

shall now treat with JFD's arguments under two caveats:

First, it should be borne in mind that Blonder-Tongue
did not have its full day in court, with the improper ex
elusion of critical evidence and proffered tesfim6ny r~lafihg
thereto (bottom p. 7 and p. 8, main brief) and the inability
to remarshal its customer witnesses in time for the reset
trial. Thus, .in it~ main brief, Blonder-Tongue has had

...,...tP argue only on the basis of the District Court's findings
~ as supplemented by whatever undisputed additional facts'

are in this incomplete record.

Second, the JFDi brief abounds with statements unsup
ported even by attempted l'eference to the record, and cer-'
~~ly unsuppwtgdl by th¢ ;record itself. These ar~tp'~
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mimerous to counter except for the most glaring matters.
It is respectfully requested that before.this Court accepts
such unsupported statements or iuterpretations of testi
mony or exhibits, not in the District Oourt's decision, they
be checked in the record.

Tie-In Sales.
..

JFD conceded that there was other undisputed evidence
besides that which led the District Court to find that there
was at least some "evidence ... wllidfi t~nds to support
the argument of 'tie-in' sales."

Specifically, JI<'D concedes that 'in addition to Mr.
Finkel's testimony, there was hearsay testimony in the
'deposition of General Manager Gilbert of coercion and
'tie-in activities (App, 675), and testimony in Marketing
Director Helhoskirs deposition of instances of "implied"
<Coercion by JFD (App. 687).

'There is no contrary evidence in the record.

As before pointed out, not only",~sJ'?~onder'Tongue

deprived by the District Court of. a postponement to re
assemble its customer witnesses, but it :was JFD" sown
deliberate actions! that inhibited other modes of proof and
interfered with the very processes of the court:

1. The Districi Court found that" sOille records dealing
with customers w~re found to be missing;" (App. 835) when
one employee (Balash), who had beeri,"assigned ... to
personally investigate." the threats of~FD to customers,
to reply to this su~t (App. 511-2; 694-5);iwas "subsequently
hired by JFD" (App. 835).'

2.V JFD hired: \way(j1lst before the triap Blonder
Tongue 's West Coast sale's representative, Graham Sisson
-the West Coastbeing one of the places where there had
been specific distributor customer coercion (see literature
sent by JFD to Sacramento Eloctronice.'D, Ex. 43).
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How can JFD now be heard to ~complain, p. 13, that
'" No BT salesman produced evidence as !to the alleged
.custorner coercion" ~

Even without its full day in court, Blonder-Tongue suc
ceeded at least in convincing the District Court that there
was some evidence" which tends to support this argument?"
(App. 836).

We question the conclusion of law, thereforafhat because
this is what the District Court called "a normal business
practice", it is proper to use a line 'of allegedly patel1.tiitt
antennas as a club to force the purchase of unpatented
'related converter and booster equipment.

Admittedly the proofs aren't the strongest or most
'plete (thanks, in part, to the actions of JFD); but,
the District Court itself had to conclude, there was u~"uU',

'evidence and nothing to rebut the same on the other side.

The Raiding.

While JFD says that the people hired away were not
"key" people, this does not make it so, particularly in the
filce of the uncontradicted testimony (main brief, pages
33-35).

Is the test of 'i'raiding" a numbers game as JFD and
the' District Court have asserted I We think not.

No matter how' dissatisfied an employee may be with
an employer, has an adverse litigant the right-during
ptepamtion for trial-to hire away such employee who
possesses confidential and intimate information vital to

I

the proof's of the: employer I

~ Certainly JFD !knew .that Sehenfeld was .the co-invent~r
" of the patent upon which JFD was sued m the counter

elaim by Blonde~-Tongue; and certainly JFD knew Mr.:
Balash's involvement and tha] of Mr. Sisson, aswell r
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;We think the authorities support u~ thit tills cohduct is'
improper.

Mismarking and False Patent Legends and Claims.
",-,-.1 . -: ,.c'- •

JFD concedes (pp. 18-21) that it did miemark, but it seeks
l the shield of the District COliri;s protective "minimal"

effect doctrine.

We have shown deliberate action as. part of a conspiracy
to restrain lawful competition; ami we believe that the
decisions in the Kobe, Perfection Mfg. cs; Angel Research,
Inc., Channel Master and White Motor: Go. cases clearly
show the error of the District Court's conclusion (main
brief, pp. 37-39).

The Circularizing of the Trade.

,Again JFD tries to consider the issue of improper venue
and the like out of its true context and setting in the
seheme of advertising and circularizing the trade to dis
suade doing business with Blonder-Tongue.

Snch dissection begs the point, we believe.

JFD states fact situation that itliOi'i'siders are controlled
by the Panay, May tag, Gerosa ana:' Robbins cases (p. 27).
We submit that the uncontradicted record establi~hes those
precise kinds of facts (main brief, pp. 39-41).

The False Advertising.

JFD says it was only "puffing" (p .. 25).

It also criticizes the evidence that Blonder-Tongue was
able to muster as to the wildly false performance claims
in JFD advertising. But coinventor Schenfeld, who had
tested the JFD antennas for evidence in this suit, was
hired away by JFD before the trial, App. 504-5.

JFD has failed to ,produce (because it could not) one

0:

I
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// of evidence that any of its antennas ha"¥'e anything
vi eeven resembling these wild "35 db" performance claims

(pp. 43-4, main briefJ-claims ,ideliberatelYl!l.lade UlIl'ger
-color of the name and prestige of the University ~iilli~ois '"

,;JFD, indeed, tries to excuse this;'!ly its gratJuitoushh(ipe
that:

"It is unlikely . . . that many customers came across
or were influenced by these passages '?

And it tries to avoid the effect of the Foundation's belat
criticism of JFD's false advertising' ('PP. 43, 44 brief)
by asserting,

"statements it makes not binding upon JFD"
(JFD brief, p. 2~

The damage that was caused Blonder-Tongue by this
false advertising, coupled with raidsng, patent mismarking,
coercion and trying of litigation in the papers and press
releases, was clearly shown (e.g., pages 36, 38, 40, 44, main
brief),

(Summary as to Unfair Competition and 4-ntitrust Counts.

We do not understand how this Court can accept JFD's
'i; explanation at p. 29, that if the complained of

"acts were improper, none of them was intentionally ./
so." i.~'-'

Ever thing that could be done to restrain ]'iBlonder.c
Ttingue's a enna sales program was done in' every avail
able medium. he assertion that no damage was shown
"is equally not un erstandable. The clear testimony sum-

• Lately concocte arguments-not supported by any
/testimony or proof . of alleged exagge!'ated,claims of

V Blonder-Tong-no (p. 8JFD brief l-s-do not even relate to
or bear resemblance to the kind of delib~rate false perc
formance numB~rs spread throu§·):J. JFI)'~ -'I!l\l;undatiog,

.; approved advertisements to tjle>tracle.
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-Iharized in our main brief illustr~teslJiedamagiJ.'"F.urtber
more, there is a public interest in unclean hands, misuse
and perse antitrust violations (inv';IV'~-din the 'fraud,
mismarking and extension of patents tounpatonted items).

V. THE BLONDER-SCHENFELD PATENT COUNTERCLAIM,

JFD, p. 30, concedes that the District Court

"might have made additional findings of fact"

as required by the Supreme Court in the Graham case and
this Court in the U.8. Gypsum Co. case (p. 45, main brief).

JFD tries to modify and supply the deficiencies in tho
District Courts decision as to prior-art references (pp.
34-37),file wrapper estoppel (pp. 37-39), lack of invention
(pp. 39'40), inoperativeness (p. 40), andindefiniteness (pp.
41-2). It also purports to deny infring'emer;t (pp. 44-49).

Clearly, the attempt by JFD in its briel,to interpret the
'pertinence of complicated technical publications and patents
cand to push off on this Court the job of

"intepretation,of documents, if this Court wants find-
ings", '

is contrary to the policy that technical explanation required
in complex patent cases must be done in the District Court
(supra). This, JFj) failed to do at the trial.

But even if we were to accept whatJFD says the
'prior art shows (which it does not), it is clear that
,JFD concedes that: no reference teaches the claimed in.
vention. It is allege,dly only the question of:" obviousness' ,
in combining the eleJ:llents said to be individually associated
with antennas of a' Technical Report No! 52, Mayes or
Heslin antennas, with rigid insulators of': Gross, dipole
half spacing of Valach, impedance adjustments of Kane
and Wickersham, standoff mountings of Callaghan, parallel
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'transmission line mountings of Winegard, and strain reliefs
\of LlneLok or Zip, in order to produce the combination

onder-Schenfeld claim 5.

-We sub . as a matter of law, this necessary 'USB of
-many reference to anticipate the cooperating elements
of an antenna (no an aggregation as in the Lincoln En
gineering Co. case. on its face shows unobviousnoss as a
matter of law, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company
v, Midwestern Instruments Inc., 298 F. 211 "if6, 38 (C. A. 7,
1962) (main brief, p. 47).

Similarly, as a matter of law, we are relying on claim 5
as it issued in the patent, and not any broader or narrower
claims discussed on pp. 37-40 of the JFD'brief so that there
is no estoppel.

Lastly, neither the Patent Office, Mr. Blonder, Dr. Mayes,
nor the District Court had difficulty in finding a meaning
for claim 5, supported by the disclosure of the patent. In
-fact, Mr. Blonder applied the claim to the Blonder-Tongue
antenna (Addendum, main brief). This Court can readily

--~-~~llow the identification of the cooperative elements of the
nove ombination of claim 5 by referring to the Addendum.

As a ttor of law, we feel the presumption of validity
has not bee rebutted. The patents cited by the Examiner

/
d~rin.g prosec tionof the application (all relied on by.the

- Distr'iet Court are of the same nature as the other Cl'ta"

tions 'tApp. 838). No new type of art not considered by
the Patent Office is involved.

Where it is necessary to rely on many references (one
report, 2 antennas,12 patents) to bU\j._9- uP an alleged an
ticipation-as the District Court al"ll JFD have tried to
de-e-this is evidence 'of invention. -

/This leaves th~is~u~.Of infringement. While d.enying
"the legal conclus2011,'of mfrmgement,JFD has farled to

point out a single element that it does not haYBwhich is
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specified in the actual. langttage of claim 5. JFD's inter,
pretation requires non-existent limitations in the claim,
such as "integral" strain reliefs and reliefs that cannot
be "flexible "-concepts having nothing to do with the clear
language of the claim or with the invention.

JFD has not demonstrated any error in Mr. Blonder's
application of the claim to the JFD structure (App. 500-2)
(Addendum, col. 3); nor has JFD denied that its antenna
operates in the manner of the log periodic antenna of the
Blonder-Schenfeld patent.

Thus, while disputing the conclusion of law as to in
fringement, JFD does not actually dispute the [acts. We
believe the conclusion of law as to infringement inexorably
follows.

The Foundation has cooperated in the advertising pro,
gram of JFD, with responsibility in its license to approve
the ads (App. 745), has assisted in the advertising for sale
of the JFD antennas that infringe the Blonder-Schenfeld
patent, and has contributed its name in the ads to effect
persuasion of such sales. jInducing infringement .by selling
and offering for sale is,df course, an aCf?finf:r'ing~ment
by the Foundation. 'c' "',.

COIiCLUSION.

We submit that the Isbell and Mayes et al. patents are
invalid, not infringed and hmenforceablo for unclean hands
and misuse, as a matter of law, even on the incomplete
record of this case.

We further submit that both the over-all pattern or
scheme of innumerable acts (found by the District Court
and admitted in uncontroverted evidence) and the several

_..........-;;:;;ts themselves, directed toward dissuading competition
with Blonder-Tonguo, constitute unfair competition and
violation of the antitrust laws.
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Lastly, we submit as a matter of law that the legal con"
elusion of validity and infringement of the Blonder-Sehen
feld patent should be drawn, even if JFD's arguments be
considered, arguendo, as supplementary to the District
Court's erroneous legal conclusion.

Should, however, this Court of Appeals disagree with
Blonder-Tongue as to application of the law in both or
either of the Foundation suit and the Blonder-Tongue
counterclaimsvthen justice requires due process for Blon
der-Tongue by way of a new and proper trial.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBJilRT H. RINES,

No. Ten Post Office Square,
Boston, Massachusetts 02109,

RICCEIABIJ' S. PHILr,IPS,

WI;Lr.IAM R. McNAIB,

20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60606,

Attorneys for Appellant~,

Of Counsel:
RINES AND RINES,

• No. Ten Post Office Square,
Boston, Massachusetts 021091,

ROF'GBEN, WEGNEB, ALLEN, STELLMAN'

AND McGoRD,

20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 6060?·



ADDENDUM.1/" (/ .J-~
-le--I .

Marjorie
TestimonyqfM~ss/Johnson regarding publication
~~_ .6 qv...kt~:v.e7' V(\~1>_@--','( ,/\J(JJ 'a'-._

of feport~: v <'

"Q. (By Mr. Kulie) Did you frequently
receive requests from persons within the
university a.nd by others for copies of these
rFlPorts?

"A~ Yes.

"Q. And were these requests responded
to by delivery of copies of reports t~he
extent they were available?

"A As long as we were fairly sure that
it was a responsible party making the request,
yes.

"Q If I were to have come to your office
and asked.for the report, would there be any
restriction on delivery of the report to me?

"A Probably not, if you identified iour
self as an attorney for a.company, but.wedid
not, of course, allow them for undergradu~te
students, who really wanted nothing more than
scratch paper." (D. Ex. 22, p.201) ,

* * * * *
"Q And you previously indicated that: ,

when materials were delivered from the.print¢r
to your office ,they were available for dis-r
tribut;i.on on the date they were delivered to!
your o:Jrifice? '

"A Yes.

"Q With the extra copies df this material
that yoU had printed, and I specifically refer
to,Qtlarterly Report No.2, would it.havebeej'l
avai~~le :kill in your office for distribution'
upon t:'Wquesi:: on the,.date it was delivered in!
your office'?

"A Yes.

"Q If I had come to your office on April
30th, the, date indicated on that requisition
document, and requested a copy of Report No, 2,
would I have been likely to have been del+vered
a copy?
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"A Very likely.

"Q .. Would you say then,,MissJohnson,that
Quarterly Engineering Report No.2 was available
in your office on April.30th, 1959 to the same
extent as any other publication or report was
available in your office .either as a library
reference or as an extra·copy?

"A To my know.ledqe , yes.

"Q So that, to this extent, you would not
distinguish the availability of this Report No.
2 from any other similar report then in your
office?

IIA No." (D Ex. 22, pp. 216-217)

* * * * *
"Q Now, Miss Johnson, having seen that

document, H-ll, I again ask you whether in your
opinion quarterly engineering report No. 2.was
available in your office on April 30, 1959.to
the same extent as any other pUblication or
report was available in your office, either as
a library reference or as an extra copy?

"A In my opinion yes.

"Q This report, you wouldn't distinguish
it then as to the availability of this report
No. 2 from any other similar report ehen in
your office?

No , I wouldn '.t. " p. 240)

* * * *

IIA Yes .. II (D. Ex. 22, p. 243)
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REPLY BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT AND1.,-.1 ( cv.JI-e-.r
COUNTERCLAlMANT-APPELLANT, .

( ; J
I. THE ISSUE AS TO ?UEPROCESS]-- /0~~

1. The Foundation ~ s position.J~ II .~~

In its brief, the Foundation argues that 131onder-

Tongue has conceded that the.record

Ph "contains a sufficient recital of
the facts to permit this court to

, /' corne to a conclusion on the issues."
I V (p. 3)

~cIUSiOn"?
No.

Only one conclusion, namely, that even on the basis
an

of ~fle ~?e~entAincomplete record, as a matter of law, the Dis-

trict Court should be reversed.

But if this Court finds that the District Court's

legal conclusions are not wrong, Blonder-Tongue maintains it

is entitled to make a complete "record with the aid of at least

its ipatent expert, Dr. Chu, who had. been preparing for the

Foundation's patent suit and the Blonder-Tongue patent counter-

claim III for over a year; and its customer witnesses in con

nection with the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims

I and II, none of which Blonder-Tongue was able to produce .at

the postponed time of trial. A list of the intended witnesses

delivered to opposing counsel March 27, 1967, identifying

Dr. Chu and two customers.

The Foundation says that there is "nothing before
had been

this Court to indicate" that if those witnesses llI:HXH present,

the trialcourt~uld have decided differ~ntlY~~

'""It appears elementary, however, that in a patent

case, one f'uric t.Lon. of the expert is to provide evidence re-

garding the prior art (of which there was considerable

identified in the List .of Exhibits delivered to opposing

counsel March 27, 1967), and the issue of obviousness or

t



nonobviousnessto eRe skilled .. in LheaiL at the 1!ilftc of the

invention -~ the precise question relied upon by the District

Court both for sustaining the Foundation's patents and for

summarily discarding the Blonder-Tongue patent.

Blonder-Tongue, during the Foundation's case (which

eve"
was commenced when

ll
Mr. Blonder could not be located due to a

rush ,business trip to tlJ,eWest Coast and Canada), had.to try

to elicit what it could by .cross-examination of the Founda-

witness

s erroneously andof its own. In addition, Blonder-Tongue

t.Lonrs witnesses, and was without a single
:,:,,:::,:='=-=~==--=r==.:::.....:.=.:==".'

prejudicially restricted in that endeavor as well (main

brief, p. 8).

It is significant that the Foundation does not dis-

putein the slightest Blonder-Tongue's assertion that the

District Court heaped

"abuse .. , .ppon both Boston and
local counsel"

and supplemented this

"initial outburst (App.:75) ...by
similar episodes throughout the
trial. .." (pp. 6 and 7 of main
brief) .

2. The JFD Position.}--II o.,wf~

JFD, at pp. 5 and 6 of its brief, says that if Blonder-

Tongue had> no expert,

"only it is to blame"

and it could have used Mr. Blonder himself as the expert in a

pinch.

No authority is cited for this novel proposition ~

....l:trw- that a partisan litigant (Mr. Blonder is Chairman of the

Board of Blonder-Tongue), even if he had sufficient technical

qualifications ~~'which JFDdisputed at the trial (App. 507-8)

-- is the equivalent of an, impartial, world-renowned pro-

fessorial expert. Mr. Blonder would have had to try to master

- 2 -
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overnight the numerous prior~art references and related material

to whatever limited degree he could.

As for the two very material and specific inst.ances

of prejudicial deprivalof proof -of 8vidence beL foY Lh OIl
. l, l,R~8). .

~.l';JAS Janel 8 of Blqnd.n: ~ongue 's\main brie~, JFDtriesto

show .the propriety of such exclusion, apparently.conceding

its serious prejudicial effect upon

(With regard to admissions

the Blonder-Tongue proV

in the JFD advertisements

and pUblications which were improperly excluded (App. 34, 538,

540), JFD says that these were properly excluded (p. 8) since
+tL
..a:rr exhibit was "dated prior to the issuance of B-T' sown

patent" .

But this evidence was offered solely for the unfair

competition and antitrust counterclaim and not in connection

with the Blonder-Tongue patent counterclaim; and the record

shows that Blonder-Tongue was selling its antennas long before

its patent issued and at the very period when these advertise

ments, with false claims, false patent markings aAd deprecations

of competitors' antennas, including Blonder-Tongue issued,

reproduced and circulated througnout the trade.

This certainly was an improper and highly ppejud:Lcial

eXClusion.

As fSF' the. eXdinlnatlonot Dr~,!"IaiaB'TJFD,ar,~uesthat
ca ,~f'tC e eXa>-' ~CI{/'_ of' PI" M«-ye...f . I.. ,. :

t~restriction 01=1 eXaminiition by tRg Qistrie1::Gs'bliit::'Wc:lS dlso
". ' ,.,' '. ',' " ," , " ", ' ' ," j" i_',i

I',.. ,
proper and that Dr. Mayes shouldn't be asked anyt.h i.nq] about;

his own patent because
::,::,r:

"the document speaks for i tseH'" No

complicated patent, of course , "speaKs fQr.i tselfi'in,·.' pat.errt;

litigation witho1.1t technical explanation' t.othe Courtl, as

this.Court has often reiterated. (TechnographPrintel;J. ¢ircuits

v. Methode, Elea:tronics, Inc" 356 F.2d 442,448 (G:A7;; ~966J/

u ':iii
crbSS7~xcim~n~ltion,

i l

I'
"

hostile character of the witness to enable

"
.,.,~ Similarly, JFD says it was proper for theD~s~ric"t

. -/' Court to exclude questions that would show the ad:verse or

- 3 -
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because to::;how "Prof. Mayes' own financial interest was to

impeach him" (JFD Brief, p. 9).

How else does one show the adverse nature of a wit-

ness called .by the interrogating party?

Lastly, JFD excuses the exclusion of questioning as

to "The JFD-Mayes relationship" since it was supposedly

"irrelevant to the patent infringement issue". since JFD

actually had the equitable title in the patents, being the

Foundation r 13 exclusive licensee, it is hard to see .what could

be more relevant; particularly in establishing the adverse

nature of the witness.

JFD, like the Foundation, does not dd sput;e the abu~

sive manner in which Blonder-Tongue' 13 counsel was.tireated
:;

throughout the trial. The only comment is that ,atitimes

(p. 7), the Judge also "expressed annoyance at actions of

counsel for both the Foundation and JFD".

In fact, JFD appears to concede that atteast inso-
:;;' !

far as the Foundation's patent suit is concerned:' !!

"Any possibly reversible errors.
all related to the claim by the
Foundation against BT for patent
infringement, and none concerned
the BT Counterclaim against JFD
and the Foundation" (p. 10).

JFD thus argues for a seVerance.

But, as above shown, the same errors apply to the

BT patent coundercl.a.im (which also required expert' testimony)
I

and to the unfair competition and antitrust counterclaims

(which required customer witnesses and the opportunity to

put into evidence advertisements and other admissions of JFD,

as above discussed).

Neither the Foundation nor JFD has offered any

authority that excuses forcing a litigant, through no fault

of its own, to go to trial without witnesses; and certainly

not to undertake a complicated patent tr:iaL withoutiits patent
,

- 4 -
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ostabljshedaecisjQps-

11-13 of,the Blonder-

"'filed' in a library",

"made accessible to the public",

'" received I by a library",

the law set forth on pages
vvl1e ..

brief, i.e., that" a report is

page 7 that

II. THE FOUNDATION I S PATENTS.'}-- I 0~~

A. Isbell 3,210,767.}/lo.-f""cLv

Turning to item 1 (the effect of the pUblication of

Quarterly Engineering Report No.2), the Foundation agrees on

and fair trial.

be remanded (p. 9) to enable Blonder-Tongue to ~ave a full

that we are asking this Court to overrule (mainbrief,p. 9).,
,

It is "the conclusions of law of the District Court"

the lower court...supported by sUbstantial evidence" (with

The Foundation also agrees that librarian Miss

Johnson testified~s ettwLed Oft(p~ 12 of the Bloiidel-"WIIgae

main brie~ that more than a year before the Isbell patent

application filing date" Quarterly Engineering Report No. 2

We agree with the Foundation that it is not the

its customer witnesses or the right to put in perfectly proper

grossly and shockingly against the weight of the evidence).

expert, or an unfair competition and antitrust trial without

the exception of those instances where such find~ngs are

Should this Court not agree that the cpnclusions

of law, based on the District Court's findings fcrom the in

complete record, are erroneous, particularly inFiiight of the

undisputed or admitted facts, then we maintain the case should
"

function of the Court of Appeals to overrule "findings of

documentary evidence.

~oflmain

or is

;J
or is

;:J
is determinative of pUblication,~~R~Q~e~F~~~R~ee~~~~~~~~~~QD~_



.. Q

~had been "zeoeLved " an•. was "availabla... e i.the r aaa Li.bra.ry

reference or as an extra copy" to anyone who "requested" the

same (D. Ex. 22, p. 201).

Contrary to the Foundation's statement at the top

of page 7, Mr. Lawler did not contradict Miss Johnson at App.

465~466 or anywhere else, with regard to the facts as to what

was done with I::lti1! ~aJ!' I!iellaihd!' Quarterly Engineering Report No.

2 in this particular case.

In fact, Mr. Lawler conceded that Miss Johnson knew

more about what was actually done with this report than he:

-I V

"~. Who, Mr, Lawler, had more detailed
information with regard to the availability
of and dates of pUblication of the Qu~rterly

Reports, Defendant's Exhibits 7 and Bi,you or
Miss Marjorie Johnson?

"A. She would probably have more de
tailed information on them, yes."

There is ~ fact dispute; only the issue of law.

Whether anyone did request·a copy of the·report

before the Isbell application filing date does not affect its

"publication" . Rather,

"intent that the fruits of research
be available to the public is deter
minative of publication under, the ,
statute ". Urhe Hamilton Laborator.ies,
Inc. v. Massengill, lllF.2d584 (6
Cir. 1940).

As to items 2 and 3 .(obviousness-predictability-

the Winegard decision), the Foundation makes four assertions

There is no question but that this report was "printed",

,

application in .~~

~;

&0 the p~bli~~more than"filed" and "available

Lest it be interpreted that Blonder-Tongue has con-

"received II ,

but without giving any support therefor in the record.

contravention of 35 USC 102b.

a year before the filing of the Isbell patent

ceded such items as the significance of Dr. DuHamel's alleged

activities, the pertinence of the priorXart references )~the

alleged unsolved needrf, failures or others and so-called

commercial success, it should be pointed out that Blonder-

- 6 - • j



was "predipta-

Tongue has not had its day iIl,court to present evidence as

to these issues through its patent expert.

All that Blonder-Tongue has argued at pp. 13-15 of

its main brief is a single issue of law on the matter of

whether "predictability" (found by tile ~isLziels gem.to) is

synonymous with the statutory test of "obviousness". If

Blonder-Tongue andthe Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit

in the Winegard case correctly understand the law, the Dis-

trict Court in this case has misapplied the same.

We also pointed out (p. 14) contemporaneous state

ments at the late date in log periodic antenna developm~n~
,

that Isbell started to make his "thin linear elements'" (p. 2 i

of Report NO.1 ,D. Ex. 7) -L~<jfo:e~;~"~i"r<l~1ff1:;"'iri~~J'Lee-~~.~
• , .---- " ':1 . . ' I

~~8th C~J,J.j.~~:;,r~~ -- that "multielement !

log periodic antennas" were by that time "found: "1;0 be predict-

able" .

But the Foundation says we lifted this "outlof c6n-

text", an erroneous assertion as this Court can readily see
i

from inspection of the document.

More important, the Foundation implies that there

is some magical difference between "sheet metal" antenna

elements (as to which it at least admits there

bility" at the time Isbell started work)OFlFl-:-.-£R8i,fsl-j~1=eiH;....i4J-__

spie; as Ieflecced hjrtepoI L l~o.l) and the "thin linear

elements" used by Isbell.

But the Foundation's own witness, Mr. Harris, ad

mitted that the sheet meta~ dipole antenna element andlt~e

thin linear dipole antenna element, both well known before

Isbell, had precisely the same kind of operation andp~rformance

- 7 -
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brings us to the question of law.

i

"A. Yes, that is basically true."
~: 202)

Which

Is it patentable to substitute one well known type

of antenna element for another in accordance with precisely

the same old log-periodic dimensioning arrangement and opera-

tion? Can as many patents be granted as there are'well khown

similar elements to sUbstitute?

We think the ,answer, as a matter of law, is quite

definitely in the negative.

This certainly raises an entirely different factual

situation than, that which gave rise to the Tomlinson case

cited on page ~ of the Foundation's brief, and falls, rather,

within the well-established doctrine of the Winegard and

similar cases (p~ 14, main brief).

{

The Foundation's theory regarding "predictability"

was
j
~jtfr!:lbY ,the Court of c~stoms an~ pal~ef,tltPpelalls

In'ire Moreton, 288 F.2d 940, 943 (1961)1: : Ii .. :j ...••. 'I:'.'. i.. ·'I I I I 'II. i"" :, :: ~ , , !I ,: ,;1

"What this amounts to is an argument
that if one slavishly following the prior
art, albeit with a little educated imagina
tion, will sometimes succeed and sometimes
fail, then he is always entitled to a pat
ent in case of success. That is not the
intention of 35 U.S.C ..103. Obviousness
does not require absolute predictability.
Where, as here, the knowledge of the art
clearly suggests * * *, the mere possibility
of failure does not render their successful
use 'unobvious' ,II

JFD, though the exclusive licensee, has declined

comment on the Isbell patent.

B.

The Foundation does not (and can not) dispute that

Mr. Turner gave Dr. Mayes not only the teaching of inclining

the Isbell dipole antennas into V's, but taught Mayes the

precise angle to use -- the very V-angle used by Blonder-

- 8 -



Tongue in its ~llegedly infringing Color Ranger antenna and

called for in the claims of the Mayes et alpatent in suit.

Instead, on pages 10 and 11, the Foundation sets

forth a story (without any reference to testimony in. the

record) that this resulted in an "unsuccessful" device and

"an ibandoned experiment", and it remained for MaYeS et al

to take some magical "last step".

- 8a -



Assuming, arguendo, that this story had been proven)

i.n tae " Ii ::&9 n6 e;, the claims of the Mayes et al patent

set forth no more than Isbell's antenna, with the precise V-

angle suggested by Turner -~nbthingIllore. The claims are

either inva.lid as representing an inoperative device, or

they were invented, by Turner.

The District Court itself found that the V'ing is

"the only structural difference between his (Mayes and

Carrel)patent and the Isbell patent" (App/. 830).
/

As for the<fraud issue, it is significant that

the Foundation haS not denied the facts discussed in Blonder--

remains for this Court to decide the

Tongue's main brief (pp. 19-23) as to the conduct the

~:::~::~::~u""Hthe law of the Wen Producta case
(which deals with the situation of normal patent prosecu-

tion and the lack of requirement of a patent applica.nt to

volunteer all the prior art he knows about); or the law

of the Flick-Reedy, Hazel-Atlas Glass and Precision Instru-

ment cases (main brief, p. 21) dealing with situations where

deliberate act was made, as an affidavit voluntarily filed,

to induce the Patent Office to withdraw, its rejection and

allow a patent. AnaHidavit -under Rule l31certa!inly
,

I

requires complete, candor with regard to earlier pU,blica-

tions of the prior art known to applicant and his ~attorney.

Arecently:reported decision of. the ~ixLJh·.ei£cai'8 -
,

~cQJl;r;t. pt _~ condemned, the failure of aniappLd.carrt; to

make a full disclosure to the Patent Examiner:

"Z-,.--.
}'V""

"J:>fizer and Cyanamid, like all other
applicants, stood before the Patent
Office 'in a confidential relationsl\ip
and owed the obligation of frank and
t:t:'uthfuldisclosure. n

, Charles pfiier
& Co. v.' F.T.C., 401 F.2d 574, 579 i

TI"'968) (c fJ €', 19(8) i

i. alW\
JFD has remained silent, other than to 91.scl~

I

all association with the charge of fraud in the patent Office.

- 9 - (t)



III. NO.NINFRINGEMEN.T ·•.OF THE ISBE.L.L. ."1.r I. () JC~
AND MAYES ETAL PATENTS ••; J ., ..

The Foundation's argument OIl pages 12 and 13 seems

to be that any separation of the antennas at all is "sub

stantially coplanar" Within the meaning of the Isbell and

Mayes et al patents.

The Foundation does not dispute the Blonder-Tongue

showing, pages 23'-25 of its.lllain brief, that the Blollder-

Tongue separation of the antenna plane" is "deliberat:e" and

is "abouttwent:y times th.e substantially touching or coplanar

(0.003 wavelength) relation of Isbell", as taught in the

Isbell and Mayes et al patent specifications and as testi

fied to by JFD witness Heslin.

Nor does the Foundation dispute that the Patent
, '"

Office~gl!anted the _Blonder-Schenfeld patent for this

"radically (f~fferent const;r;uction", among other features.

Clearly, if Isbell had been entitled to. a Claim

covering any separation, none of its skilled attorneys, the

applicant, or the Patent Office would have permitted or re

quLred a limitation in the claims to "substantiallyboplanar" .

And the final proof of noninfringement was; admitted

by Dr. Mayes him"elf(quoted main brief, p. 25). If :the

Blonder-Tongue antenna booms were "moved togeJb.her so: that

they are substantially in the same pIaIle ", the antennas

would no longer operate properly. This was not in any way

disputed by the Foundation -- and could not be.

It is elementary that a device that cannot work

in accordance with a patent claim cannot possibly be an

infringement thereof (see citations at p. 25 of main brief).

JFD appears to have shown agreement with Blonder-

Tongue that the Blollder-Tongue antellnas are dcdJ6tHynot

constructed to operate insubstantially the same plane as

- 10 -
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taught by Isbell aI:\d Ma¥es et al, but require a deliberate

"vertical distance between booms" (p. 40) .

IV. THE UNFAIR COMPETITION AND
ANTITRUST COUNTERCLAIMS I AND J. --- /O-r

II ..•. ~

The Foundation conside.rs that it had no part in

any6f the activities complained of, except the "plfrported

fraud the )'latent Office and improper newS releases" (p.14).

The fraud has'been d i scusaed above; and it is not

disputed~s s'taied onip , 22 of Blonaer~'t'ongue,5S,Itidl11:bzi:8fi,

[that, without the. filing of the affidavit

"the ExaIl\iner clearlywoulO not
allowed the Mayes et al patent!
r'e j eot.Lon, D. Ex. 12 ,p. 30)"

have
(

The news .releases will be discussed in, treating·

with JFD's position, as 'will the involvement of theFounda~

tion in other aspects- of the oount.er-cLai.ms .

JFD does not take issue with the Blonder-Tongue

showing, p. 29 and 30, that the law recognizes that a

"pattern of such a series of acts can be unfairqompeiltition

(and also antitrust vioLation), even if tile acts ind:ijvfdually

by themselves were nonactionable."

Nor does JFD dispute that the District Court did

not treat with this important doctrine of law.

Instead, JFD follows the tack of the District Court

and argues merely, p.ll,that

"none of the separate and unrelated
activities of JFD was wrongful".
(rnphasis added)

It is, of course, for this Court to decide whether

these acts are "unrelated'.'.; and to decide the correctness of

Blonder-Tongue's contention that these were related and, as

a pattern, were illegal.

That damage resulted to Blonder-Tongue as a result

of these acts has been amply proven (see, for example, pages

36, bottom page 38, center page 40 of Blonder-Tongue's main

- 11 - ,v



brief).

we shall now treat withJFD's argumentsunder·two caveats:

First, it should be borne in mind'that Blonder

Tongue did not have its full day in court, with the ,improper

exclusion of critical evidence and proferred testimony re-

lating thereto (bottomp.7 andp. 8 Gf BJ ouder-Tong"lJ'i!'
)

brief) and the inabiliti to remarshall its custolll~r witnesses

in time for the reset trial. Thus, in its main brIef, Blonder-
',:. ,i',":<

Tongue has had to argue only on the basis of the District

Court's; findings as supplemented by whatever undispl.lted

adCiitiohal facts are Ln this incomplete record.

Second, the J~D brief abounds with statements un~

supported even by attempted reference to the record'; and cer-

r,
tainly unsuppor t.ed by the record Lt.aeLf,

llumerous to counter except for the most <;laring It

sion, they be checked in the record.

."':,'i

is respectfully requested that before this HQPCT.Je:l~ Co'iJ.rt
1·-,,',::

, ',))!,.- .: <;

accePts,~ such unsupported statements or interPH~~ati9ns

of testimony or exhibits, not in the District dou~t!~ deci-
">!

Tie-In

JFD conceded that there was, other undi.apubed evidence
!

besides that which led the District Court to find that, t.here
!

was at least some "evidence.

argument of "tie-in" sales.

• •which • tends to suppbrt! he
. '!

Specifically, JFD concedes that in additionto'Mr

Finkel's testimony, there was hearsay testimony (I'lse exClUded)

in the deposition of General Manager Gilbert of coercion and

tie-in activities (App.675), and testimony «ulsQ ,~QX

• c] ndea) in Marketing Director Helhoski' deposition ofiin

stances of "implied" coercion by JFD (APPI- 687).

- 12 -



There is no contrary evidence in the record.

As before pointed out, not only was Blonder-Tongue

deprived by the District Court of a postponement to reassemble

its customer witnesses, but it was JFD's own deliberate actions

that l>ASJJ' ted ill. inhibit~ other modes of proof and interi

fer~with the very processes of the court:

1. The District Court found that "some records

dealing with customers were found to be missing" (App. 835)

when one employee (Balash), who had been "assigned..•to

personally investigate" the threats of JFDto customers, to

reply to this suit (App. 511-2; 694-5), was "subsequently

hired by JFD" (App. 835).

2. JFD hired away just before the trialSlonder-

Tongue's West Coast sales representative, Graham Sisson --

the West Coast being one of the places where there had been

\""" . " .
specific distributor customer coerClon (see literature sent

by JFD to Sacramento Electronics,D.EX.43\.

How can JFD now be heard to complain, p. 13,that

"No BT salesman produced evidence as to the alleged customer

coe.rc i.on:"?

Even without its full day in court, Blonder-Tongue

succeeded at least in convincing the District Court that

there was some evidence "which tends to support this argument"

(App , 836).

We question the conclusion of law, therefore, t.hat,

because this is what the District Court called "a normal

business practice", it is proper to use a line of allegedly

patented antennas as a club tdforce the pu~chase of unpat

ented related converter and booster equipment.

Admittedly the proofs aren't thestronges"i: or most

complete (thanks) in part, to the actions of JFD) , but as

the District Court itself had to conclude, there'was some

evidence and nothing to rebut the same on the other side .

- 13 -





The Raiding J-- II J,~

While JFD says that ,the people hiiedaway were not

"key" people, this does not make it so, particularly in the

face of the uncontradicted testimony (see.ee"'-l!~!oiiilll-1IIlIlI!l1''''··. main
\

brief, pages 33'-35).

illS the test of "ra~ding" a numbers, game as JFD

and the District Court have asserted? We think not.

No matter how dissatisfied an employee may be with

::e::::::::' f::

s

t::a:d=:r~:::a::a:h:u::g::p::y::r:::
possesses confidential and intimate information vital to

the proofs of the employer?

CertainlyJFDknew that Schenfeld !"asthe.co"';

inventor of the patent upon which JFDwas sued initpe
.

countercla.im by Blonder-Tongue;i and ceirtainly JFD knew Mr.

Balash's involvement and that of Mr. Sisson, aswel:j.'

We think the art.hor i t.Le s support us that 'this con-

duct is Ill!xx±:ll:S:Hxximproper.

Mismarkingand False Patent Legends and Claims.]-I/ c-.J.J.v
JFD concedes (p. 18-21)..... gS!!J5ibe ew;;msRs", that it

". ;- ,

did mismark;but it seeks the shield, of the Distric.t Court's

protective "minimal" effect doctrine.

We have shown deliberate action as part,of a con

spiracy to restrain lawful competition; and we believe:that

the decisions in the xobe , Perfection Mfg. Co. ,Angel

Research, Inc. ,Channel Master and Wh"i te Motor Co. 'ca:ses

clearly show the errOr of the District Court's concilu.sion

(main brief, p. 37-39).

Th.~.' Tiiij; 3icrcularizinq of •theT.rade J-- 1. 1
}I{E 1 1 ... tieuif'fie:t IS Forti-1ft 0 S±:ll eet .. i.

Again JFDtriesto ,consider the issue of:improper

venue and the like out of its tr~e context and setting in

the scheme of advertising.and cirCUlarizing the trade to
,

- 14 -
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11;
»-:
"is unlikely•.. that many customers
c~me across or were influenced by
these passages".

dissuade doing business with Blonder-Tongue.

Such dissection begs the point, we believe.

JFDstates CJ~~~',(~.;~;~}actsituations that

::b::::i::::s7:E::~:~:h::':::::r::::::~::::::and .~
A

establishes those precise kirlds of facts (main brief, p.

39-41)

The False. Advertising1.-- (I o-J-,~
JFD says it was only "puffing" (p. 25).

It also criticizes the evidence that Blonder-Tongue

was able to muster as to the wildly false performance claims

in JFD advertising. But c~~l\tentor schenfeld, w90had
\... -II.- VId..lit"'~e-, :-

tested the JFD antennas for s:fli'hjjyi!~ in this stJ.:it; was

hired away by JFIl~ before the trial i App. 501S5.
, i::,:

JFD has failed to produce (because it cou'l.d not)
.: ;

one whit of evidence ihat any of its antennas hayeanything
I ~ :

even resembling these wild "35 db" performancefl~iItls (p,

43-4, main brief) -- claims deliberately made uhd~rcolor
'!,i,':' '

of the name and prestige of the University of IllWnoisl*

JFD, indeed, tries to excuse this byit~gratituous

hope that:4'

And it tries to avoid the effect of the Foundation's be-

lated criticism of JFD's false advertising (p. 43, 44, main

brief) by asserting,

I..-

---!~
"statements it makes are not bind
ing upon JFD" (JFD brief, p. 29).

The damage that was caused Blonder-Tongue by this

false advertising, coupled'with raiding,patent rnismarking,

* Lately concocted arguments -- not. supported by any testi
mony OX" proofs, of alleged exaggerated claims of Blonder
Tongue (p. 28 94 JFD brief) -- do not even relate to. or
bear resemblance to the kind of· deliberate false perfor~

mance numbers spread through JFD'sFoundation-approved
a.dvertisementsto the trade.

- 15-



coercion and trYing of litigation in the ~apers and press

releases, was clearly shown (e.g., page 36, 38, 40, 44,

main brief).

Summary as to Unfair competition"J._ II
and Antitrust Counts" •

We do not understand how this Court can accept

JFD's explanationatp. 29, that if the complained of

J:;::. .n acts were improper, none of them
{ .........- wa.sinteni::ionally so. n

Everything that could be done to restrain Blonder~

Tongue's antenna sales program was done in every available

medium. The assertion that no damage was shown is equally
.~..' ;::V~~d~~t

not understandabl:-.:- N""'octt--rOrrnn!""I:y.,-..,!I"'!!tt'!". there a. publ.i,c interest in

unclean hands, misuse and per se antitrust violations

C/tJFD,P. 30, concedes that the District Court

f:::--t!ii~~~t~ave=madeadditional findings

as required by the Supreme Court in the Graham case and this

Court in theU, S. Gypsum Co. case (p. 45, main brief).

JFD tries to modify and supply the deficiencies in

the District Court's decision as to prior-art references

(p. 34-37), file wrapper estoppel (p. 37-39), lack of

invention (p. 39-40), inoperativeness (p. 40), and inde-

finiteness (p. 41-2). It also purports to deny infringe-

merrt. vt p , 44-49).

Clearly, the attempt by JFDinits brief to inter-

pret the pertinehceof complicated t.echni.ceL pUblications

and patents and to push off on this Court the· job of

- 16 -
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is contrary

R,.• Uirnt,erpretation of documents, if this
~rt wants findings",

to the policy that technical explanation required

in complex patent cases must be done in the Ilist:dct Court

(supra). This, JFD failed to do at the triaL

But even if we were~ to ac,c:pt whatJFD

says the prior art shows (which it does not), it is clear

that JFD concedes that no reference teaches the claimed in-

vention. It is allegedly only the question of "obviousness"

in combi n.i.nq the elements said to be' individually aSSociatet,z;::.~

with antennas of a Technical Report No. 5~)Mayes or Heslil( ;J

with rigid insulators of Gross , ,dipole-half spacing Of

Valach, impedance adjustments of Kane and Wickersham, standoff

mouritingsof Callaghan, parallel transmission line lllo\mtings
1

of ~inegard, and strain reliefs of LineLok or Zip, 'in order

of ,many references to anticipate the cooperating el~ments

of !anantenna (not an ~ggregation as in, the Lincoln ,Engineer-
,

ing Co. case), on its face shows unob>i>:iousness as a'matter
':i
I:

of law, Minneapolis-Honeywell RegUlator Company'v. M:jjclwestern

Instruments Inc" 298 F.2d 36, 38 (CA 7, 1962)

p. 47).

(mahi:lbrief,
i:!'
"I

Similarly, as a matter of law, we are reJ;Ying on

claim 5 as it issued in the patent, ahd not any bro,ader or

narrOwer claims discussed on p. 37-40 of the JFD brief so

that there is no~~estoppeL
Lastly, neither the Patent Office, Mr. Blonder, Dr.

Mayes, nor the Dis:l:rict Court had difficulty in finding a

meaning for claim 5, supported by the disQ:losure of, the

patent; In fact, Mr. Blonder applied the claim to the

Blonder-Tongu.eantenna (Addendum, mainbriefl.

- 17 -
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If/o1f
This Court can readily follow the identification

of the cooperativl8 elements of the noval combination of

claim 5 by rl8ferring to the Addendum.

As a.matterof law, we feel the presumption of

has not been rebutted. The patents cited by the
during prosecution of the application

Examiner!(all relied on by the District Court), are of the

same nat.ure . as1:he other citations (App. 838). No new type

of art not considered by the Patent Office is involved.

We jg: 1, also, eha-eWere it is necessary to rely

on many references (one report, 2 antennas, 12 patents) to

build up an alleged anticipation --. as13l!! I:k! the District

Court and JFD have tried to do -- this is evidence of inven-

tion.

This leaves the issue of infringement. While deny-

ing the legal conclusion of infri.ngement, JFD has failed to
- . . ;

point out a single element that it does not have which: is

actual language of claim 5. JFD'sinter":
H

pretation requires non-existent limitations in the c Lai.m,

such as "integ-Tal" strain reliefs and reliefs that cannot;

be "flexible" - .. concepts having nothing to do with the
w,+t.

clear language Of the claim orA the invention.

JFD has not demonstrated any error in Mr. B'londer's

application of the claim to the gFD structure (App. 500 .. 2)

(Addendum, co1. 3); nor has JFD denied that i t.s antenna

operates in the manner of the log periodic antenna of the

Blonder-Schenfeld patent.

Thus, while disputing the conclusion of law as

to infringement, JFD does not actually dispute the facts.

We believe the conclusion of law as to infringement inexorably

follows.

The Foundation has
f!_~~tf'.L"Ti.f4d
en<j'a<j'ea in the advertising

program of JFD with responsibility in its license to approve
)

- 18 -
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.;t. "". .~ ..,

the ads (App. 745), has assisted in. the advertising for sale

of theJFD antennas that infringe the Blonder-Schenfeld

patent, and has contributed its name in the ads to effect

persuasion of such sales. Inducing infringement by selling

and offering for sale is, of course, an act of infringement

by the Foundation.

CONCLUSION ,y-la~~

We submit that the Isbell and Mayes et al paten1s

are invalid, notinfringedangupenforceable for unclean

hands arid misuse, as a mattero.f Law ; even on the ihcomplete

record of this case,

We fUrther submit that both the over-all pattern or

scheme of inhumerable acts (found by the District Court and
i 1',

admitted in uncontr~\rerted eVidence) ahd the several acts

themselves, directed toward dissuading competit~(mVlith

Blonder-'I'on~ue,constituteunfair competition an,d violati.on

of the antitrust laws.
~.

Lastly, we submit ;II,!...... as a matter of Iaw",/the

lega.l conclusion of validity and infringementi Of the Blonder-

erroneous legal conclusion.

,.,. ....' , . ,

; :

Schenfeld patent should be drawn, even if JFD' s, arguments be
, ',::i

considered, arguendo, as S1pplementary to the DiiJtrict Court'si:
I I ~ ;

ru
disagree

in both or

Appeal~;
!; rl

the !lciw

Should, however, this Court of

ii'; '.:
i :i:.: 'j

either of the Foundation suit and the Blonder:-Topguecounter-

claims, then justice requires due process for ~~Onderl'l'ongue

with Blonder-Tongue as to application of

....

cl~PLived Of iR
,,, 'Ii

,

VA-tP-~~~

(Jr-~~

- 19-
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REPLY BR IEF FOR DHENDANT AND
COUNTERCLAIMANT._ APPELLANT.

~ THE ISSUE AS TO DUE PROCESS

.~.+. The Foun'dat i Un ''S~ ,Positi on

In its brief, the Foundation ~. 3-5)-argues that

Blonder-Tongue has conceded that the record .

('contains a sufficient rec-:!'!J of~
facts to perm it t~ i s court t? u>: \
come to a conclusion on the Issues., 1/1 "3)

@A': conc l us i on~1, (f',' '\

No.

Only ~ conclusion, e~t ~ the ~gA~eISe; namely,

that even on the basis of the presen,~ i);'comp Iete record, as,(.~
\!K'·~h ,,,,,,:f. 0::s « 'OL", G,,, ,

...,~..'>;ll"~'

a matter of law, the District Cour~~ be reversed ~ an

i 1i;:Ii"'~ ef 151'. ,

But if this 'ourt finds that the District Court's

legal conclusions are not wrong, Blonder-Ton~aintains it is

ent it Ied to make a c~mp Iete record to shon ~:,f;fr~~nt faeh

.,••••••~d .f •• I •••• , ,••xp.r"~••~ b••, pr.-

par i n~,,~~J.,~,i,,=~~:~::,I~:.~~:,8,:,::~~~~,:,,~V~:~,,~,~~~~,~~:,_c.~n:\:.~t i ell ____
~~he Foundation's patent suit and the Blonder-Tongue paten:")
/-',...- IT.,;;-......:-...-~_· ..--.~_.""''"'''' ...,~'''"..",=,~,.." ..,......."'''.:..._;...~-'''"'<~''~.•w'',"''·M-;;""""""'"'''"''~''''>'''''''':'.''C·:'''''''W(''···'·'·'''·~···'-

~t~cl~i~-=:~j, and its customer 'witness; tin connection

with the Blo •• de. Tensue unfair competition and antitrust

counterclaims I and II), none of which Blonder-Tongue was able
q.;t1

to produce k the postponedt ime of tr i a I. A list of the in-

tended ;e6¢prrlP witnesses wa~lft-h!'d-w+1:h- the-Gou.,.,t.-.t,

/;~""",-,-- '" ,M ........J:i 't s I 9-t? -~~;\'-
(_"~ c/.",Q"-"","",,, cL I

;b-,,--r'1:I'7! 'Pct eL. .{-, /
/ t.At-.d i If)A~'~~'{''''t;(/:f \)~ ;1:('. ; ;1

•



c.

The Foundation says that there is "nothing~before

this Court to indicate" that if those witnesses were present,

the trial court would have decided differently.

It appears elementary, however, that in a patent case)

~N,.

~ function of the expert~ong other th~ is to provide

AL.rt~",lk,~ •
ev i dence,l oL+bll pep. i RIIRse OP i IIIpeptAn'O.flee'"'"lTf~ tile eit@."I.pr ior art.

( .L.~,.. ,ti~".,J ,
(of wh ich there was cons i derab Ie,set fOi' HI as pel'ti lieu I: b) 81eRder-

t' n.«: 1.( I .-<' ., "'_ ""/Vo' If''- . .~ "f~,> Ii!LjCP 0:< .j!1~., 4: ,c.-"""~.A~~d-I' ~~, 7(0f;1'?~"7 ,~.~...~",~.i';,' "-.l$'t:

'-"'''''''-'''''"1'~ (/6" V 'eo 7 19, r.
~. . "

<Tougue at 1\ ), and the issue of obv i ousness. or non-

obviousness to on~ skilled in the art at the time 0' ~he invention---
. G1 "::1'Ce~~,

~~l~~:;: D~-'~the ,~elied upon by the District Court both for sustaining

the Foundat ion's patents an~~mari ly
,

discarding thEiBlonder-Tongue

patent. TheB I Qndep=T&h9Ue answer. i h this sa i '8 fsp r'nfh;noement of

had to try to elicit what it could by cross-examination of the

of its own,.
~J

~ sinale witness
1\

~

Foundations' witnesses, an~without

,r""~ -"J"~12. q ,ll,j':;":f;,~" ,\,t::,<:r".b" ~(;fi':A"<""'_'

'dlld, at that, as explaflted on page S'-of i<f;s mail:l,BPiei\ ",as erroneously

-2-



"')~ ,h
(~Ij)1#

and prejwd icia II y restr icted in that endeavor, as weI I •
II

It is significant that the Foundation does !2i dispute

/
in the slightes~) Blonder-Tongue's assertion that the Oist~ict

Court heaped

"abuse •••upon both Boston
and local counsel"

and supplemented this

"initial owtburst (App. 75)
••• by similar episodes throughowt
the trial ••• " (p, 6 and 7 of
main brief) •.

2. The J F 0 Position

J F 0, at p. 5 and 6 of its brief, says that if Blonder-

Tongue had no expert~

"only it is to blame"

3.

and it could have used Mr. Blonder himself as the eXPert in a pinch.

~-J
No authority is cited for this(bI8Iid)uew proposition of

law, hOw@V6r, that a partisan litigant (Mr. Blonder is Chairman

of the Board of Blonder-Tongue), even if he had sufficient technical



h9f tbe Massachusetts Institute

of such exclusion, apparently conceding its

'SA this Case for over a year In preparation for trial" (App. G'1" -j,

w+r.'eas Mr. Blonder wou Id sudden Iy have to try to master overn ight

the numerous prior-art references and related material to whatever

limited degree he could.

As for the two very material and specific instances of

prejudicial deprival of proof of evidence set forth on pa~es 7 and 8

of Blonder-Tongue's ma'n brief, J F D tries to show'the pr0r:>riety

.'
~
eel ,ice~ prejudlpial

1]tJ-
effect upon Blonder-Tongue proofs.

f\

With regard to admissions in the J F D advertisements

and pub I icat ions wh i ch were Jij mproper Iy exc luded (App. 534-538-540),

~~J F D says that these were properly excluded (p. Pl since an exhibit

was "dated prior to the issuance of BT's own patent".

But th i s ev i dence was offered so Iely for :the unfa i r

competition and antitrust counterclaim and U2i in connection with

the Blonder-Tongue patent counterclaim; and the record shows that

Blonder Tongue was selling its antennas long befor~ its patent

~.~A~/tli :t
issued and at the very period ~t these advertisel!!ents, with false

claims, false patent markings and deprecations of competitors'



5.

antennas, including Blonder-Tongue, were issued, reproduced and

circulated throughout the trade.

This certainly was an improper and highly prejudicial

exclusion.

So
As for the exam i nat i on of Dr. May~ wb",. Ii18:~~

,..¢p~

had to try the dangerous tack OfC~l~'~~:;nwitnes~ despite

"'.-
~-~, .. '.the fact that the~~ord showed It was one of his patents that was

~,

...,."",~
pj;>#~,!",';;i~'P.>L'

~fn~"~~~h~e-~, J F 0 argues that this restriction

on examination by the District Court was also proper and that Dr.

Mayes shouldn't be asked anything about his own patent because

"the document speaks for itself".

complicated patent, of course, "speaks for itself" in

""'pate/nt

to exclude questions that would show the adverse or hostile

of the witness to enable cross examination, because to show "Prof.
uP JP 'k 1/Mayes' own financial interest was to impeach him" (p.9).

A

How else does one show the adverse nature of a witness~~~~

~called by the interrogating party?



6.

Lastly, J F 0 excuses the exclusion of questioning as

to "The J F O-Mayes relationship" since it was supposedly "irrelevant

to the patent infringement Issue." Since J F 0 actually had the

equitable title in the patents, being the Foundation's exclusive

licensee, it is hard to see what could be more relevant; particularly

in establishing the adverse nature of the witness.

J F 0, like the Foundation, does not dispute the Clbusive

manner in which Blonder-Tongue's counsel was treated throughout the

. , '7
trial. The only comment is that, at time~6 (p, j0,the Judge also

"expressed =~~'at act ions of counse I for both the Foundat ion

and J F 0".

In factjJ F 0 appears to concede that at least insofar

as the Foundation's patent suit is concern~d,

X\~~X~ii~X .
"~ypossibly reversible errors ...al I
pelated to the claim by the Foundation
.against BT'fli>r patent infringement,
and none ~oueefYe~h~ BT ~ounterclaim
against J -rD~d' the Foundation"{p. 10).

. /!'

c.,-.e~V"'" e:!
J F 0 thus argues for a severance.

But, as above shown, the same errOrs apply to the BT

patent counterclaim (which also required expert testimony) and

to the unfa i r compe'e it i on and ant i trust counterc I a ims_ AS us 1-1

asof JFOadve tiseme ts and oth r admisslol"'i

{which required cust0mer witnesses and the opportunity to put int:

dis
bove /cusse



7.

Neither the Foundation nor J F D has offered any les~1 ap

its own, to go to trial without witnessest and certainly not

r/authority that excuses forcing a litigant, through no fault of
-ta/(<e.

~,J~
to go-tor

s~;~omplicated~atent trial without its patent expert,
I

,..w\
or"unfair competition and antitrust triall without its cust,omer

witnesses or the right to!put in perfectly proper dC)clilmentary evidence.

n~@THE FOUNDATION'S ISBELL PATENT

e ou ongue main rle I •

-l; is "the conc Ius ions of Iaw of the Di str i ct Court'l, eveR eBBee 9fl,......-'

a_~e.copd--w~rrt'Rn'<"'-1'5~~lWe1'r~lnb~ 1'5'1' 1't'§ daS' iW9QliIl%t.

th i s (I-~ 6:"'1) 4f)
that we are ask i ng :tRill Court. to overru le , / ;

/I

-..-



8.

Should this Court not BftS agree that the conclusions

I,'_. -'1-{."

oT law, based on the District Court's findings Lw"'i:Jrl"s incomplete

~.
-s.,

record, are erroneous, part i cu I ar Iyin (the-lis light of -furtiror,." .. -

iYt-::
undSputed ~~admitted facts, then "Ie maintain the case should-be

/;j ljl~
-r>

remanded (p. 9) to enable Blonder-Tongue to have Afair tria~

sb; ch ...~Iy to .s"bfl:b~"b~!!-c;;...........-o;;~;';:;;~n-~:s anss.'

\ .'

and counterclc~j.me·w1'ir~h would even more clearly warrant opposite
....,.•" •..~

-~~""/. __~-,?'d"
~o~usi6ns of law.

Turning to item I (the effect of the publ ication of

Quarterly Engineering Report No.2), the Foundation agrees on p. 7

with the law set forth on pages 11-13 of the Blonder-Tongue main brie

that the fact a lone that a report. is

"'received' by a library",

or is
"'filed' in a libBary",

or is
"made accessible to the public"

is determinative of publication under the established decisions.

The Foundation also agrees that librarian Miss Johnson

testified, as quoted on page 12 of the Blonder-Tonge main brief,

that more than a year before the Isbell patent application filing

r
date, Quarterly Engineering Report No.2-had been'"received" and

was "available •••either as a library reference or as an extra copy"



he:

I n fact, Mr. Law I~.i conceded that Miss Johnson knew~

what was a.ctua I f y done ,w I th th is report than

.~f~~- J.~7'-1' 1/~_'
T~~he~ is no ~act dispute, .

.-.'::'""'" ~

9.

~
Contrary to the Foundation's statement at",top of page 7,

particular Quarterly Ensineerins Report No.2 in this particular case.

about

u
Mr. Lawle~ did n2i contradict Miss J~hnson at App. 465-466 or

anywhere else, with regard to the facts as to what was done with this

to anyone who "requested" the same.
I\.

~This 0(101 t canreacrny so asc:ert~ln from fu~
!,

\tie nldi II La i i' tha L the iiiele ¥&ct

"rece i ved", Iff lied" and "ava i Iab I e",,? to the pub I I c mer-e,
1':

tllan
1:'1'':.. ,;;

a year

before the f I I I ng of th e I sbe I I patent app I i cat ion
1

in cohtravention
1 1

I, '

of 35 USC 102 b.



10.

As ~o i~ems 2 and 3 (obviousness-predic~abili~y-the

Winegard
"

decision~ ~he Founda~ion makes four asser~ion~iJbu~ wi~hou~

giving any suppor~ ~herefor in ~he record.

Lest i~ be in~erpre~ed ~ha~ Blonder-Tongue has conceded

such i~emsas the significance of Dr. DuHamel's alleged ac~ivities,

the per~inence of ~he prior-ar~<referencesand the alleged unsolved

needs, failures of o~hers and so-called commercial success, it should

be poin~ed out ~ha~ Blonder-Tongue has no~ had i~s day in cour~ to
I

MP,~.u~
present ~ e ev i dence it WilS pPspapS9 '1;8 1'. eseAtf\thrc:>ugh its. pa~en~

exper~.

~I'~.,,"~'(i'v\,tvt

All that ~ has argued a~ P. 13-15 of i~s main briefrt~ is

a single issue of law on the ma~~er of whe~her "predict:abili~y"

(found by ~he Distric~ Cour~) is synonymous wi~h ~he s~a~u~ory ~e~~

We also pointed out (p. 14) contemporaneous sta~ements at

log periodic antenna developmen~ ~ha~ Isbell BRBt

of "obviousness". If Blonder-Tongue {and

~\IJ~i\l11\1l<-~~~.
the 8th Circui~ correc~ly unders~an~~he

l?
(",'

r:",\"\",,,~i1

~h i sease ¥ mi sapp I i ed,j ~he same.
/ '.

~he la~e da~e in

~he Court of Appeals for

law, the Dis~rict Cour~

s~arted ~o make his "~h in I i near elements" (p. 2 of Repor~ No. I,

D. Ex. 7),--evidence in this suit, irrespective of the 8~h Circuit

Winegard case-- ~ha~

~;(l
"muI~ i I iI'bar l0l'l

iiiperiodic an~enna" were by
i'\



II.

that t Ime "found to be predl ctab Ie".

But the Foundation says we lifted this "out of context",

/ Iil4
anAassertlon w~h this Court can readily see ~o be-erro~ from

Inspection of the document~.

More Important, .nowev~ the Foundation implies that th~re

Is some magical difference between "sheet metal" antenna elements

;,:r;
(as to whichX' at least admits there !!.!!. "predlc1:abll Ity" at the

time Isbell started work on his patent in suit, as reflected by

Report No. I) and the "th i n Ii near, el ements"!' used by I sbe II

Is It patentab Ie to subst Itute one weII-kn~",n of

,

, : ..: I

performance
,,' I

,
, "

j{:-'" ,

) andl!!er~"oth well-known befoHe

brings us to the question of law.

had precisely the same k.i kind of operation and

that the sheet

': ,:' :"J i

antenna element for another In accordance with precl~ely1lIlJ same old
J,!' :;: i: ,I' !

~<! ~-rr=:,'"" ! ' , " :

V .....~~ illll l
log-per Iod i c d imens ion ing a~'arrangemen~? Can as m~ny ~'~,,,~,Jn1:s be

~

We think the answer, as a matter of law,

negative.



12.

This cert~inly raises an entirely different,;£ii' <" Ill"

factual situation than that which gave rise to the Tomlinson case

cited on page 9 of the Foundation brief, and falls, rather, within

~
the well-established doctJirine of the Winegard and other cases

(p. 14 of the Blonder-Tongue main brief).

J F D, thftough the exclusive licensee, has

comment on the Isbell patent.

The Foundation does not (and cannot) dispute that

Mr. Turner gave to Dr. Mayes not only the teaching of inclining

the Isbell dipole antennas into V"s, but taught Mayes the precise

,"t~~~ ri1W~V,(,f""'':i",!t
angle to use--g& used by Blonder-Tongue in its allegedly infringing

t\~d-~
:Wi Co lor Ranger antenna and ., set forfi\y in the c Iaims of the Mayes

et al patent in suit.



13.

Instead, on pages 10 and II, the Foundation sets forth

a story {without an reference whatsoeveR to testimon in the

,--~~!1jw".tU:(,JW~,'t14J,"j.,(@loA~•.(. ~~IV .
record) t hat ffis-r-egllt1:ea'""rnr'"Ii'a'~"-;bandon;dexper iment "J and it1-fA .,.. .
remained~ Mayes et al to take some magical "last step".

7 Assum i ng, arguendo, thatth i s story had been ..i.ft.alt

(,0......

proven in the record (which it.has not), the claims of the Mayes

~~
no more than l sbe II's ..=&eachi ug

, ':, ,.~"i#i%tW~

pre¢,i';-..v angl e

et a I" patent, Of\> tl tI i Face set forth

-c; ~~t'H."';
with th' J"~n V- i u9 si!f9!%;:ee;a:e, TS' nUl llllEf bhe

~_:\ ~. I

~., .

suggested by Turner--nothins f!!!2.!:.!.' Th~ claims~'are either
Ii - - -I, - 1.\'"

i nva lid as represent i ng '225 11tha::~"')rat iv~~lAf~,eY were

invented by Turner.

The District Court itself foun~ that the V'ing

is "the only structural difference between his (Mayes and Carrel)

patent and the Isbell patent" t App. 830).

Foundation

-set forth

,
As for the fraud~, it is si~nificant that the

4;~14'

has not den ied{"sJ!!lSI e\ OAe of faas faets I through L.
d..~__.u,!.:..i5'f~ f ~"¥.;}!'A•• %". "'.......4t ~~ (I /9 - ~~f )

au pages 19 -anEl-20-·_d-4;·h.ereafter as to the conduct
1'1

in the Patent Office.

It thus remains for this Court to decide the applicable

law. Is it the law of the Wen Products case {which deals with the
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. • ""--"1:":"'''-'-

A:~'.i.:"·.t~-,·;.,~O"'

,entireIYdiffe~nt~s of normal patent prosecution and the

lack of requirement of a patent applicant to volunteer all the

prior
~

art ~knows about); or the law of the Flick-Reedy, Hazel-

~
with c~%i.ns where

Atlas Glass and Precision Instrument

/J 7../)
O'f' the Blonder-I'ongint-(';'ain brief €deal ing

<; A

de I iberate act was madef~(r; ~f i dav it vo Iuntar il y f i'le~o induce
f\

J[[[. Non-Infringement of The
----and Mayes et a I Patents

J F D Jf has remained silent, other than to disclaim all

the Patent Off ice... staid us,

or cooperation'-----"wi t hoiijui't""-e4:LlJ.!:,e;j
with J F

acts wele -sone

association with the charge of fraud in

The Foundation's argument on
~

pages 11and 13 seems to

be that any separat i on of the antennas at a 1114, is"substant ia I Iy

cop Ienar-" with in the mean i ng of the Isbe II and Mates e~~ I patents.
i
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15.

The Foundation does not dispute the Blonder-Tongue showing;

pages 23-25 of its main brief, that the Blonder-Tongue separation of

the antenna planes is "deliberate" and is "about twenty times the

substantially touching or coplanar (0.003 wavelength) relation of

Isbell", as taught in the Isbell and Mayes et al patent specifications

and as testified toby J F D witness Heslin.

Nor does the Foundat ion di sputethat the Pat.ent Office

granted the Blonder-Schenfeld patent for this "radically different

construct ion", among other features.

Clearly/if Isbell had been entitled to a claim covering

A.
any separation, none of its ski lied attorneys, the 'appl icant, 9'(

f,5'~/",-<
T %

the Patent Office would haveAreqtlire~a limitation 'in the claims to

"substantially coplanar".

And the final proof of noninfringement was admitted
. . V . -

by Dr. Mayes himself (as quoted em page 2510£ >EftS Illsliae~

~3)"':--if' th;Bl~de~-TOngue \r#antenna~"'C;;e
. "moved together so that they are substantially in the same

plane" (Lhe lil~gJJa9"e of the TAte] J 2n d Mayes e'C' ~I' Claillii!J+o.,

the antennas would no longer operate properly,.. (Hlaili brief',

p. 25) t This was not in any way disputed by the Foundation

and could not be.

the Isbell end Mayes et al claim~ the antennas would no longer

. ( (PI";"" ~:'t/ I' ~ />-) I
v voperate properly.

A
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, ,

,..,~"

It is elementary that,a device~cannof work in accordance
,

with a patent claim; cannot possibly be an infringement thereof

(see citations at p. 25 of main brief) •

agreement with Blonder-Tongue

.;~?
~r-"

J F D appears to have shown

~~,~APT~-AtW
that "'antennas are decidedly

A

constructed to operate in substantially the same Plane~as taught

by Isbell and Mayes et ai, but require a deliberate "vertical

distance between booms" (P' 40).

JDL. THE UNFAIR COMPETITION and
"-----,~~_···--,-""'··-ANTITRUSTCOUNTERCLA IMS ;:r and II:...

The Foundation considers fhat

of the activities complained of, except

it had no part in any

,\~J
thr.,fraudin the Patent

~

Office and improper news releases" (p. 14).

The fraud has been discussed above; and it is not disputed,

as stated on p. 22 of Blonder-Tongue's main brief, that without the

filing of the affidavit

"the Exam i ner- dear Iy wou Id noti . .: ,."l
hav.e a II owed the Mayes et a I patent ;'L ... l.•.. /J..'.' f,~rf(>/"
~ee rejection, D.E¥. 12, p. 30):", ~?:f(tft"

1.$ Ft'" ~he newAreleases;"+lli'S' wi H be discussed in treating

with JFD's position, as will the involvement of the Foundation in

r3-tffU:J::i
other actioo$ of all the counterclaims.
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J F D does not take issue with the Blonder-Tongue

showing, p. 29 and 30, that the law recognizes that a "pattern of

such a series of acts can be unfair competition (and also-antitrust

~
violation), even if the acts individually by themselves ~ non-

actionable."

As for the individual or separate acts

shall now treat with JFO's arguments under two

Nor does JFD dispute that the District

with this important doctrine of law.

Instead, t JFD follows the tack of the D

and argues merely, p. II, that

not treat

ct Court

Tongue's contention that these were related and, as

"none of the separate and unrelated
activities of JFD was wrongful".
«uF!,elel'e;s."i A!J] added)

_:'>"):-Y"'fJ,,>,L..~ ,~"L,'"

It is, of course, for this Court to decide whether these

acts are "unrelated"; and to decide the correctness off Blonder-

I -
a pattern, were

i I Iega I •

That damage resulted to Blonder-Tongue as a 'result of

these acts has been amply proven (see, for example, p~ges 36,



•on the bas~s of the District Court's findings as supplemented by

18.

First) it should .p.q,!%l'e,. be borne::'i;f";:~~~~;!1'$~Jonder

Tongue did not have its full day in court, with the improper ex-

cluslon of critical evidence and proferred testimony relating thereto

(bottom p, 7 and p. 8fof Blonder-Tongue main brlef)ri)and(with\ the

inability to remarshall its cli/stomer witnesses in time for the re-

set trial. Thus, in its main brief, Blonder~Tongue has had to argue~
)

I
. /~, .

whatever und i sputed add itiona I facts are in th i s i Iico_mp Iete~

even

...,' ,

Secon~, the JFD brief abounds with statements unsupported

~J
by reference to the record, and certainly unsJppo~ted by the

A

record itself."too numerous to counter except for ~h:~ most glaring

/'1
matters/. (so that~ is respectfu I Iy requested that :before th Is

JI ! .
"W~"""'I4'

f9olJl9PiIoB Le Court accepts any such unsupported statem.ents or i nter-

pretat ions of test imony or exhi bits) not in the Distr ict Court's

. ~
dec is ion, ~ (thelsllme be checked in the record.

Tie-In Sales

JFD concedes that there was other undBputed evidence

besides that which led the District Court to find that there was~

L
~,*,,'i" some "ev Idence...wh Ieh tends to support~ argument" of "t Ie- j n"-

sales.
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,
Specifically; JFD concedes that In addition to Mr. FAnkel's

testimony, there was hear,4'say testimony (not excluded) In the

deposition of General Manager Gilbert of coercion and tie-In actlv-

itles (App 675~, and testimony (also n2i excluded) in ~arketlng

~I rector He Ihosk i ' s depos it Ion of Instances of "I mp lI ed" coerc ion

TherefMls E2 contrary evidence In the record.

actions that resulted In Inhibiting other modes ofp~oQf and Inter-

by the District Court of a postponement to reassemble its customer

As before pointed out, not only was Blonder-Tongue deprived

, but Itwas J FD's own de II beratewitnesses $peclfiee IA

ferlng with the very processes of the cour~as fitd lows:-
I. The District Court found that "some records dealing

~LJ.
with customers were found to be missing" (App. 835) when one e"velop!!

been specific

before the trial, Blonder-Tongue's West Coast sales representative,

S~'sson--the ~est ~ast bel~i:;:f:~:~~: had
J\

Graham

Jdis'ludiexJllis:CftilJlII:ci. d Istr ibutor customer coerc Ion (see d i s4;p i1i1', t o r 

"",!,!!,"'NJ,\,,"'t, ',Yli,iCA ~,", ,



at cottom of page 39 of

customer

main b"ief).

releases sales

20.

How can JFD now be heard to complain, p. 13, that "No

BT salesman produced evidence as to alleged customer coercion." /

Even without its full day in court, Blonder-Tongue succeed~

ed at least in convincing the District Court that there was some

evidence "which tends to support this argument" (App. 836).

!tIoMf~.J
, We question the conclusion of lawAthat because this is'lIIJ:,lI

l~:~~~~~... line of ,11 •••dl,

patented antennas as a club to force the purchase of unpatented

related converter and booster equipment;!.

Admittedly the proofs aren't the strongest or complete

(thanks, in part, to the abke act ions of JFD). but, as the Distr i ct
. ~

~,~~S~
Court itself had to conclude, there was some evidence and nothing

A

on the other side.

The Raiding

Wh i Ie J FD says that the peop Ie hired away ~ur i n9 th i s

trial~ere not "key" people, this particularly



I.~.:: ••:::::=7JF8

District Court have asserted? We think not.

and the

21 •

employer ,

No matter ho~ dissatisfied an employee may be with an

h~f;2:~~t:'Z:;::=,
II

. ")1JY preparat ron for tr i a I w'i eli the· HlidS! Lmpl OJ el'l--to

emp Ioyee who 0& kncnil'l, liP sl:llllililil II.; e been knoWn,

hire a~ay such

~ posses/;;on-
. "\

fldential and Intimate information vital to the proofs of the *. ial

by the Pi: at employer?

Certainly JFD knew o. alLlwlel liMe kilL. that,Schenfeld

was the co-inventor of the patent upon ~hlch JFD was su~d In the

i

counterclaim by Blonder-Tongue; and certainly JFD knew Mr. Balash's
!

I

i nvo Ivement an d that of Mr. Shson, as we I I !

We th ink the author it Ies support us ~T thatth i s con-

duct Is 01 bi.ilf Improper.

Mismarklng and False Patent
Legends and CIalms

JFD concedesl) (p , 18-21), despite excuses, that It did

mIsmark; but it (t'u- -to} the sh Ie Id of th e DIstr ict Court's protect Ive

"minimal" effect doctrine.
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We have shown del iberate action (illclacli"!l action as

CA··
of ,tfte consp i racy. i",.. had ; II 811 of these ere!:11 to restra i n

. ,#.0
Iawfu I compet it i on'1/~t'e'P':ti~1'~~~r;::~t,J;..-?~·· and we be Ii eve

Cu. ~,
that the decisions in the Kobe, Perfection Mfg., Angel Research.,

----- .. 'A:' A.
,,' L._' \

(!L). ~~A.,{. ,.. ),,~~:::o
Channe I Maste~1Wh ite Motor"cases~~n~~~-wf

~ \'" (f<,..<&<-<.. ~.iJ?,/
c Iear Iy show the error of the Distr ictAI l!'g8 I cone Iusio

A
. ? J'", ~J~ '?)

The Type of Circularizing of the Trade
Re Li~~,~ereinvolved

Again JFD tries to consider the issue of improper venue

and the like out of its true context and setting in the scheme of

advertising and circularizing the trade to dissuade doing business

with Blonder-Tongue.

Such dissection begs the point, we believe.

+"w~ aAJ..
At 'thebottolll,..'?,!-Rage 23> JFDstates"Qat it considers .....

U r- r:> lA"'f! f' "L 71fFl T "'""1 t 6(9 i

Ctf'i~1.t.[~ Pana)Maytag L Gerosa and Robbins cases iqUOhd aAd oi teed at p. 41

of.-tar main brie'f~e I elete to", We submit that the uncontradicted

record refel"eAGea Oft 1'8g011 39'41 4t estab I i sh~hose.prec i se kinds of

eiM~. b-L"l; '1:> :r9 - VI')
facts. i (

II

The False Advertising

JFD says it was only "puffing" (p, 25).

?""'; /J; f

It also cr~cises the evidence that Blonder-Tongue was

able to muster as to~ldlY false performance claims in JFD

"
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~:~~~~~!:::::'I~:J:~,~:~.~~'~~~=~:~~~~~i~~_~":t:F
advertising. despi+e ~ losing i;;¥o~·i';~entor Schenfeld who had

{fk,.(
Qd

b~en chilPsed IliLh test-i-R-g the JFD antennas for testifying in this~

suit, b~~ who was hired away by JFD just before the trial, ApI'. 504-5.

~

JFDrtai led tooV(b;'~~~~~ it cou I d '~~t}c!~_~~~~~~. ont ,,1 t of

~~-<L, I

evidence that any of its antennas PQoJ.7rll'er:l anything even resembl ing

these wi ld "35 db" performance claims (I" 43-4 oF-oOI' main brief)--

~h.fA~~~
~ under the color of the name and prestige of the University of

"
Illinoisl*

JFD, indeed, tries to excuse this by its gratituous hope

that it
"is unlikely •••that many customers
came across or were influenced by
these passages".

And it tries to 0U8PseMe

criticism of JFD's false advertising (qu:ated 011 p , 4~mrd 44 of 0111"

The damage

advert is i ng, coup Ied

that was caused Blonder-Tongue
, .

AA.)/_"(,.(.,,.,A.1""41~ J

weith ~.patent ~ismarking,

assert i ng, -fiJi 2:1'-

'1:tle;-"'f::oi;iiR!fl!l'Im_ II ,or_~~ "die F_llelsL i clil;',. statements_ '
are not bind i n9 upon J FD~" ( :7F7;I f;..-.""trt ,,9)

by th is i:1.A1'<

main brief) by

Ar
1ring of litigation in the papers and press releases,

was clearly shown (see, Fol' exaiilPt-e, tl:le seRtel
Ql!

o~ page 36, bQttom

a.f 38, C&l'lter of 40, 44 '*~ mai n br i of).

* lately concoctedarguments--not supported by any testimony
. or proofs j -of alleged exaggerated claims of Blonder-Tongue (1'.28 of

• JFD brief --do not even relate to or bear U~Qn "I e Sf • ~s

~~u.~,~ k i nddof •de lei beratedfaalse per-f'or-mence nl,lPlberS l!\pread through JFD' s
Foun atlon-approve a vert I sements to the trade.
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24.

Summary as to Unfair Competition
and AntiTrust Counts

We do not understand how this Court can accept JFD's

explanation at p. 29, that if the complained of

"acts were improper, none of
them was intentionally so."

Everything that could be done to restrain 6londer~TonguJs

antenna sales program was don~tk. in every available mediumJ4

A~sserti on that no damage was shown/D'i s equa II y not under

z, Y{""", "'-.
only QeC~Y8e of t b$ public interest in unclean hands,

misuse and per ~ antitrust violations (involved in the fraud, mis-

marking and extension of patents to unpatented items), but the clear

pages 36, 38, ~ aud

J[t -~E 6LONDER-SCHENFELD PATENT
COUNTERC LA1M,

JFO, p. 30, concedes that the District Court

"might have made additional
fi nd i ngs of fact""'t

in the U. S. Gypsum Co. case (P. 45 oi'-attr main brief).
'f!7:K'>":":"~ ->:'>,,!""?,',",-~-~

JFD tries to modify and supply the deficiencies in the

District Court's decision as to prio~art references (p. 34~37),file

wrapper estoppe"f(p. 37-39)) lack of invention (P. 39-40), inoperative.

ness 4p. 40), and indefiniteness (p. 41-2). It also purports to deny

infringement (p. 44-49).
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Clearly, the attempt by JFD In Its brief to interpret the ~.

pertinence of complicated technical publications and patents and to

push off on this Court the job of

•••s )~~~e'·---,In complex patent cases ana ~Ris_must be done In the
! ,. -),"r:

District Court. This, JFD fai led to do at the trial,.
1\

But even if we were, ~rguen...20' to accept what JFD says

~the pr ior art shows (wh Ich It does not), it Is c Iear that llJI

JFD concedes that ~ reference teaches the claimed invention. It Is

\\ qj
allegedly only the question of obviousness' In combining the elements

said to be Individually associated with antennas of a~chnlcal

(~r~\~1_
Report No. 52~wlthrlgld Insulators ofQ(ross, dipole-half spacing

\ N::·~i!~'~"+'
of Valach, ~mpedance adjustmen~ofKane and Wickersham, standoff

S
Wlnegard)and strain rei lef cansh",gtloo$of

Blonder-Schenfeld claim 5.
0lF-

tatlSRt b¥produce the,¥ combInat Ion
"

mountln9$of Callaghan, parallel transmission line mountin~of

"W' tt"JJ#",
Linelok or Zip, top.,

use
We submit, as a matter of law, this necessary ~S. of

"''''''f>dA.:e:''kCL..-ti't -
many references to anticipate a eeel'lepa~I"e wOlOklRS antenna (not

...
an ag9regat i on as In the t-~c@ Eng i neer Ing Co. case), on its

face shows unobvlousness as a matter of law Minneapolis Honeywell
)

Regulator Company v. Midwestern Instruments Inc. 298 F. 2d 36, 38
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freTr ..

26.

. . f¥V
p,47 of eQ~main brief.

, II

Similarly, as a matter of law, we are relying on claim 5

as it issued in the patent, and not any broader or narrower claims

discussed on p. 37-40 of the J~cPbr-ief, so that there Is nc). poss i b Ie ~

Iega I estoppe I •

/)'~f_,:;-}_:I;.7.<\

Lastly,(none of/the Patent Office, Mr. Blonder, Dr. Mayes,

(rl,;(~A)
or the District Court had .if£.ft.R*i~ difficulty in finding a

meaning for c Lai m 5 that pel'lEle:l'eEf it eRti ..el)' aliEf pI epe.. l, de""

...e)supported by the disclosure of the paten~~ fac~ Mr. Blonder

~ .
app I Ied the _e to the k i Ilk I, epel et I ve BIonder-Tongue antenna....

App. 05002 BRd eBPliel, Ilol!l lepioduced iii -elie(Addendum, p. 51ur

_ main brief).

e.
This Court can readily follow th~ identification of

the cooperative elements of the novel combination of claim 5 by

<i':.
r-ef'er-r- Ing to th-i.-Addendum .alid co Iubln 2 tllel'efl F) wh Ieli r6 fell'S co 15h e

As a matter ~f law, ~, we feel/the presumption of
"', / • C"

.' ~

val Idityhas !!.!!.i been rebutted, ltap$leqlel'l"S""ei_ thelilais(!1 ·ie'!:

\\'""i;,,;,ir[<

JQIIP.'~ fnQ;:.~~~tl·~~.~hwea>1 ,1" lJ'fe'the patents cited

. / Ca£J~ d _ 1irJ· 'ffZ D '"t.4"f- ~~) .,.--"'---~'=----- ~
by the ExamIne~dur i ng the prosecut ion \~f the app I i cat Ion<.~?f,\ the

\ tJ" ,: ~-_ /~" /.,(;I:"l4" ' i -

\ '
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type of art not considered by the Patent Office

i S (t~\ rl"~ i nvo Iveda
, i'

•Ihe ef ·"Ieu a hz II 1.1 itli ty

--is ol_-that where it is necessary to rely on IIIIWtj many references

(
',.. z_ .;;, {--' ! z-p",t:;;Y:; - \

\".1 ~f'rJ,"\\~~' . ~/ '. .J
" to bu i Id up ana II eged anti c ipat i onuas both the 0 istr ict Court

r~,} ev i dence of invent i on
/

=Fhis

I imitations in the claim, such as "integral" strain reliefs and

reliefs that cannot be "flexible"--concepts having nothing to do

~_ 'iJ&.. t~ v~:~ ,
with the clear language of the claim and f<iJ5iPf $;,~"" ,

This leaves the issue of infringement. As to thls,-

IJ/"i Ie denying the legal conclusion of

.Jrp~ 're/trA; M
infringeme~t,~Jp~int~lout

,,' ",

'J0Ic..l',..!fJ',Jle'

a single element that it does not have~ is .~£ specified in the

_y-"',,,.-""'-.""-"'----'-'-~",.'..,,""h""""''''''*''''-,'''"~-''''~

actual language of claim. 5e\tbis i istinguishe from rea ;;g-
~-----.'F-_.-""."""""'""""~'"~.,....."..-""'"

itations in t e cl im, such as "integral' strain

\ rei i efs and re I i fs that can

claim and specification.



) "~;,t'd,,t,,
sense at p. 44-49 or elseWhere,) demon-

"

, 28.

~..

~

JFO has t no

strated any error in Mr. Blonder's application of the claim to the

(

. . ~ -..._( ) 4~ r )
JFO structur7 App. 500-2, ~ClJiged ill column 3 of Uno Addendum",

~ \

em p. sr of (JUI' "tile-iF! bci.£l,f; (and) JFO (certainly has not)denied iii ali'

~hat its antenna operates in the manner of the log periodic

antenna of the Blonder-Schenfeld patent.

~'j;.. A.•.,.,j~lWvv·\~·,,·M#' )

Thus, wh i led isputp i ng the conel us ion of Iaw"JFO does

not actually dispute the facts",o-F Add81ldUih I. We be.lieve the

conclusion of law as to infringement ine~orably follows •

.~~
The Foundation, .Aa,iilg engaged in the'advertising program

of JF~with responsibility in its license to approve the ads,

A'fI7'f~
(, C~U1 !lu.:e); has assisted in the advertising for sale of the L Ii V -

V B 18 aud l!J'ther JFO antennas that infrin~the Blonder-Schenfeld

~k--~~
patent, ~ its name ... ;<1 in the ads to effect persuasion of such

1\ by se I ling and offer i I1g for sa Iek
sales (. ei"el elin ill a82). Inducing infringement/is, of course,

an act of infringement by the Foundation.

Conclusion

We ac*ngl y submit that the Isbell and Mayes et al

\ ..

patents are invalid, notJrinfringed and unenforceable for unclean

hands and misuse, as a matter of law, even on the incomplete record

of SR. this case.
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J

this incomple'f!e !9CQl'!d)

// ... 67'r'(#\ <f'C<""",,-,,
,,;l

/

Si~, ~.~bmH that both the overall pattern or

i :numerab Ie acts~ ~ound ~eel'l"_omurl:triiT-nrrt!1l:mTpT-e1l__~uul

constitute unfair competition and violation of the antitrust laws.

\ ~scheme of

:.~~ .to hiY9 &&i§tedby the District Court and admitted i~~~=ntraverted.' ~ _.....~
\ <r ,

.1,

~-'---:::-------------'-, -r • ,--~.__/
0onguy&;;d the several acts in BAd s£ themselves~lI:.,d!:ftilllldtll

~~-----

Lastly, we submit that, as a matter of law, the legal

conclusion of validity and infringement of the Blonder-Schenfeld

patent should be drawn, even if JFO's arguments be considered,

arguendo, as supplementary to the District Court's erroneous legal- - .....

conclusion.

Should, however, this Court of Appeals disagree with

~/"'",<T~~~ ~~4
ail .lla"~ as to imp~er application of the law in bothAthe

\

Foundation pa~nt suit and the Blonder-Tongue uAfail eompetitis1'l, _

antitpwst aR~ P4~ counter claims, then justice requires due

G:~~ ....r~t#.4it.. .. '" -_.l<:::":::!:'::Z';C;7*1.~;· .."
process for, 1:I',e . i\p".e I Jan-t" te estes I i eh a. S (;. unger' auo (ftetf;peee'M by

~_d

way of ~nproper trial, that it was deprived of in this case.




